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THE CLINT EASTWOOD LOOK earned Sidney resident Gareth Wood a new 
nickname during his Antarctic experience.
1
i " ■ V By SUSAN, MCLEAN : ; / 
g Reiiew Staff Writer .
f| Gareth Wood is hoping for a 
|| green Christmas —- one spent at 
|| home in Sidney, away from 
pblizzards, 3 0 below 
^ temperatures and bitter politics.
|| Gareth, 35, is on his way 
p home, ending a two-year ven- 
|| ture in Antarctica. His parents,
|| John and Diane Wood of Third 
|| Street in Sidney, hope he’ll ar- 
* rive at Victoria Airport this 
^ weekend.
|| Part of a three-man e.xplora- 
^ tion team which was the third 
I? such group to successfully hike 
across the frozen tundra to the 
|| South Pole. Gareth is one of 13 
i people — and the only Caiia- 
II dian — ever to have made the 
I difficult 9(K)-milc trek, 
a Shortly ^after returning to 
|| base camp, leader Robert S\v;in
P and e.xpcdition member Roger camp, “I think it hit him aftcr- 
|i Meat' headed back for civili/a- 
’Mion. Gareth offered to sia,v 
behind with two other 




By SARAH THOMPSON 
Review Staff Writer
Susan thought she would 
have to serve her family hot 
dogs on Christmas Day.
And for this Central Saanich 
couple, the thought of 
Christmas morning was 
depressing because they 
couldn’t afford to buy their 
daughters any gifts.
But, their temporary plight is 
being resolved by generous 
Peninsula residents who have 
paid the family’s rent, delin­
quent utility bills and provided 
a Christmas spread including a 
ham and a turkey.
Husband John’s four-year 
struggle with a series of heart at­
tacks resulting in unemploy­
ment and Susan’s debilitating 
aneurysm last September, the 
day she was due to start full­
time work, was brought to light 
in a Review article last week.
Since then, the local response 
has been phenomenal.
“I am overwhelmed,” said 
Susan.
“The girls’ eyes grow really 
big when I sit them dpwm and 
tell them about all the help 
we’ve had. The kids are thrilled 
that so many people have 
responded.”
Almost immediately, an 
anonymous donation from the 
Sidney area paid the overdue 
December rent.
One donor said he was once 
in a similar position and 
“wouldn’t wish it on anyone.”
Central Saanich Lions 
spokesman Warren Gordon, ac­
ting as co-ordinator for dona­
tions, said he has also received 
offers to pay the family’s debts.
“The response has been really 
terrific,” he said.
“Someone brought over a big 
crate of carrots, parsnips, 
potatoes, beets and onions and 
a couple of neighbors brought 
over some fresh fruit,” added 
Susan.
Some friends identified the 
family from the Review article 
and were angry that she hadn’t 
gone to them for help. “They 
knew we were in trouble but 
they didn’t know how badly,” 
Susan explained.
“We had a $200 cheque to 
buy meat and paper products, 
which we can never afford; a 
$25 cheque and an elderly lady 
walked into Sidney School and 
gave (Lions club member) 
Graham ? Rice $ 100, ” the 
grateful woman said.
Continued on Page A2
wards thai he was stuck for 
another year,” his fsiiher .said.
he was scheduled to make the 
last leg in a three-day plane trip 
across some of the world’s 
bleakest and most dangerous 
terrain.
His father points to a map. 
The ski-equipped plane and its 
passengers were scheduled to 
leave Cape Fivans yesterday 
(Tuesday). After two fuel stops, 
they were expected to reach 
Punta Arenas at the southern 
lip of Chile by Friday. But in 
case they hit bad weather, 
there’,s 14 days worth of food, 
extra gas and lots of sleeping 
bags onboard the plane if 
they’re delayed.
The end of a long journey is 
in sight — if the twin-engine Ot­
ter holds up to the arduous 60- 
hour flight and if precarioits 
weather conditions don’t force | 
the iiiane down for unscheduled « 
landings. |
forced While Itis decision to join the | 
ion expedition origiiutlly tunic its a «
and national politics 
Footsteps of .Scott 1: ,
backers to try to airlift the tliree surprise to his parents, his pen- 
But pack icc conditions which remaining men. chant for adventure is ccrtitinlv
might thwart a rescue by sea At Review deadline'fuesday, ContimietUm Page A7
The future of Saanichton Bay 
will be decided in the B.C. 
.Supreme Court Jan. 19 to 24.
Lawyers for the Tsawoul In­
dian band are battling a propo.s- 
ed marina in the bay planned by 
Wheaton Industries.
Lawyers for the band will 
argue the proposed marina 
violates native hunting and 
fishing rights in the bay 
guaranteed forever in the 1852 
Douglas Treaty.
But 1 a w y c r s f o r the 
developers and the province will 
argue, among other things, that 
the 1852 document, which has 
governed relations with area 
native bands for 130 years, was 
n e v e r a I e g a I treaty.
The trial was originally .slated 
for Sept. 29 and 30 of this year, 
but wa.s rescheduled after 
documents filed by lawyers for 
the developers and the province 
showed they were challenging 
tltc treaty.
All counsel agreed that the 
trial would take then take 
longer than two days, said a 
lawyer for the T.sawout.
The Tsawout have obtained 
an injunction against construc­
tion of the marina until conclu­
sion of the trial.
Holiday
d&adllne
, .The Review’s Christmas 
issue will be published a day 
early, to be idistributed 
Tuesday^ bcc.v23.'::--^
As a result, all deadline,s 
-- display and classified 
advertisitig, letters to the 
editor and submitted 
reports will be moved up 
to Thursday^ Dec, 19 at 5
ByAARUN DOYLB 
' Review Staff SVriier
‘iii
In Inst week \s Review, Sidney resident .lint Lnnn reenlled n 
flipJtl over Uollnnd in Winld \S'nr II whieh landed him in the 
lioiinions Ciernian l‘(>W aimp Stalay l.nfi IIL In this wcorul 
of a iwO'pnri series, J.anp rememhers his involvement in The 
area 11-scape.
riicre were prisoners-of-wai from ji imiliimdc of nations, 
Dutch cx-litwycrs and linglish ex-skiers .tiul Helgians wlio 
could make anything yon nev.xletl from it lonthhrush. Ami 
then there were Tom, Dick and 1 Ian y.
lorn, Dick iiiid Harry rcpicscnieil the ciuobincd dreaiii of 
the 700 airmen imprisoned in ilic Gcnnttn camp Suilag l.uft 
111.
lorn,Dick and Hatty weie the codc'iKiines foi iliiec fun­
nels to freccU'im.
Jim 1 a 11(1 knew Dick iltebesi. Dick Iregao in the svaslur'iom 
of Lang's hut, Ijjddtm beiteaili a trap door below the shower 
draitt,
Tom vva?, the tunnel Iht* Germans found.
And H.uiy ei':iis the uiuiicl ili.u "’6 i'liT.micrs liiiuugh 
one itigln, to find whiil fate awaited litem as iltc sun rose »>u 
llie cold fueeii German coiutlry-side.
Hatty vv.ss (lie iiinncl trsed forjlic Gieal llseape,
Day .iflei d.iy. I,.iiig v.otild go to the uuniili >»f a
tunnel; wearing a specially designed apparttius under his 
clothes,/" ■^
Day after dtty. n small group of prisoners cramped down in :■ 
the dank air of the tunnelwould leinove a little inorc dirt. ji 
After the dirt came up (op, Lang and other prisotters had lb ;i 
try and hide it, The dirt was loaded ittto bags worn ;i 
uiuicrneaili tlie iirisoners’ irbtisers, Jin inge'hious invention of i 
one imprisoned iiirntan. ■
l.oaded up wiilt soil. Lttng wotild sauiiier Outside into ilte ; 
compound and join it group of oilier prisoners who were ; 
gjiidening or watching it soccer game or some siniiliii diver- i 
sion.' i
At the light niomcnt, he svoiild releiise it mechimism and ■ 
the dirt would slowly begin ns pour from the bottom of lii.s 
(roiisei legs,
I'he lUlici prisoneis woiiiil cjisuitlly shuffle around and 
disperse the soihmiil it was indisiingiiishiiltle.
Diiy after day.''
RAFbfIicers are trained ihiit it is theii respoiisibiliiy if they 
tail into enemy hands to do iltcii inmost to escape, to tic tip 
enemy tcsimrecs jniiirdiitg titem, and to cause as muclt of a 
miisiuieeas possilsif vvithoiil heiniy shot 
Oihei prisoneis wito'tl had a inoilter or bioilier shot w mx 
tiriveit it» esciipe hcctmsc they harl aceoitnis to settle with the 
',t»crm:ms.^
^uUic uciw geniilg “tsill. happy,” C tuiniied sitive iiie 
earliest djiys of figltiing. sanity lay at ilte other end of the tun- 
lie! for them.
I.aog peihai's felt less of a compulsion — today, in 1986* he 
y hat at let i/cs liiitiscii as a ‘ sui s ivi>tllie iwyeliologica! 
siiiiicgy lie iidoi'iicd in Itis fiisi weeks in Smlag latft III was to
Continued on Page Af
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Throughout this issue you'll find 
several ads like this one. ONE of these 
contains a Spelling error. The first 649 
people who present the advertisement 
containing the error will receive a 649 
Quick Pick FREE! Lirnit one por 
customer. Offer expires Dec. 21, 
1966.
BOOI^^pFTS
OPEN TO 10 EVERY NIGHT
Peninsula olds 
destitute family
Continued from Page A1
“We are putting it all aside 
for rent.”
John began the appeal pro­
cess this week after the ministry 
of social services and housing 
refused to pay the local family’s 
rent for the next three months.
John and Susan had asked 
MSSH to pay their $750 rent — 
which is nearly $300 over the 
ministry guidelines — until 
March when Susan hopes to go 
back to work.
MSSH local director Riley 
Hern approved a crisis grant 
last month to tide them over as 
a “one time thing.”
In March, her doctor will 
assess whether Susan has 
recovered sufficiently from the 






10 days/8 nights—from ^1629 per person
INCLUDED:
• Return economy class air fare to Hong Kong
• All hotel and airport transfers
• AN meals in China and breakfasts daily in 
Hong Kong (except Day3)
• Baggage handling
• all air transportation both international and 
domestic air in China
• Sightseeing as mentioned in the itinerary
• Service charges & taxes 
- Gratuities
• Hong Kong Island Tour
• Dim Sum Lunch Day 3
MANY OTHER PACKAGES 
AVAILABLE—including a 





Hern met with regional 
manager Bill McBeth Tuesday 
to appeal John’s case.
If McBeth turns down the re­
quest, John’s next step is to ap­
peal the decision before a 
tribunal, comprised of ap­
pointed representatives from 
MSSH and the community.
Hern presents the ministry’s 
case, and John his, then the 
tribunal decides.
John said he is prepared to 
fight the decision as far as he 
can.
“There are a lot of people 
worse off than us. If our case 
can help them, I’ll be happy.”
But the community’s 
generosity is heartening, he 
adds.
Although donations will be 
accepted up to Dec. 24, the 
Lions Club member said, “To 
be quite truthful, they need help 
for the next three to four mon­
ths because (Susan) hasn’t got 
clearance from the doctor to 
work.”
Susan said they are putting all 
the donations away to pay the 
next three months rent if MSSH- 
refuses their application again.
“And all John wants is a 
steady job — he’d be so happy 




SANTA CLAUS IS COMING TO TEN - Santa will be In 
front of television cameras on Cable 10 on Dec. 17 at 7 
p.m. to take phone calls and requests from local 
youngsters.





conn! Driftwood Centre, 5th & Beacon, Sidney, B.C.
Open 8:30-5:30 Mon.-Fri., 10-2 Sat.
You’re on top of the world with INTRA 656-5561
DOUG CAMPBELL
The Victoria sales management takes 
pride in congratulating Doug Campbell 
tor his sales achievements in the 
month of November. The gold Plaque 
Award was established to recognize 
superior saies achievements in a 
single month.
Buying or Selling 
Call DOUG 
at 656-5584 
BLOCK BROS. REALTY LTD.
SIDNEY OFFICE
Education Minister Tony 
Brummet says a move to an 
alternate site for Mount Newton 
Middle School is the only solu­
tion to the school’s problems.
“They are definitely in a very 
compressed space,” Brummet 
told the Review Monday. “I 
recognize there’s no solution on 
the site.”
The education minister 
toured the local school Dec. 1, 
listening to concerns about the 
facility’s location next to an ex­











gravel pit and busy Keating 
Crossroad.
“It’s definitely a top priority 
for the district,” said Brummet, 
adding that ministry facilities 
co-ordinator Ken Starling 
would be meeting with the 
school board about the issue.
Brummet did not say when 
provincial money might be 
available for an alternate site 
for the school.
District 63 school board 
chairman Joe Lott described 
Brummet’s statements as “en­
couraging”.
“I think it’s very important 
for us. It’s not a good educa­
tional location.”
Lott said, however, that a 
new site for the school would 
depend on funding from the 
province, not local taxpayers.
Further study of population 
trends in Central Saanich is 
necessary, he said, to determine 
the best alternate location for 
the school, before an applica­















BICK’S PARTY PACK .J QCi!
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Sidney Aid. Cy Relph said he 
was “sandbagged” when 
Mayor Norma Sealey announc­
ed her selections last week for 
council appointments in 1987.
“1 got sandbagged,” said 
Relph. “I was taken off the 
recreation commission, I was 
taken off Committee A, and 1
Relph feels sandbogged' over appointments
was given Committee B which 
has never met. ’ ’
Relph also noted he was 
replaced in his position as coun­
cil’s liaison with the Advisory 
Planning Commission.
He said he felt his role in the 
town’s affairs would be 
significantly reduced as a result
$20,000
$15,000
of the new appointments. “I’m 
very sorry” said Relph.
‘‘I can’t think of any reason 
why the mayor would do this.”
“That’s nonsense,” said 
Sealey. “What 1 try to do is 
balance out the appointments. ”
She said some temporary ap­
pointments were made when 
Aid. Stewart Mackay resigned 
in mid-term.
Sealey added that she had ap­
pointed Relph as chairman of 
Committee B, the town’s plann­
ing committee, after he had 
been critical of that committee 
for meeting very infrequently.
Sealey said she hoped Relph 
might improve Committee B’s 
functioning.
Relph was appointed as 
Sidney’s representative for the 
Greater Victoria l,ubour Rela- 
tion.s Association and to the 
Saanich Peninsula Water Com-
tee.
Also on Committee A are 
Aid. Gloria Stevens and Aid. 
Ron Kubek.
Joining Relph on Committee 
B are Aid. Ben Ethier and Aid.
Herb Addison.
Kubek will replace Relph on 
the Peninsula Recreation Com­
mission, while Addison will 
assume Relph’s old position of 
liaison with Sidney’s volunteer
Advisory Planning Commis­
sion.
Stevens will continue as coun­
cil’s liaison with the Peninsula 
Community Association and 







MORE THAN DOUBLE LAST WEEK. Since Dec. 1, the 
Review Lions Christmas Hamper fund has raised 
$8,931.70 cash and just as much in food, according to 
organizer Mike Massie. Sidney ambulance raised more 
than $300 during their weekend blitz at the area grocery 
stores. You can drop off your donations to the Review, 
First Pacific Credit Union or the RImpac diving store on 
Fifth Street.
Relph had been castigated by 
Sealey after he publicly criticiz­
ed council’s handling of the 
waterfront development plans. 
He described his relationship 
with the mayor as one of 
“friendly antagonism’ ’.
At the Dec. 8 council 
meeting, Relph also challenged 
Sealey’s nomination of herself 
to return as local director for 
the Capital Regional District.
Relph nominated himself for 
the position and asked that a 
secret ballot be held among 





6 pm to 9 pm
Christine Laurent Jewellers 
are holding a MEN’S NIGHT
We ll help you select





When town clerk Geoff 
Logan had counted the ballots, 
Sealey was the winner.
J
Sealey re-appointed Aid. Stan 
Bamford as council’s represen­
tative on the Vancouver Island 
Regional Library Board. Bam­
ford will also chair Committee 
A, council’s key admininstra- 








A little piece of Sidney’s; 
history may hit the silver screen.
Tanner’s renowned Star 
Weekly sign, slated to be 
removed at the end of 
December, will be stored in a 
museum of sorts on the 
Mainland.
Fred Smith, manager of Neon 
Products Ltd, said the familiar 
local landmark will join other 
vintage signs at the company’s 
storehouse in Vancouver.
And some of the company’,s 
collection have been used as 
props in movies, he said.
“Some of them, like the Owl 
Drugs sign, go back 40 to 50 
years.”
The collection also include.s 
neon signs shaped lil '’ I'old-oul 
cameras and several window ads 
“like the ones saying ‘beer”, 
said Smith.
But Tanner’s Star Weekly 
may be the last of its kind, “It’s 
the only one that I know of in 
cyistencc,” Smith .said.
Clive Tanner, owner of Tan­
ner’s Books and Gifts, is thrill­
ed that hi.s long-lime a,ssuciaiion 
willi [lie sign may not come to a 
complete end.
“Who knows, we may .sec otii 
sign in a film one of thoic 
days.” ;
Neon I’roducls Ltd, a .limmy 
Pnttison owned company, I'llaiiv 
to keep the Star Weekly in tip 
fop shape, Smith said. “ I here's 
no problem gelting part.s, 
They’ve been making neon since 
Queen \’ietoiia’,s lime and thr 
signs are .still operating in I he 
same vvay with itansfoimct.'i 
and tubes.”
In fact, he said, “neon piiv- 
ducts are coming back strtmgcr 
than ever,"
FIRST CHOICE, LAST CHANCE-Prices are going up,
Model HVRD50 HD. IMS
» 12 Function Wireless Remote Control • 10[
Cablemaster® Tuning ® 2-Week, 8 Program 
Timer * Delayed Start, One Touch Record 
• Speed Search, Still Frame • Sliiriline 
(3,6” high) Styling ® Multi-Function 
Status Display
Hniys Reg. 609.95 ^ 
NOW ONLY B%si
smaller thart a 
^ bread box





• Stereo TV Broadcast Reception (M .TS,)
• Hi-Fi Stereo Audio Playback & Recordinmg
'• 29 Function Wireless Ro,mo(e Control * 100 
Channtil Cahlernnstor® Tuning • 4-Logic 
Head System for Crystal-Gleor Still Frame 
• Orjo Touch Recording (O.T.,R.) • 2-Week, 8 
Program Timer • Audio Program Soarcli 
Sy.stern(A.P.S.S.]
HQ ME V:'R®0. 1169.95 B
NOW'ONLY , ■ 1
EIiEGTROHGME
mAIimmiMI •MimmA inAw Ik JL» tiJki JkmW tiAiv iJLmmA
BEAUTY ~ QUALITY — VALUE Where else but




2013 Beacori Aveiiye, Sidney,' 656-3724, MON.-SAT.:;9 am to6 pm
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Something is wrong in the social services system when 
honesty works against you.
Take the case of the local family who have been refus­
ed temporary rental assistance during their financial 
crisis.
Instead, MSSH offered to pay for their move to a 
cheaper place.
The family argues that they only require help for a 
short period as their situation should improve by 
March.
Granted, their $750 a month rent is above ministry 
guidelines, but they only want asistance for the next 
three months.
Riley Hern, MSSH district manager, said it would 
“cost the government thousands” to pay the family’s 
rent for the three-month crisis period. And so, he says, 
;the decision must not be taken lightly.
; While we agree with the ministry’s position to screen 
; applicants and wholeheartedly back a cautious ap- 
■ proach to doling out taxpayers’ dollars, it seems more 
ithan ironic that the province is willing to shell out 
i thousands of dollars to some people who are on social.
: assistance for the long-term but balk at helping others 
whose circumstances don’t fit in nicely with some ar­
bitrary bureaucratic rule.
Does this local family have to be virtually on the 
street before an MSSH district manager can approve 
;this type of emergency assistance?
Unfortunately, the answer is yes. A family must be on 
the point of eviction or threatened with their bills about 
•to go to a collection agency to qualify for a crisis che- 
:que.
; Social workers who would like to help are bound by 
:red tape. They can only follow the MSSH manual laid 
; out by the provincial government.
’ In this current case, the husband and father of two 
'teenage girls earns approximately $500 a month, work­
ing two part-time jobs. The income limit for a family of 
Tour imposed by the provincial government is $891.
I He is angry because his second part-time job produces 
fless than $100 per pay period which is not enough to 
[deduct income tax.
; His argument is: “If 1 don’t tell rninistry of social ser­
vices and housing about this extra income, we would 
i-have-S 150,more.iohuy food.
■ But John chooses to be honest — and he pays for it.
‘ The: system, as it stands now, afjpears to,encourage 
j eheaters and liars.
I : Fesflv® feeling
! appreciated
f A Christmas bouquet to our local shopkeepers and 
businessmen who have gone the extra mile this year to 
I deck out their stores in festive color.
I The streets of Sidney and Brentwood have taken on 
(that holiday hue which gives a boost to sagging en­
thusiasm.
Looks great!
"A SWPBR iOBA 'mAT'S: up ALL




We are parents of a sexually 
abused child and we have 
followed your recent series on 
that subject with great interest. 
This week the editorial regar­
ding the lack of response 
generated by the series told us 
how a “missing clue in the 
crossword”, created a greater 
stir. Missing clues in crossword 
puzzles do not cause fear, pain, 
bad memories and a sense of 
helplessness. The editorial also 
states that it is time we discuss 
sexual child abuse rationally
and unemotionally.
For someone who has been 
abused or for the parent of the 
victim it is almost impossible to 
be unemotional when discussing 
this subject. Our daughter, who 
carried her “secret” for almost 
eight years before she told us, 
didn’t want her father to know 
“because he might not love me 
anymore.”
During the years after those 
incidents occurred we watched 
her change from a happy, 
secure girl into a moody often 
sullen child. We couldn’t
Beat taxman and help small business
VICTORIA — If you’ve pi 
some spare cash kicking 
around and are looking for a 
good investment, the provin­
cial government has just the 
deal for you,,
It’s called the Venture 
Capital Program, a scheme 
designed to bring together 
small investors looking for a 
pod deal and small busincs:s 
in search of equity capital.
Under the terms of the pro- 
giam, investors sink whatever 
money they can come up with 
Ihio venture capital corpora- 
tiuns, special-status holding 
companies which, in turn, 
rcinvc.st the money in a variety 
of small businesses throughout 
British Columbia.
The attraction to the poten­
tial investor is a JO per cent lax 
credit, a cool ,$3,000 on a 
$10,000 investment, not a bad 
way of keeping hard-earned 
money in your own pocket and 
out of the hands of the lax- 
man, wliilc helping small 
businesses raise start-up or ex­
pansion capital.
T h e fr r o g r a m i^s a tl- 
ininistered by” die jgovern- 
meni’s economic development 
ministry, headed by political 
ofdtimer flrace Mcrariliv
According to McCarthy, the 
idea of the private sector pool- 
ing ilH capital isn’t the only im - 
poriuiit it.s|!ieci of the piugtam. 
Equally significant, she say.s, 
is the fact that the smith 
business sector its wildtig to 
give some ownership in return 
for equity capital.
t' At the: " 
legislature;
: .HUBERT BEYER r
J
“The result is a significaut 
amount of new investment 
dollars being available to small 
business as the venture capital 
corporations raise ihcir 
capital,” the minister .sny,s.
,Since (he program was put 
in place a little more than a 
year ago, 32 venture capital 
corporniion.s have raised or 
arc in the process of raising a 
total of $35 rnillk)n.
Bob Kennedy, one of the 
ministry people involved in 
venture capital program, says 
the first year has been very e,u- 
cour aging,
"The program',s success 
compares very favorablly with 
Ollier provinces lliat have 
similar program,s. And the ex­
perience elsewhere has been 
(hat it really lakes off in ilu; ,se- 
tondycai ,” Ketmedysays.
The money raised by the 
venture capital corporations is 
reinvesi»*(l in a broad speeirnm 
of small busine.sscf,, r.-inging 
from aquaculture opertions to 
rurnilnre factories, '• from 
hoieNiohigh teeh companies,
I liter nat ion a I Lodge 
Whistler (VC'C) Corporalkm,
for instance, has raised $1 
million which it invested in 
Parkhursl Investments Ltd, a 
company that built and recent­
ly opened the new 90-room In­
ternational Lodge at the 
Whistler ski resort .
Also attracted by Whistler’s 
potential has been Fairways 
Motel (VCC) Ltd. whieh in­
tends to iai.se $2.5 million for 
a 200-room hotel at the mouii' 
tain resort.
Hakai Industries (VC'C) 
Ltd. will rai.se $425,000 to in­
vest in a new manufnctnring 
facility that will produce 
packaging products for the 
fishing and aquaculture in­
dustry, as ssell as seedling 
lray.s for forest mn series and 
containers for the agricultural 
industry.
Then iheu; i,s Nuiand 
Capital (VCC) Ltd. which will 
rai.nc $3 million for investment 
in two soft drink boltlim* 
plants. Shares will be offered 
to the employee,s to encourage 
their participation in an equity 
position.
One firm whicit lut.s benefit- 
led from the program is C'an-
wood Furniture Factory Inc. 
of Penticton. The company 
received $213,0(X) to help 
finance its new $2.5 million 
furniture manufacturing 
plant. Canwood spcciali/.e.s in 
pine furniture made from 
Okanagan Lodgcpolc Pine 
and is under contract to supply 
22 typc.s of furnittire to Ikea.
A.S a result of the expansion 
made possible in pan by the 
venture capital program, Can- 
wood is expected to increase 
the miinber of its employees 
from the current 50 to 125.
IVL Technologies Ltd. of 
Victoria has received $200,000 
In equity financing from AH 
One Holdings (VCC) Ltd. IVL 
develops , and manufactures 
electronic products for the 
music industry.
Bay Fresh Sen Farms Ltd, 
received $I.50,0<K) in equity 
capital to expand its fir*h farm 
in Vancouver Bay at Jervis In­
let. Eagle Mountain Trout 
Farms, another nquacuhure 
firm, received $52,SIX). The 
list got*,son.
All of which goer, to prove 
that con.sci vativc a.s Canadian,s 
arc reputed to be when it 
comes to investing their 
money, they will do so if the 
Incentive is there,
And a 30 per cent tax credit 
appenrr ■ to ■ he Juct wbtit the '
doctor or rather the economir.1 
ordered to lure capital out of 
the ppekets of small investors 
Into the .sm.'!i!I bustne.ss rector 
which still is the most impor­
tant pai t of the economy.
understand why, what was 
changing her? She felt unable to 
tell us. We can’t imagine what 
was going through her young 
mind all the lime she was keep­
ing quiet about the abuse.
Our first response to learning 
of the abuse was anger toward 
the offender, who was a man we 
had known, trusted and en- 
courged our daughter to spend 
time with.
Immediately we realized she 
would need counselling; 
however, it has become increas­
ingly evident that MHR and the 
other powers that be want the 
offenders’ name first and 
foremost.
We feel the victim needs to be 
ready for what happens after 
they name the offender. The 
victim needs to know what they 
will be dealing with from a legal 
standpoint. Her high ischool 
counsellor told us that most 
abused children do not make 
good witnesses because they
have not come to terms with it 
themselves and find it very dif­
ficult to talk about it privately 
much less in court.
Private psychological 
counselling is not covered by 
our provincial medical plan. 
Provision by the MSP is made 
for the treatment of many il­
lness by various professional 
means; however psychological 
counselling is not one of them.
It is a situation in which the 
victim feels guilty, unworthy 
and alone.
We have two daughters. One 
walks erectly, confident, secure, 
and is enjoying a sense of self- 
worth; the other is more round- 
shouldered, feels inferior, and 
a.shamed, and secondary. They 
were raised together, shown the 
same love and concern. Do they 
not e.ach deserve the .same 
degree of happinc.ss and peace 
of mind? How can we not be 




In reference to your well writ­
ten editorial (Review, Dec. 10) 
concerning child abuse — it 
would seem unlikely that .society, 
doc.s not care ahout its children, 
as the lack of response to your 
recent articles seems to indicaic. 
As is well known there is no 
stronger bond then that of a 
female for her offspring.
People arc unsure and afraid 
to expose the suspected abuser 
when a close family member is 
involved. As you mentioned in 
your revealing article,s, the terri­
ble plight of our young ones is 
more prevalent then people wish 
to acknowledge.
It would seem ;m excellent 
idea to implement a program in 
the .school system such as the 
one in Cowiclian District which 
teaches the children awareness 
of whin is pcrmissiihle and what 
i.s not concerning their bodies.
Knowledge Is a power fill tool, 
as fear, secrecy and ignorance 
are the toimdations of sex 
abuse.





I would like to commend 
Central Saanich council for 
niainiaiiiing its stand against the 
blat.int abuse of both provincial 
anid municipal laws by Thomp­
son resident Frunl;
'fowler.
In his very mystifying kitet to 
council, which a|)|>aucd in tlic 
Dec. 3 edition of the Review, 
Towicr refers to (he bcacli’s 
"previously sterile cotrdiiion”. 
He refers also to "the great itr-
crease in wildlife” and ‘'the in­
creased usability for swimming 
and boating,”
Wfifo ,jjxn he he hi'Ciing llrcr-c 
statements on? V
If Tovvler needs a petition to 
see that there i.s a stronger feel­
ing to remove the rock berm, we 
would be happy to comply.
He has abused the law, the 
sealife, the entire head of the 
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Glanf scoop for ""pef elephaiifs BS CHRISTIVIAS SAVINGS!!
HUGH’S VIEWS
HUGH NASH
There are many things in this world that get more attention 
and credit than they deserve and one of them is spring clean­
ing.
Not a March begins without yards of yammer appearing in 
every journal, including this one, concerning what house and 
garden concerns must be attended to immediately and those 
which should have been done a month ago. Spring cleaning 
talk runs rampant over garden fences, around office boar­
drooms, and in the Legislature where musty tax twistings are 
trashed in favor of spanking new extortion schemes.
Forgotten during all this fuss is that which precedes spring 
cleaning — winter work. Now 1 know that the word ‘spring' 
has a nice bouncy, sociable sound while ‘winter’ is more a 
cold, disagreeable noise that nice people wouldn’t invite into 
their homes on a bet. But it’s important, in these days ol short 
memories and long underwear, to ask if there’d be spring 
without winter.
While we’re all trying to figure that out let me tell you that 
outdoor winter maintenance is not forgotten around our 
place. No sir. From morning ’til night and back again an un­
paid slave chases around the estate busy laying the ground 
work for spring.
Why only the other day 1 was out in the orchard and up one 
of the two trees it holds hacking away at millions of twigs and 
branches (that’s what we gardeners call the skinny wood 
things that stick out all over on most trees) and w'atching them 
fall to the ground.
Fortunately 1 wore my long pants and high ’ooots, other­
wise the lunge the saw made at my leg might have rendered me 
incapable of further labor. In the attempt to dodge the blade, 
! jammed a foot firmly between trunk and branch and the on­
ly way out was to withdraw it from the boot.
Follow'ing the first aid, 1 limped back to the tree and at­
tempted to dislodge the boot w'ith stones plucked from the 
garden and stopped only when a neighbor mentioned that not 
only were errant rocks accumulating on his lawn but that one 
had beaned his cat. It had been attracted to the lawn by what 
it thought were small birds w'ith problems.
There seemed to be no choice but to leave the stuck boot 
w'here it was and add its dislodgemcnt to the growing list of 
spring cleaning jobs which now' included finishing the pruning 
(gardener term for cutting off skinny w'ood things.)
I turned to the destoned garden and decided it was useless 
to w'ait for the snow to squash down the weeds and instead 
unsheathed a scythe and laid down a few row's. .A debate then 
ensued between the foreman and myself as to w'hcther to leave 
them where they w'erc (my plan), or to carry them to the 
wooden box in back to rot (her plan).
The debate grew' a bit loud for the neighbor who was still 
giving mouth to w'hisker resuscitation to his cat and he paused 
in his Florence Nighingale toil to suggest a third, and very 
rude, location.
The foreman huffed back to her sentry box where it’s jiossi- 
ble to keep an eye on us troops in the field and 1 tackled a 
third winter, nay daily, task — poop boxing.
We live in a neighborhood where elephants are kept as 
house pets and at night they’re pastured on our lawn. 
Therefore, each morning, 1 am required to shovel a cubic 
kilometer of their sign into the many liquor cartons which 
find their w'ay into our home.
There was once a storage problem until 1 hit on the idea of 
mingling with the nocturnal mammals, finding out w'here they 
lived, and donating the contents of the cartons to the growth 
of their ow'ners’ front lawns. As you can see, winter cleaning 
is both a day and night job on our ranch.
There’s a whole bunch of other stuff 1 do to get ready for 
spring like making sure our moss has enough of that killer 
juice it thrives on, searching under the snow for spuds forgot­
ten during the panic to unplug drain spouts so the brow'n 
streaks on the house would not widen, and repiling the 
firewood in the carport which every winter tires of standing 
up straight and instead leans against the ca'r.
But we’ll talk about all that later. In the meantime, if you 
hear of a sale of elephant guns, please let me know.
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Adams Electronics celebrates its first year of business this 
month. I would like to thank all the customers who sup­
ported a new local business throughout the year. I now sell 
Zenith TV & Video Equipment and I hope to be able to ser­
vice the people of the Saanich Peninsula for many years to 
come.
Merry Christmas: Derrick Adams
3A - 9843 2nd Street 656-4351
French immersion has been researched
Editor:
I apologize for prolonging the 
discussion on the cost of early 
immersion French program in 
School District 63, but in order 
to respond to articles in the 
Review of Dec. 3, I feel I must' 
make the following contribu­
tion to help clarify the situation.
In the articles school trustees 
stated that “no one had ver 
given a school trustee the com­
plete facats”, and“very little 
research has been done into 
costs”, and “it’s time we had 
information from an impartial 
source.”
At the time of the requests by 
local parents for EFl in 1980, I 
was instructed on a number of 
occasions by the senior ad­
ministration of S.D. 63 to find 
out for the trustees how' much 
EFI w'ould cost the local tax­
payer. Questions about the pro­
gram’s educational value to the 
local children was not often 
discus.sed.
In 1981-82 I either visited or 
telephoned several school 
district.s where EFI had been in­
troduced in order to find out 
about costs. In every case the 
secretary-treasurer, or another 
official, staled that provincial 
operating grants to school 
districts in B.C. were based 
upon the number of school age 
children in the district on a for­
mula of one teacher to every 22 
students W'ith each student 
worth about S2,.‘itK).()0. It was 
pointed out to me, somewhat 
curtly at times, thal the tex­
tbooks used, or the language 
spoken in the classroom by the 
teacher was not a facinr in the 
awarding of the overall 
operating grant, and it was 
therefore of no concern to the 
.secretary-treasurer responsible 
for overall school disiriei 
fiiutnccs.
I was also told that any extra 
money that came into a district 
for a particular special purpose 
would obviously have to be used 
for that purpose.
The foregoing information 
was reported back to the 
trustees on a number of occa­
sions. Finally, in 1982, I 
prepared a bulletin which was 
intended to answer the most fre­
quently asked questions concer­
ning EFI. The bulletin was sub­
mitted to the district senior ad­
ministration for the trustees. As 
a matter of fact a further copy 
of the bullletin was sent to Joe 
Lott some three weeks before 
his statements in the Review. 
Therefore the claim that “no 
one has ever given the facts to 
the trustees” is false. The actual 
amounts shown in the bulletin 
may now be out of date, but the 
information indicates that EFI 
program are introduced at no 
cost to a school district because 
of federal government grams.
For the detailed costs analysis 
the trustees now want the 
following should be noted, S.D. 
63 has been entirely responsible 
for the salaries of six itinerant 
French specialists for the past 
seven years. These itinerant 
Trench speciali.sts teach the FSL 
''(20 minutes a day) iii the 
clemeiriary schools of the 
district. They arc extra to the 
staff allocation for the district 
and as such their salaries arc 
borne by local mxes. At an ap­
proximate salary cost of 
S20(.),l)0() a year, the cost must 
now be more than one million 
dollars. At this lime, the F.S.L. 
program in qtiestion is by no 
means eotnplcte and will cost 
even more during the next few
The foregoing cost should be 
cousitlercd in any analysis 
which attempts to show the cost
of French immersion program.
It must also be understood by 
those trustees hwo plan to make 
compariosns eventually between 
the value of the EFI and FSL 
program that it is impossible, 
for many reasons, for any FSL 
daily lessons program to achieve 
the same results as EFI. Even if 
expertly taught under ideal con­
ditions at every grade level FSL 
cannot begin to meet the objec­
tive of producing an English 
speaking student who can also 
function fully in the other of­
ficial language of Canada by the 
time he or she reaches Grade 12.
In response to the curious re­
quest from a trustee in the 
Review for “the need for an im­
partial source on French immer­
sion costs”, I submit that my 
reports to the trustees were im­
partial. As a professional 
employee, instructed to obtain 
information, I did so to the best 
of my ability. I am sure that if 
the present district staff is again 
asked for a detailed analysis 
they will be just as impartial. 1 
had no personal interest in the 
promotion of any particular 
program in 1982, and I can 
most emphatically say thal ! 
have no interest at all in the pro­
motion of any program in S.D. 
63 today.
Perhaps it would help the 
local trustees in their analysis of 
costs if they approach the 
queston in a different vvay.
It is established that the pro­
vincial operating grant of about 
$2,500 per student is based 
upon the total enrolment in the 
district without regard for cur­
riculum content or . language 
spoken in the classroom. It 
should be possible to find out if 
any funds extra to the overall 
operating , costs, have been 
granted to the district for the 
special project of introducing 
EFI at a new grade level for 
each >'ear of its introduction in 
1980.,
The record of any such 
“Special Project” funds from 
the federal government should 
be on record at the school board 
office or the Modern Languages 
Branch of (he ministry of 
education.
Russell W. Cowing, 
Victoria
THE POP SHOPPE 
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Editor’s note: Russell Gowing 
was co-ordinator of French pro­
grams for the Saanich School 






“Lof mo fluctsa. . .Doan Park Estaloa.. .a cathodral 
cailihd. I .and your wife wanta ttio bigooitt tree that will
fit,”'.. ■
Editor:
Willi reference to Dec. 10 let­
ter from George Woitwood, 
chairman SPWC concerning 
John Dean Park water reservoir 
proposal,
Being a resident taxpayer I 
would appreciate if Wcslsvaod 
would explain why lie is so hung 
up with the need to build a 
Water tower in the only suhstaii- 
lial park wc have on the Penin­
sula. Because this park is public 
domain it gives the CUD licence 
with Wcs(vvood’.s direction, lo 
sight in on this area for a water 
reservoir. Under tlie War 
Measures Act the federal 
government took over an area 
of land for a radar site, con­
sidered essential for our coun­
try’s security. Recently the road 
has been upgraded and another 
radar tower will be erceicd for 
airport use — on (he federal 
government land above men­
tioned. The installation of a 
. re.sci’V'oirwiih access’roads, cx*„ 
cavation by irenehini* for 
piplincs to areas cast, south and 
west eoukl irreparably wicck 
this fuiesied ate.i.
We s t wood ref e r .s to M e 1 
Couvelier, now provincial 
minister for fiiianee, who slated 
he didn't know enough about 
the specifies to offer an opi­
nion. I commend t'Anivdier on 
his stated opinion for certainly 
any factual information as to 
possible costs (if a reservoir, 
wherever kKirtc(.| on Mount 
Newton, have not to my
knowledge ever been published. 
If Wc.stwood has any cost 
estimates from qualified 
engineers therrt are rrutny vvlio 
would be iritcresled in Ihcrh.
The presem reservoir, servic­
ing Dean Park Estates and 
situated outside John Dean 
Park boundary was paid for by 
the property owners in the area 
by an added billing on their land 
cost. Surely this method of 
meeting ic.scrvoir cosks could be 
used for any further rc.sidentta! 
development on the Mounl 
Newton slopes.
There is a height of land on 
the south slope, outside the 
park boundary wliich .should be 
.suitable for a reservoir. IJ is on 
private land and would need to 
heacciuired.
As times goes on the popula­
tion of the Peninsula, if 
forecasts are anywhere near cor­
rect, will rapidly increase. The 
need for uniouch<.‘d natural 
areas such as John Dean Park 
will become ruore and more 
vahiable for recrciilion, relaxa­
tion and for people of all age.v to 
cujnmuiic wiili uatinc. .liJm 
Dean, I fed sure had this in 
mind when he gave this area to 
the people of the province.
‘( here arc alternative sites for 
I he water lower , Please consider 
them. 1, for one, as a friend of 
John Dean Park don’twant any 
further development in (his 
park,
' C.Q. Ford 
. : Sidney, B.C.
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1 noted the article (Review, 
Dec. 4) concerning the old Deep 
Cove community hall and its 
value (or lack of) to the com­
munity of North Saanich. I was 
via^jjgterested in the topic since 
I am the project coordinator for 
a project undertaken by the 
Saanich Pioneer Society, of 
which 1 am a member. The pro­
ject is an inventory of historic 
buildings in Central Saanich, 
and has been funded by the Pro­
vince of B.C. through the B.C. 
Heritage Trust.
A job like this inevitably in­
volves'questions like “Is this a 
heritage building?” This was in 
essence the question you were 
posing in the article concerning 
the need for heritage bylaws, 
but I don’t really feel that you 
answered the question.
First of alt, one needs to 
define what “heritage values” 
are.
One of the first considera­
tions is age. This is indeed the 
only consideration or criteria 
which we are using in the inven­
tory. The second criteria is 
association. This refers to the
building’s connection with per­
sons or events which are of 
value to the community itself or 
perhaps of greater, provincial 
or national interest.
The third criteria is architec­
tural merit, and refers to the 
design of the building itself — is 
it a remarkably fine example of 
a particular style, or a unqiue 
local variation of a style — or 
even, perhaps, the work of a 
well-known architect?
If a building meets two of 
three of these criteria, it can 
usually be considered to have 
“heritage value” to the com­
munity. But this does not 
necessarily mean that the 
building should be “designated 
heritage.”
Heritage designation is a pro­
cess by which municipal of­
ficials can exercise their power 
to retain a building which the 
community wishes lo have 
“saved”. It is often used to pro­
tect a building which is 
threatened with demolition due 
to the latent value of the 
building lot on which it sits. It is 
largely a question of economics 
vs. cultural values. And because
:
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it impacts individual owners of 
property, the act requires that 
communities enacting upon 
such a program must compen­
sate owners for loss of their 
development rights over he 
property.
Another unpleasant aspect'of 
heritage designation, in the eyes 
of some property owners, is the 
fact that once his or her 
building has received this status, 
the exterior becomes “public 
domain”-
But the discussion of whether 
or not the Deep Cove Com­
munity Hall is a “heritage” 
building is another matter. 1 
take another stand than the 
woman referred to in the article 
who said that it was not a 
heritage building. 1 cannot 
think of any building in the 
community w’hich meets more 
criteria for “heritage values” 
than such a building.
The real questions here is not 
one of cultural values but one 
again of economics. Is the 
building important enough to 
the community that the tax­
payers will support a structural 
stabilization and maintenance 
program in order to the building 
to maintain its economic viabili­
ty? This is the real issue in a case 
where a building is in public 
ownership and where it is in 
poor repair ... is it worth sav­
ing, from a economic stand­
point, or would it be better to 
put the land to its highest and 
best use with a newer and more 
efficient building? Is it worth it 
to have fond memories and a 
connection to the past? If so, 
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MON-SAT 8:00-5:30 SEE OUR NEW LIGHT FIXTURE DEPT.:
Editor:
Re: Hugh Nash’s column
“Why are no two snowflakes 
alike?” Well, here’s a few 
reasons: Snowflakes are ag­
glomerations of ice crystals and 
rain. These ice crystals normally 
grow from the vapour phase 
and can assume a wide variety 
of complex shapes while being 
exposed to continually changing 
temperatures' and supersatura­
tions as they fall through the 
cloud.
Their mars increase by col­
liding with supercooled droplets 
that freeze onto them (riming); 
or by agglomertation, provided 
they have different terminal fall 
speeds. These ice crystals are 
often in the form of dendrites 
(arms). The intricate dendrites 
often become entwined on colli­
sion, and they can break as well.
The study of micropliysics in 
cold clouds reveals the large 
number of shapes iliat a 
snowflake can lake. Since the 
formation is on a microscopic 
scale, and taking into account 
the large number of variables 
(physical and statistical), it is 
apparent that it is cMremely 
unlikely that two snowflakes 
could ever be “the same.”
“Who has piovcd ilhs?” I 
think it would be impossible to 
prove!
I realize the at tide was 
humourous(?) aiul it sure would 
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Wood heods home
Continued from Page A1 
in character, John said in an in­
terview Monday.
“We’ve come to expect 
almost anything from Gary.’’
And Gareth’s love of the out­
doors came naturally. John, a 
retired social worker, introduc­
ed his son and two daughters, 
Roma Allen and Mari Wood, to 
camping, boating and the like at 
a very early age.
But Gareth took it one step
further — a giant step.
After graduating from Mount 
Doug high school, he worked in 
a printing business in Victoria 
saving money for his first solo 
trip — crossing the Sahara 
Desert by landrover.
His next adventure saw h|m 
touring Australia in la 
“motorguzzi’’, a type of motor­
cycle, his father recalls.
In 1982, Gareth began work 
Continued on Page AS
DEC. 11, 1986 was a day for 
the history books. (Above, 
from left) Roger Mear, 
Robert Swan and Gareth 
Wood reach the South Pole. 
The three explorers are the 
third group to successfully 
make the long trek. They 
followed the route taken by 
Robert Scott’s expedition of 
1812. (Left) Sidney resident 
John Wood reads ail about 
his son’s adventure in the 
Vancouver Sun.
“I shall return,’’ yosved Mike 
Stanlake.
to the development, of the 
waterfront,’’ said Staiilake. “1
Sidney council decided in 
closed-door deliberations last 
week not to renew Stanlake’s 
appointment to the town’s Ad­
visory Planning Commission.
am opposed to council’s doing 
it without professional plann­
ing.”
Stanlake believes he w'as 
dropped because he criticized 
council’s handling of the Port 
of Sidney development. But he 
hopes to run for alderman in the 
Novembei , 1987 election.
‘The port project is the big­
gest thing that’s hit Sidney in a 
long time.”
Stanlake, who has a Bachelor 
of Science degree from the
University of Victoria, has 
worked W'ith a local cabievision 
company for nine years.
“If .the amount of free time I 
have doesn’t change I will be 
running for alderman in 
November,” said Stanlake.
“I’m not saying I could do a 
better job. I’d just like the op­
portunity to try,”
“I’m not satisfied with the 
way .some members of council 
arc doing their job,” said 
Stanlake. “The main thing is 
their lack of any oscrall 
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Does (bit ad contain lh« eiior? I( to It could 
be your ticket lu becoming a millionaire. See 
page 7 for detaila.
MIKESTANLAKE
Sianhike, .V7, scivcd on the 
V'oluiiieer AtKisory Planiniig 
Cominissioii lor foiii years ,'irid 
was vttied thaiiimin Ity the 
olhei memluTs.
Aid. Cy Ucipli said “I ihirik 
it's a pity wiih his experience 
(Sianlitke) was removed from 
the APC.He was taken off the 
APe because he feels the AI*C 
should have more partieipiiiiou 
in town planning, as they have 
in tstlici tminicipalilies.”
Kelph had served as councirs 
liaison with the AP(’ until hist 
week, when Mtivot' Norma 
.Sealey rerdticed him in that posi­
tion with Aid. Herb Addistm,
('inineil .ipindiiicd Clive I an* 
liei. l.tob iHkI P.viiiald
Unibnch to replace Stanlake, 





were meant for 
walking”
Mayor Norma .Sealey dceliin 
ed to comineni on the decision, 
Sitjiiiig it V'.,is .made in catnti'ra 
aiui that votiisvil had a poHcy O'f 
kcL’iling dtsctissions about tW' 
stmnel dreisitms confuleniiaL 
“I am ilefmtiviy mu ojrptrved
SAID Gf'ORGE VAMDER 
HAEGEN 
«(
Mt,ii tt»1 |i <«m 1. >'i f'H'A,-..,
l-'ittl.ry S Jm-t pm JK'V
'ijnriftKcori65o-5il5
I toured China 
walking 12 to 15 
mile,s a day in 
the best shoe 
I’ve ever worn’’
MHun
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Aofcirctico explorer pulled from polar cap
Continued from Page A7
as an instructor at an outdoor 
school at Strathcona Park 
Lodge near Campbell River. 
There, he taught mountaineer­
ing, canoeing and other outdoor 
activities.
“Two years later, he was of­
fered a job as an instructor near 
Mt. Snowdon in Wales,’’ John 
related. That’s where he met up 
with Robert Swan and Roger 
Mear, the other two Antarctica 
expedition members.
Footsteps of Scott was bom.
“They originally asked him
to be their base camp com­
mander,’’ his father said. “But 
when they got to know him they 
decided it would be a three-man 
walk to the pole.’’
Two other men — physician 
Mike Stroud and photographer 
John Tolson — joined the 
adventurous trio.
In January, 1985 the five- 
man crew landed at Cape 
Evans. They set up camp within 
a a few hundred yards of a 75- 
year-old hut: what’s left of 
Capt. Robert Scott’s fatal at­
tempt to make the return trip by
Golden Sheaf 
5akery (wso Ltd
"under the yetiow awning’ 
DID YOU KNOW?
THERE’S JUST 0/VEWEEK 
TiL CHRISTMAS!
CHRISTMAS ORDERS
Please place your Christmas Orders Soon, 
so that we still have your favourite GOODIES 
when you want IherTt. We don’t want to disap­
point you.
2354 Beacon Ave. 656-3132 %
land to the South Pole.
“It’s all still there,’’ John 
said. “Food and all. It’s a bit of 
a national shrine.”
The Scottish explorer and his 
four-man party were the second 
group of adventurers seeking 
the South Pole. They were beat 
to the Pole by a Norwegian 
group led by Roald Amundsen 
which found the southernmost 
mark a few months earlier. 
Scott and his group died on the 
return trip in 1912.
And while Scott’s group and 
the Norwegians had the use of 
dog teams and ponies, the 1985 
expedition walked and skied the 
entire distance. “They each 
pulled a 300-pound sleigh,” 
John said. “The technical term 
is man-hauling,” he added with 
a laugh.
Seventy-one days later, they 
Stuck British and Canadian 
flags into the deep snow.
And once the brouhaha of his 
return quietens, the Woods 
hope to spend a quiet holiday 
with their entire family in their 
waterfront home. “It’s been 
five years since we spent a 
Christmas together,” John 
said. “And the last time we saw 
Gary was in September, 1984.”
“We’re looking for a Butter- 
ball penguin,” he joked.
But for Diane, motherhood 
has its trials. She’s worried 
about the dangerous plane trip, 
but has confidence in Gareth’s 
renowed pilot, Giles Kershaw, a 
legendary airman w'ith many 
years experience flying in the 
Arctic and Antarctic.
Diane remains optimistic. 
“But I just don’t know how 
he’s going to take all this 
publicity,” she shakes her head. 
“He’s really very quiet and 
doesn’t go for ail this.”
And it’s not over yet. Na­
tional Geographic magazine is 
planning a cover story, a 
documentary film is in the 
works and a book will likely be 
relea.sed in March.
And if the all the publicity 
gets him down, it’s possible 
Gareth will step up plans to 
return tp the snow-covered 
polar ice cap.
A COMICAL COMPANION kept the adventurous explorers entertained.
CAMPED OUT in the footsteps of Scott. The 1911 An­
tarctica exploration team left behind its hut, now\ an 
historic monument. The 1986 crew camped closeby 
with a parioramic viewof ML Erebus.
OUCH! A trek to the South Pole is not all publicity and 
glamor. “My feet, once they got belter about 2 weeks 
from Pole,” Wood wrote on the back ol this photo.
WE’LL REPLACE: 
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ix#OW downploys his port In The Great Escope
Continued from Page A1
take the grey onslaught of emp­
ty days one at a time. “1 sup­
pose I was fairly content to 
work with the mainstream.”
The prisoners were a wildly 
diverse collection of na­
tionalities and occupations. But 
they also had a unity Lang says 
he has encountered nowhere 
else in his 73 years of life.
And it was this togetherness 
that made possible the Great 
Escape.
Imagine, tunnels, hundreds 
of feet long, wood to brace 
them, secretly scrounged from 
around the camp, airpumps im­
provised as the only way men 
could breathe in such a narrow 
space beneath the earth, electric 
lighting, tons of soil to conceal.
Also a complete wardrobe of 
civilian clothes improvised for 
all the escapers and others that 
didn’t get away, complete forg­
ed identities.
All of this done by bribing 
and stealing and improvising. 
And all the while patrolled and 
searched by armed guards w'ho, 
as Lang says, knew something 
was going on but didn’t know 
quite what.
Lang knew he would pro­
bably not be chosen to go 
through the tunnel. One factor 
was that he had no German — 
his chances of ever making his 
W’ay through to the Allied ter­
ritory were minimal.
“1 wasn’t one of the main 
proponents of the thing,” he 
says now. ‘‘Consequently my 
name wasn’t high on the list to 
be drawn.”
However two of those that 
were drawn were Lang’s room­
mates, Cookie Long, who had 
worked digging the face of the 
tunnel, and Sandy Gunn ‘‘a 
simple Scotsman who played 
good football.”
March 23, 1944. After the 
lights went out, prisoners were 
shuffled between the huts. Long 
and Gunn made their way to hut 
!04 and the tunnel.
Other prisoners from 104 
who were not going were sent to 
Lang’s hut to join him in a 
sleepness night of anticipation.
Later that night they heard a 
shot. They knew the Germans 
had found out.
Then, recalls Lang, they were 
suddenly .surrounded by dozens 
of armed Germans swarming 
; ardiind the camp. -The count
Dawn brought the revelation 
that 76 men were gone.
They had defeated all the 
German security and cau.sed a 
massive nation-wide man hunt 
that would lie up tens of 
thousands of German troops.
‘‘It was an incredible feeling 
of succc.ss,” says Lang. ‘‘We’d 
really pulled something over on 
the Germans.”
‘‘All the work that had been 
going on wa.s worthwhile. ”
The days that followed 
brought something else.
Some escapers weie arrested 
within a few feel of camp. A 
few others trickled back with in­
dividual stories of their adven­
tures on the outside, but there 
was no news of the innin body, 
and speculation grew. And the 




“They looked like butchers,” 
recalls Lang. ‘‘They were like 
nothing we’d ever seen before.”
The Gestapo and the camp 
guards ransacked the camp, 
searching for weapons, tools, 
anything that aided the escape. 
The search turned up little.
But, Lang recalls, when the 
Gestapo left, the guards went 
back and confiscated a number 
of things they had spotted dur­
ing the search but not wanted 
the Gestapo to kno%v about. 
They, too, were terrified of 
reprisals for incompetence.
After a couple of weeks, two 
senior POWs were called to 
speak lo the Commandant. 
They came back to the others 
with what Lang called “ab­
solutely horrifying news”.
Forty-one of the escapers had 
been shot.
Lang calls it “one of the 
worst days of my life”.
“They hadn’t shot escapers 
up until that lime. The camp 
was absolutely dumbfounded, 
absolutely shattered.”
The names of the victims 
were posted on a bulletin board. 
Lang read that Cookie Long 
and Sandy Gunn were dead.
More than 40 years later, it’s 
still a“terrible question mark” 
for Lang. He thinks of his 
friends: “They were just or­
dinary guys, it makes you 
wonder why the Gestapo picked 
those two as two they would ex­
terminate.”
All told, three escapers made 
it back to Allied territory. Fifty- 
eight were shot.
It marked a radical shift in 
German altitudes. Previously 
the Germans had treated escape 
“not as a game exactly, but as a 
responsibility of the prisoners. ’' 
Escapers had been returned to 
camp, although they spent some 
lime in .solitary confinement in 
the cooler.
And with the shock and grief 
of tltc news came a frightening 
realization.
As Lang says “Our chances 
of getting out alive became a lit­
tle slimmer . . whether or not 
you talked about it.”
Tlie feeling among the 
prisoners was that as things 
grew more desperate on the 
German side, the SS troops
against a wall and shoot them.
The POWs had another tun­
nel ready to try and flee in that 
eventuality. And, said Lang, 
they began conducting secret 
self-defense classes.
Asked what the prisoners’ 
chances would have been, Lang 
just shakes his head. They had 
no weapons.
They knew how the war was 
going from BBC news reports 
on the one tiny crystal radio 
hidden- in a toilet. But they 
didn’t know w'hat would follow 
when they finally heard the 
sound they’d waited years for 
— the echo of gunfire from the 
front.
What followed was :m order 
shouted down the corridor that 
they had 30 minutes to prepare 
to march.
The POWs of -Stalag Lufi 111 
and other camps were sent on a 
desperate forced march across 
Germany away from the ad­
vancing front. “We marched 
for 36 hours.” Lang recalls 
stumbling to the ground with a 
60-pound pack on his back, be­
ing helped to his feet by his 
comrades.
With surrender just days 
away, he remembers others on 
the inarch that were shot for 
taking hay from a wagon.
He remembers being cramm­
ed into a cattle car as dysentery 
scourged the POW ranks. “We 
had 40 or 50 people ... no 
food, no water, no ablutions.”
Finally the prisoners wound 
up encamped in barns, living 
amongst the straw and fearful 
of another letdown, trying not 
to get their hopes up when they 
knew the front was ap­
proaching.
Then Lang recalls tlie 
“w'onderful scene” when a
British jeep finally appeared.
The prisoners were told they 
would be back in England 
w’ithin 10 days.
“We were absolutely sur­
rounded by Germans looking 
for a place to give ihemselve.S' 
up.
“We reversed roles . . . set 
up our own interrogation cen-
I he last, ironic, image Lang 
has before the long journey 
back is that of a group of Gcr- 
mairs jammed together in the 
mud and drizzle in their own 
wire compound.
He stopped over in Brussels 
on the way back, and gi\en 
spending money, went through
every shilling within hours.
Lang was in Stalag Luft 111 
for more than two-and-a-half 
years. Although he downplays it 
now, the experience involved 
considerable deprivation and 
fear. But he also considers it 
one of the greatest shared ex­
periences of his life.
“I’ve never since quite felt 
the same feeling of unity and 
co-operation . . . there was no 
greed, no competing for posi­
tion . . . you knew that you 
were in it together and it was up 
to you to stay together.”
After the first part of this ar­
ticle appeared in the Review, 
Lang recieved a phone call.
Another POW from the camp 
settled in Sidney a year ago. He 
had no idea Lang was here. [ 
They plan to meet for] a 
drink, two men who have .spi^ui 





THE SPIRIT OF 
CHRISTMAS
Sidney Travel is a depot for 
Children’s Christmas gifts donated 
to the Sidney Lions & Review. 





Laurie Larose, manager of 
Block Bros. Realty, Sidney 
Branch is pleased to welcome 
Janet Rooke to the team of 
real estate professionals at 
Block Bros. Janet is a long 
time resident of the Saanich 
Peninsula and plans to 
specialize in real estate ser­
vices on the Peninsula. She 
invites ail her friends to call 
her anytime at Bus. 656- 
5584, Res. 656-5154.
SIDNEY TRAVEL SERVICE
"At the Emerald Isle '
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Talk & CA *1^. 9 A.O
The Centra! Saanich Business Association 
and The Review invite you to shop 
I play Santa’s Trivia Talk
£Jontest rules
\y.
1. Clearly print your answers in the space provided at the 
end of each question. All questions must be answered 
completely to be considered correct. If you are not sure of 
the answer, the correct answer is on display at the 
merchant shown below the answer sp.
you could
WIN AJ, y
2. Duplicates or copies of this contest will not be accepted.
3. All entries must be received at The Review no later than 
December 19,1986 to be eligible.
4. Entries are limited to two per family address.
The first correct entry drawn will receive $300 in 
merchandise gift certificates. If that entrant is a Review 
paid subscriber as of Dec. 19, 1986 they will receive a 
$500 merchandise gift certificate bonus. Should the first 
correct entrant not be a Review subscriber, the first 
correct entry from a Review subscriber will be awarded 
the bonus.
6. The decision of the judges will be final.
7. Entries becomethe property of the newspaper and will not 
bereturned.
8. Winner will be notified by phone. As a condition of 
receiving prizes, winner will permit publication of name 
and picture in this paper.
9. Trivia Talk entrants must be 18 years of age or older. 
Employees of The Review and their families are not
eligible to enter. V
10. No purchase is necessary to enter.
SHOPPING
SPREE
$300 in merchandise gift 
certificates wil! be award­
ed to one lucky entrant 
who answers all the ques­
tions correctly. PLUS IF 
THAT PERSON IS A 
REVIEW SUBSCRIBER AT 
THE TIME OF THE DRAW 
A BONUS $500 MERCHAN­
DISE CERTIFICATES WILL 
BE AWARDED.
1, Name ttie liist non-lictional woman portrayed on a U.S, coin,
Correct answer available at; Aulo-corri 6792 Kirkpatric Cres.
2. Whal aro the tirsi names o( the Ihreo Australian brothers that 
compiise tho lock group the BoeGoes?
10. What is the real-tile name ol the live-loot, louihnrh movie 
comedian nicknam'.’d the little Tramp'’
Correct answer available al; Bayshoro ftostaurant 8i 2 Vordier 
It, Whal was the roal-lile name ol Ihe london-bom, delormod 
man whoso lile is portrayed in the play "The F.lophanl Man"?
19. What was the name of the American producer ol silent films, 
known as the "King of Comedy." who nmducfd such rids as 
Ihe Keystone Kops, Charlie Chaplin and many others'’
28, What famous singer/songwriter/aclor was a Rhodes Scholar 
at Ovford .and taiighl English at West Point bnf."'n turning to 
show business?
Correct answer available at: B.C. Aulo Wrecking 7481 W, 
Saanich
9, Name the youngr-isl daughter ol liio Russian C/ai Nicholas II 
whoiiii'iny Ixrliove was the only tiimily member lo have suiviv- 
; ed the tiring r,guard on July ifi, 11)18.
Correct answer available at; BrentwcKXl Coilluros 1167 Vet- 
dlor
12. Namo Ihe three U.S, presidents whoso last names consist (9 
only four letloia.
Correct answer available at: Excalabor Glass & Aluminum 
2t44A Keating XHd
20, Name Ihe two brolhois who logeinm hold ine mosi wins as 
piliUrors (over 400) in Ihe major loagues
Correct answer available at: Sunflower Health Food Ltd. 7060 
W. Saanich
29. What U.S Senalof's record "Gallani Men" actually ncarJe it 
to position number 29 on the Billboatd's Top 100 records list in 
1966? '
Correct nnswat available at: Bioatwood CoWor, Brentwood 
Day SlKxrping Centre , ^
4. What lilm star madra hot 'IV debul on Ihe "l-d SuHrvan Show" 
in 1954 by reading ttio poem "Citsey iiit But
Correct anrjwor available at; Brentwood riotist Garden Shop 
711 tW, Saanich.
19 Who is commonly felerrr»d to as the Firfit i.adv of J;u/7
Correct answer available at; BrenlwoorJ I OiA f’harmacy 
7181W. Saanich
Correct answer avallaWo at: Dan Woods 832 Vordier, Brent- 
' wood l
5. What famous ox-mornber ol thr? f rench lomigri iiegion did Gary 
(Xopor porlnry In lire 1939 lilin vorsion named allot this 
miiiiatyloat.ior?
, I'".
14, Who was Ihe white, soulhcrn nowspafior man who darkened 
his skin and lived ns a black man in the scut Inn 1959 and 
wrolrj a Iwk based on his tivpetienees'?
Correct answer available at, The Eye ol ihrj Needle Fabrics 
Trafalgar Square
2i,Who is tne six-lime winner ol the liHo "Mr Olympia," whose 
, bexJy was leaturod on the Grand Funk Railroad alburn "AH the 
^ 'GillsintlioWorldLTowarc."?..? ........... -.... ...........- .
Correct answer available at: Forget-Me-Not Florist 15 7816 E. 
Saanich
22 Name the British actor who iihpeisonaied Winston Clruichill 
aisd actually gave iho famous radio speech "V/e shall light on 
the beachos,. i Wo shall tiglit in tire sltoels.,," nltor tho 
British deloni a! Dunkirk because Cituichiii was loo busy.
Correct answer available at: Windsor Plywood 2120 Keating X 
"Hd; '
30 . Whoj sthn only woman to Win six Vr/imbledon single lilies?
Correct answr available at; Brentwood Inn 7172 Brentwood
Dr.' ,
31, Wfiich U.S. President ran away from homo at the ago ol (ilioen 
and spent two yoais working as a giapo picker, dishwasher, 
auto mechanic and law clerk bolore returning homo?
Correct nnswtar available at; Brentwood Bargain Barn 7115 W. 
Rannlch
6. Wl'ial rock star edits tils ewn Ian itiaQa7ino, Oub SmMiclP
Correct answer available at, Fiyer & Baker Rosl 7i30 W. 
Saanich
/.Name ihc.prihsh wivwn
rnysletious It-day dlrsappoiirnnco in Oocombor 1926 has 
never been okpiainod.
Correct answer available al; Btonlwrxkl Stroll 6739A W. 
Saanich
15, What Swedish aclrosri, nicknnmed "Dumb Swede," actually 
worked as a spy during World War II lot the niiies against the 
Axis Powers?!
Corrocl artswer available al; Islattd Marble 6029 Veyanoss, 
Saanichton
23. Name the logondaty English tobbor, smuggler and orrlilo tlnol 
ol the 1700s who rale a horse called Black Bess
Corrocl arrswer available at: Mf, Newton Indian Swoalota 952 
Stolly’sXnd '
32, Whal aitiiolo arid gold modal winner In both Iho decnihlon and 
pcmtaihlon ms voled tho greatest athlolo ol the hall ceniury 
in 1950 by Ihe Associated Press?
Correct answot available at: Buckeriiold's 2111 Keating X Rd 
tfi Name the live-tool, tour-inch New ISirk VankC'O marwijiu who 
tTioto ilran once suspotidod BahoBuih trom playing.
' (iti'cci anr;M;i aviV.labto at; Alycnc Faehinnc 7105a We^f 
■■Saanich-
8, Name the French dross deslgnet porltayod by Kalhnimo Hep- 
burn in Iho 1909 Broadway musical "Coco".
Correct nnr,v/or available at. Butler nrothors 2i')46 Kealing X
Rd '■ '
17 Which member of tlie singing Ino, The Gumm Sisters, later 
changed her name and wont on to become a tiuge star as a 
singer and ail actress'/'
Correct answer available al: Nohas Travel, Trafalgar Square 
24, Whal did Ed Sullivan do tor a living bolore bcoming a 1V vano-
■ ly show host'’!., . ■',......... : ....
Coned anniwef available al: OakcresI #4 7816 E, Saanich Rd,
25 Who was the ludgo that s'lesicled ovei Vi'i; tiiat ul Uiu sevt-n 
rricn biourjhi to Irun' tor tho breok-ip at ifip Watergritp oiiicf’s 
■.,., ;inl972?
Correct answer available at; Larin Copelaifd Music C-ontie 
7174 W, Saanich
-V
Corrocl answo' availubio ai, Poiiinsuiti Co cp 2132, Kuaimg w
Rd. " '■'
Correct answer available ol; All Poinis Aulo, C-onIre Ltd. 6/39 
W.Saanidh
"9. NatTM) tlw lirsi lomaio jockey lerace in the i<(!niuckv i.wihv
Corred ancwjr available at: Brentwood Cycle 7iir)A W, 
Saanich *
Correct answer available at; Qrnnirxihams Aulomolivo Centre 
2107 Keating XRd,
tfl. What was liw bitilr n»nM> ol Pot>e 'ioim ftrul, (wniilj, 
wht) died If) 19/8 itliet only reigning u.‘i Popi* lor u4 UKyu,*
26, Name Ihe localion ol tho (atewpil toncdt ol inu Oc.^lkis hetri 
on Auguttl*9, Ibuo. ■
Coned answfir avaiiablo at: Gmitly’s Brentwood 0719 W 
Saantdi..',
2/. in wtull 19.U muvtt) (,lid.Joiin VViiyno pmy d W'lpsi*?
Name . ..... .
Address_ _
Rhone.
Cwrect anffwmr available at: Driliefs Cate Bnalyiatd Flnra Corred Bfwwwt available ah Spr’roner'4i 1193 Vturlt#!
I am a Review Subscriber Dygs DNo 
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The following committee ap­
pointments resulted from the re­
cent municipal elections in Cen­
tral Saanich, North Saanich and 
the School District 63 board.
In Central Saanich, chairmen 
appointments are the same as 
last year: Aid. Mike Creasy, 
finance; Aid. George Mac- 
Farlane, planning and zoning; 
Aid. Eric Lewis, public works; 
Aid. Ruth Arnaud, legislation 
and protective services; Aid. 
Wayne Watkins, parks and
Municipal appointments for 1987
recreation; Aid. Dick Sharpe, 
sanitation and water.
Arnaud will chair library and 
Creasy will head up public in­
formation. Appointees to the 
economic development commis­
sion were Creasy and Watkins.
In North Saanich, the com­
mittee of the whole structure 
removes the necessity for in­
dividual standing committees. 
However, Chris Lott will chair 
the remaining fire committee. 
Other appointments include:
Capital Regional District direc­
tor, Aid. Eugene Bailin; 
Saanich Peninsula Water Com­
mission, Mayor Lloyd Harrop 
with member-at-large, Steve 
Germaniuk; Peninsula Recrea­
tion Commission, Aid. Gil 
Soellner; Greater Vancouver 
Labor Relations Association, 
Harrop; Vancouver Island 
Library Board, Aid. Linda 
Michaluk; Sidney Teen Activity 
Group, Lott; trail and bridle 
path committee. Sunset Riding
Club; Reay Creek advisory 
committee, Michaluk; joint 
emergency committee, Lott; 
Sidney and North Saanich 
Community Hall Association, 
Harrop; Track 86, Aid. Joan 
Beattie; acting mayor, Bailin.
For the school board, com­
mittee chair positions: John 
Betts, educational directions; 
Gra^im Hill, finance; Marilyn 
Lb\^less, personnel; Esther 
Galbraith, planning; and 
Rubymay Parrott, services.
Cullis assigns specifics for committees
transportation and student safe-
ly-
Board special committee ap­
pointments: Parrott, Hill, Belts 
and ‘Marilyn Grant, computer 
advisory; Betts, Galbraith and 
Grant, French advisory; 
Galbraith, Loveless and Chair­
man Joe Lott, Native educa­
tion; Parrott and Betts, policy 
committee; Grant and Loveless, 
child abuse; Galbraith and 
Grant, teacher liason; Hill, 
district scholarship.
Municipal liason committee 
represcnttitivcs: Hill. Saanich; 
Galbraith, Central Saanich; 
Parrott, North Saanich; Lott, 
Sidney. Parrott, recreation cen­
tre; Memorial Trust board, 
Track 86 and STAG, Lott.
Board affiliations: Loveless, 
Vancouver Island branch land 
also B.C. scliool trustees; 
Grant, committee of parents 
and staff.
In appointing council com­
mittees, Central Saanich Mayor 
Ron Cullis has assigned special 
tasks to be completed within a 
specific time frame.
Aid. Mike Creasy, who chairs 
the finance committee, is in 
charge of the annual 
preliminary and final budgets, 
long-range financial plans and 
all other financial matters.
But the mayor also asked 
Creasy to examine long-term 
computer requirements and to 
ensure compatibility of equip­
ment and programs in anticipa­
tion of upgrading the existing 
system within two years.
As chairman of the planning 
and zoning committee, Aid. 
George MacFarlane looks after 
all land use matters, subdivision 
and zoning by-laws.
In addition, MacFarlane 
must look into bylaw and com­
munity plan revisions resulting 
from the municipal amendment 
act — Bill 62. The alderman will 
also prepare a local area 
development plan for the 
Mount Newton slopes and an 
appropriate development cost 
charge policy.
Aid. Eric Lewis, chairing the 
public works committee, is 
responsible for transportation 
planning, storm drainage, road 
and municipal building 
maintenance, pedestrian and 
bicycle pathways.




licences and animal control, fire 
department matters and en­
vironmental issues. She was not 
assigned any specific task.
As chairman of the parks and 
recreation committee. Aid. 
Wayne Watkins supervises the 
development of municipal parks 
and municipal grounds, com­
munity recreation programs and 
liaison with community groups.
In addition, Watkins must 
prepare a report examining the 
availability of schools to pro­
vide facilities for community in­
door recreation.
Aid. Dick Sharpe, heading 
the sanitation and water com­
mittee, is responsible for the 
overall planning and operation
of sewer and water facilities.
His special job is to examine 
the policy which would relate to 





• UPHOLSTERY CLEANING ' 
Owner Will Dorman gives personal attention to all orders 
9570 Northlawn Terrace, Sidney, B.C. 
FREE ESTIMATES Phone: 656-4754 -- 30 Years Experience
JUST ME
iiiii.TTaiiMriii'it
















To all our Valued 
Customers please note 
the Restaurant will be 
closed between 2:30 and
22nd for a Special Dinner. 
All Staff from the Emerald 
Isle Motor Inn and Smit- 
ty’s will volunteer their 
time for this Christmas 
Party for some of our less
range roads capital 
ment,” said Cullis.
With legislation and protec­
tive services com.mittee. Aid. 
Ruth Arnaud is in charge of 
bylaw enforcement, trades



































Adiiit Noon Swim 
Everyone Welcome 
Before Dinner Dip 
Everyone Welcome 




Adult Noon Swim 
Everyone Welcome 
Before Dinner Dip 
Everyone Welcome 
Swim'N'Splash (16 + )
WEDNESDAY. DECEMBER 24
Sunrise Swim 




Everyone Welcome. - • 
Before Dinner Dip 
*Ever>'on0 Welcome
Swirri'N'Splash (164 ) '
6:00- 9:00 am 
10:00-11:00 am 
11:00- 1:00 pm 
2:00- 4:30 pm 
5:00- 6:30 pm 




11:00- T,00 pm 
2:00- 4:30pm 
5:00- 6:30pm 
7:00- 9:00 pm 
9:00-11:00 pm
6:00- 9:00 am 
11:00- 1:00 pm 
1:30* 4:00 pm
11:00- 2:00 pm 
2:00- 4:30 pm 
5:00- 6:30 pm 






Before Dinner Dip 
Everyone Welcome 





Before Dinner Dip 
Everyone Welcome 
Adults (19 and over)
MONDAY. DECEMBER 29 
See December 22
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 30 
See December 23
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 31 
See December 24
THURSDAY, JANUARY 1 
Happy New Year 
$00 December 26
FRIDAY. JANUARY 2 
See December 23
SATURDAY, JANUARY 3 
See December 27 .
SUNDAY, JANUARY 4 
See December 28
Guppiement to Wiriler Schcdule
After school
Everyone Welcome Swims 
0N‘,MNIJARY5,6,8,9,1?, 13
6:00-9:00 am 
11:00- 1:00 pm 
1:30- 3:30 pm 
3:30- 5:00 pm 
5:00- 6:30 pm 
7:00- 9:00 pm 
9:00-1 V.OOprn
7:00- 9:00 am 
11:00-2:00 pm 
2:00- 4:00 pm 
5:00- 6:30 pm 




(11 years & under)
Shinney Hockey 
(19 years & up)
Shinney Hockey (12-18 years)
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 23 
Parent & Tot
Noon Skate (19 years & up)
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 24 
See December 22
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 26 
"Boxing Day" Family Skaie
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 27 
Everyone Welcome
SUNDAY. DECEMBER 28, 
Family Skate
Vi/EDNESDAY, DECEMBER 31 
Parent & Tot 
Noon Skate (19 years & up)
THURSDAY, JANUARY 1 
"New Years Day" Family Skate
10:00-11:00 am





3:30- 5:00 pm 
15 and 16
THE STAFF AT PANORAMA WOULD LIKE TO 
WISH ALL OUR VALUED PATRONS THE 
WARMEST HOLIDAY GREETINGS 
Plonsfj drop In ovor Iho holidays wiih family & frionds. Wo 
aro opon EVERYDAY olhor Ihan Docomber 251h,
WINTER ’87 BROCHURE 
If you did not roclovo a copy of our winter ’67 
Brochure please drop In and pick up a copy 
today. You wHi find it jam packed with 
excellent programs for all ages as well as the 
winter Drop-In Schedules. Registration for 
Winter Session slarls: Saf., Jan. 10th.
MONDAY, DECEMBER 22
Intense No Hop 





TUESDAY, DECEMBER 23 
Lite
Intense No Hop 
High Lite
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 24 
Moderate/Intense No Hop
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 26
Moderate No Hop 
-O’he Turkey Burner)
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 27 
1:00- 2:30 pm Stamina & Weights






Mod/Int No Hop 
Moderate No Hop 
Ute
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 31 
Mod/Int No Hop
THURSDAY, JANUARY 1
FRIDAY, JANUARY 2 









5:30- 6:30 pm 


















12:00- 2:00 pm 4:00? 5:00 pm
11:00-12:00 noon 





















656“ CALL Drop“!n Schedule *hot line’
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HARDCOVER or 
POCKET BOOKS











How to boot tho Xmos blues
Each
BIG SELECTION 
NEW and LIKE NEW
DESKS
As LOW $gg95


























Ali Ready for Christmas 
LOW LOW PRICES














In Portable Case XiJ
Christmas
TREE-STANDS
Lots From 50® Each
COLORTV’s
As Low As 39®®







STORE WILL BE CLOSED 
For Holidays Doc. 25 - dun. 8
WINDOW PAINTER Leanne White has been adorning 
many local businesses with her Christmas artwork.
GOD BLESS
EVERYONE!
While Christmas is tradi­
tionally presented as a time of 
joy, for some it’s just the op­
posite.
For lonely people, the social 
buzz going on around them may 
just re-emphasize their 
loneliness.
For grieving people, 
Christmas may be a poignant 
reminder of the absence of a 
loysid.iync.
And for those just feeling 
depressed, the fact that they are 
supposed to be feeling joyous 
just accentuates the fact they 
are not.
‘.‘We have a tremendous com­
mercial hype about Christmas,” 
said Sidney counsellor Jack 
Thornburgh. “We think 
somehow it will be a magic fix. 
Sometirties the expectation just 
doesn’t meet the reality.
‘‘The expectation is that 
Christmas is going to be a 
realization of communi­
ty .. . the idea we will be able 
to give and get love and accep­
tance,” he said.
‘‘Those who are frustrated at 
a lack of community find
Tiny Tim would have had a Dickens ol 
a time making this toast without 
Christmas punch. Serve your own 
version ol this hearty punch with 
holiday goodies and festive, sturdy 
paper partyware from Hallmark.
Christmas Punch
Stir over low heat unW 
steaming;




1 tsp, whole cloves
H ;v.':
r.r- •
Christmas the toughest time.”
So how do you cope with the 
Christmas blues?
‘‘Part of it is to realize where 
it comes from,” said Thorn­
burgh. He suggests people 
should try to recognize that 
commercial hype at Christmas
time builds up a type of expecta­
tion that no material thing can 
satisfy.
He doesn’t recommend peo­
ple for whom it is a troubling 
time try to ignore Christmas.
‘‘I don’t believe in denial,” 
he said, adding that ‘‘1 don’t 
think it’s possible to ignore it in 
our culture anyway.”
‘‘Avoiding the overuse of 
booze is important,” he adds. 
‘‘Booze has a terrific downer ef­
fect right after the upper effect 
has worn off.”
Thornburgh said Christmas is 
a tough time for those away 
from home, and suggests they 
spend their money on long­
distance calls rather than gifts.
In fact, rather than the 
‘‘obligatory gift”, he suggests 
people spend time to find a well 
chosen card or a few well 
chosen words to share.
And for those away from 
home, in a new place, Thorn­
burgh said “Finding a 
substitute community is impor­
tant.”
‘‘Admittedly it’s a second- 
best alternative, but it’s a shar­
ing.”
‘‘Sometimes it’s easier said 
than done.”
Thornburgh noted organiza­
tions such as Peninsula Singles 
and the Single Parent Resource 
Centre.
The local counsellor has 
worked extensively with those 
suffering bereavement, and says 
‘‘That first holiday season right 
after a loved one has died lis 
really a tough one.” \
He recalled a woman whose 
husband, barely retired, had 
recently died. The couple had 
planned to travel together, and 
after much thought, that 
Christmas the woman decided 
to take one of the trips on her 
own.
It was hard, but the trip 
brought back memories of her 
husband and re-affirmed what 
they had together, and showed 
she could carry on.
For grieving person, said 
Thornburgh, Christmas can 
also be a time of hope. It passes 
and the person says ‘‘The days 
are getting longer now. 
Christmas has come and gone 
and I’m still here.”
Dymp options sought
Capital Regional District’s 
sanitation and water committee 
is looking at 10 possible options
Located between 
Village Gallery Lunn’s Pastries Deli & Coffee Shop 
Georgette’s Fabrics Felicia’s Boutique
When you care enough to send the very best
VICTORIA TOURS LTD.
DIRECT BUS TO 
CLOVERDALE RACES
IN
DEPARTS 10:15 A.M. 
DEC. 13th-DEC. 20th 






WE RESERVE THE RIGHT 
TO OMIT QUANTITIES 
WHILE STOCKS WST
Sidney By The Sea
2531 Beacon Avenue








SAVE AT SIDNEY SUPER FOODS 
YOU WILL SAVE MONEY AND
SAVE YOUR ENERGY 






Daily 8:30 -6:00 
THURS.. FRI. 8:30 -9:00 



















AVAILABLE SATURDAY, DEC. 20
FRESH Tl IDI/CVO AT COMPETITIVE 
YOUNG I UHIXLYO LOWPRICEY
939
L lb.
OR. A” BEEF BOTTOM ROUND OR RUMP
BARON OFBEEF ... 5.27 kg
QR. ‘A’ CHOICE BEEF ' Ayo
WING STEAK.............B.iskgZ ib
QR. *A’CHOICE BEEF AQR
PORTER HOUSE STEAK ......0.57 kg £ ib
QR. 'A' CHOICE BEEF Ronnless 
B0NF:LESS SIRLOIN 











DINNER HAM .......  .........7.49kg
• COUNTRY KITCHEN BONELESS aao
SMOKED -HAM ..................9.90 kg 47b.
• READY TO SERVE nCQCOTTAGE ROLLS..........5.93kgZ7b
• READY TO SERVE BONELESS j qo
SMOKED PICNIC..........4.39kg1 ib.
• SWEET PICKLED REG. OR MINI n/iqCORNED BEEF. ....... 5.49kgZ7b.
•ASST’D jjQ




CHICKEN Gr. ‘A’ .2.16 kg Mb.
READY TO SERVE
U A INI tShnnknAIVI Portion)................................
178
READY TO SERVE










LEG OF n A
PORK ROAST......... 198
SIONBY SUPER SAVINGS 
IMPERIAL
3 lb. block In 1/4’s
SIDNEY SUPER SAVINGS 
KELLOGG’S
3S0g.





99®SPECIAL XMAS PACKEDKLEENEX BOX of m
ALCAN ALUMINUM AtLQ
FOIL WRAPirx25'Box.... ..... r®
RODIN MOOD BLENDED 20
BREAD FLOUR.
SUNBEAM WESTON 100%
,...2.5 kg bag 1
WMOLB







ALOHA FROM PINE TREE
MIXED NUTS.. . .... .. ....
PICNIC
CRANBERRY COCKTAIL .. 1.381.or 48 oz.
...350g w
SAVE MORE ON FROZEN FOODS
NIAGARA CONC. mm.APPLE JUICE....... ...........341 ml. 89®
BERRYLANr) GREEN M^n
PETITE PEAS.............. ikgZ’®
CpD FISH «. CHIP........ ..SOOgZ’®





WALNUTS .. .. .......
BAKER'S SEMPSWEIT niQ
CHOCOLATE CHIPS. . 350g
BIRO'S 4 0ACUSTARD POWDER...... 340gr^
MAPLE LEAF PURE 98^
TENDER FLAKE LARD.. . . . .....iib.
LOCAL FRESH FARM

























to replace Hartland Road dump 
which will reach capacity in two 
years.
North Saanich director 
Eugene Bailin said expansion of 
Hartland Road is still an option 
with medium restrictions.
If it were selected, possible 
space solutions might include 
filling Heal Lake, expanding in­
to Heal Creek valley or using 
the eastern slope of Mount 
Work.
The discussions are still in 
camera because it involves land 
acquisition. ,
Bailin said, however, that the 
list is getting shorter as the 
various areas are considered.
In choosing a site, the com­
mittee must consider the en­
vironmental impact, whether 
leachate can be collected, soil 
conditions, birds, and the 
number of residences surroun­
ding the future site, said Bailin.
‘‘It^ like an airport,” he 
said. ‘‘When it’s built, there is 
nothing around; but 10 years 
later when hou.ses are built they 
want the airport moved because 
it’s top noisy.
‘‘And it’s the same thing with 
dumps.”
yp $1,500
Local resident Bessie Snider 
was presented the first honorary 
membership by Saanich Penin­
sula Hospital Auxiliary at the 
Christmas meeting held Dec. 
11. '
Spokesman Marney Roe said 
the membership was awarded in 
recognition of Snider’s excep­
tional .service ‘‘as author and 
editor of the auxiliary history 
published last year.”
‘‘A record attendance of 86 
members also heard their year 
of hard work and planning for 
the November bazaar grossed 
more than $9,.100.” said Roe. 
‘‘Even after deductions the total 
will be at least $1,500 more than 
la,siyear,”
In addition, the annual raffle 
netted $895.
The ho.spital volunteers, a 
group who work year-round 
with e,xtendcd care patients, 
were special guests at the lun­
cheon,
ovallfiblo mtny clay in our 
cotf60 tthop. pub or now 
Banoot Lounoo,
Tiike advisniafle o( Iho bosl meal 
final on 1h« Poalnauln, we'll even 
go a a1e|) lurlhnr and throw In Iho 
coffoo if you presnnt this ad.
When you vr«n1 to pul on Iho 
The Dog'll) the place to go. .
NIfAIXiillllil liMRliflMIII
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Local businesses 
receive awards
from U. Vic co-op
Two of Sidney’s small 
business entrepeneurs were 
among 16 employers honored 
by the University of Victoria at 
a dinner recently.
Seakem Oceanography Ltd. 
and Pamap Graphics Ltd. 
received awards from president 
Dr. Howard Fetch in recogni­
tion of their contriubtion to the 
University of Victoria co­
operative education program.
Peter Berrang and Vern 
Klassen accepted the awards on 
behalf of their respective com­
panies.
The dinner and ceremony was 
to commemorate the co-op pro­
gram’s 10th anniversary.
Co-op education allows 
students to alternate academic
studies on campus witli on-the- 
job training in related areas lo 
study.
Seakem was chosen for 
social recognition because it is 
tne sc'cond largest employer of 
chemistry co-op students, said 
spokesman Carloine Midgely.
Pamap Graphics has provid­
ed si.x placements for engineer­
ing students and an additional 
si.x for students in computer 
science.
Pamap employee Elizabeth 
Grant, a computer science co­
op graduate hired by the com­
pany after spending her final 
co-op work term there, has been 
selected as the alumni represen­

















THIS IS HEAVY. . . Jeffrey and Jennifer Kluge drag 
one of the many Christmas trees on sale this week at 
Sidney Scout and Guide Hail off Sevan Avenue from 10 
to 6 every day. Money reaised goes to Dogwood 
District Brownies, Guides and Pathfinders and 1st 




is tvell Nnown (or books, toys and 
magaztnos . . . but Tanner's also 






• TAGS a SEALS






Does this ad contain the error? If so it could 
be your ticket to becoming a millionaire. See 
page 2 for details.
Peolnsulci
Longtime resident Ajbert 
(Nipper) Lannan passed away at 
Saanich Peninsula Hospital 
Dec. 5. He was 84.
Last week, Lannan, the last 
of six bachelor sons, was inter­
red at Holy Trinity Church in 
North Saanich.
The original Lannan family 
homestead was at the junction 
of what is now Kaltasin and 
Glenidle Roads in Sooke.
Besides farming at their 
waterfront homesite, they grew 
wheat and oats on a large cen­
tral Saseenos farm bounded by 
what is now Woodlands Road 
and Harborview Road. The 
C.N.R. rail line had nol been 
put in at that time.
And the saltflats running 
from Billings Spit ahno.st to the 
mouth of Lannan Creek became 
known as Lannan’s Flats.
Father William, originally 
from the U.S, midwest married 
Mary Ann Imrie, a native of 
Saanich Peninsula.
When tlicir land vva.s sold for 
the subdivision of Saseenos in 
1920, the Lannans movctl back 
to the Peninsula,
Lannan is survived by (iousin 
Midge of Port Angeles, 
Washington.
There's no place like 
:;homelor tfc'lOOO
s MS-DOS, IBM compatible








Of IBM®/Colour Computer compatible
Friends from the future
RobleJr. 6Q-2397*
Reg. 139.95 ............... ..
Robie Sr. 60-2398*... 269.95
99.95
B Built-in S’A” disk drive 





















Movie night at home
BVHS VCR with wireless remote* 
n14 day/4-ovent timer 




















B Metal detector helps 
find coins, iewollry







2-way speakers for 
great sound






___ ^ yyy ■ CAUTION! Thft (kifilmnlKin ^ “"TAC
C:Q9/o», 1/M9b
anywhere Ov/mme v:::; l I sJssm
13-1226'











liti: * Fils under cupboards
B9;95
■ Bln button telephone for 
quIcK and easy diniing










GOOD SUPPLY OFTOYS 
STILL AVAILABLE
Available
OUR WORK IS 
GUARANTBSO
686-5771 SIDNEY ELECTRONICS LTD. Chfliatmna Sltore Hourij Opon ftverv FrI. 1e 9 pm 
Open Suntlsy, Obo. 21 • 11 sm-tl pm 
Open to 9 prn Mon, h \ ueiiP»y 
^ Deo.'*7 and *3 
OpBti lo 5 pm Chdfcima* Ev«
OPEN
FRLO-O
-,T 'I *Ut'iLu. ,1(11 M '‘Li" it! I *•1’ 3 ■if - I







WHILE STOCKS LAST 
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT 
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
Chrl 0 M siGi
FOOD STORES
QUADRA AND TILLICUM 
MON.-SAT. 8A.M.-10P.M., SUN. 9-7 
SAANICHTON
SUN. 9-7, SAT & MON 8-7, TUES-FRI 8-9 
SIDNEY: MON, TUES, WED, SAT. 9-8, 
THURS, FRI. 9-9, SUN. 9-7
OAKCREST #t- 3475 QUADRA ST.; OAKCREST #2- MO TILLICUM; OAKCREST #3- 9818 5th ST. SIDNEY; OAKCREST #4- 7816 E. SAANICH RD. 
CANADA GRADE ‘A’ BEEF
PRIME RIB
CANADA GRADE ‘A’ “ALL SIZES” 
Avail. From Dec. 19th
STEAK
OR
, kg 5.93 kg 3.51
FRESH
CHICKEN 

















3 ■ : 497ti^'






kkFRESH-. VEAL SALE* ^
VEAL LEG ROAST. : ...::kg».«
VEAL LEG CUTLETS .....k,8.793^?
VEAL STEW 
VEAL PAHIES
GROUND VEAL k,u9 a ib.
GRADE W FROZEN ^ QODUCKS.... .k98..8r!
' J k %'fcl
1
SMOKED PICNIC"^""''BONELESS.......kg 5.93 2«l-
PURE PORK SAUSAGE 9,7:7,11® 
SIDE BACON ... . . . . .......,<„, 2?®.
029. SOOg £.PARTY STICK 1=1“
FROM IN-STORE DELI AT 
QUADRA ft SAANICHTON STORES







SAUSAGE MEAT .. . soog
CANADIAN MEDIUM
CHEDDAR CHEESE...... kg6.37£. lb.
FRESH FILLETS #SQQ
SMOKED COD.... .. .kgs.„Zib.
FRESH OYSTERS...... „„ 2®i
POLLOCK FLAVORED IMITATION /jQQ
CRAB MEATS...... ..k,i,.,o4lb.
CHICKEN y4’s LEG W Ib.PORTION..........kg 2.18
FRESH REGULAR
GROUND BEEF .....,, ...kg 2,16 9
iMEATY BEEF
BRAISING RIBS.... ....kg 2.84 1
iFRESH SMALL SIDE '



















iThii coupoff It worth 7ftt oil tht rtUII prkt ol ont Ptmptn 
N&«0/nAS4/CA4d/iA40/T0M/TDPaX D 
tint (ilipotoNt (Mtptrt (HKchtttd I 
tl OAKCMatTPOOI^S I
C««4po<i *«M m4v •! CMtcrtM tWMW. C*W(MM fttfiktt 0««. I 
la/M. ItiWt tM tM purcfiMt. I
OAiMlo,Mr>W iHl.lPAwewtehAlte.IVttAtouwwtUAt |
•%>. hAMM lOtt I
ACOeCMAOLC ONl.V AT OAKCHCaV OTOflEA
SA¥E 50" •
ON The PUnCHASf’ of one package op 
, FIOHII CnUMCM
P(N mw< lo a Wilia lit., PO. t«i
I 1140 iMonlo.OnlMlu MftW IMI. InUr omhwU Wo. ft 

























FIBRE CRUNCH CEREAL 3»oo






STUFFING.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .7,,
KAflO, CROWN. LILY WHITE nfi^
SYRUPS.....  .... .•,LaU"
POST rtiO
ALPHA BIT CEREAL .4’"






















1 58MOTTS 7 CLAMATOCOCKTAIL....1.38L










SODA WATER IS 
TONIC WATER deposit ...
BUY 3 GET 1 FREE!
LOVER LEAF
.11140 3§98"
MANDARIN ORANGES Sehts. 69® 


























BITS a BITES....... ..... .
SCOTT
CHRISTMAS NAPKINS.....wnW
EAST POINT riWTINY SHRIMPS . ; 1140^2^
DAD'S COOKIES • ALL UUTTER Jj OQSHORTBREAD. . . 3oogr^














.20% OFF HEQ. 
PRICE
Stelly’s Christmas Hamper 
Drive is well underway with 
competition among the three 
locker bays, yielding hundreds 
of items for the Peninsula food 
bank according to a student 
spokesman.
In addition, plans are firming 
up for the Stelly’s Christmas 
pagaent on the afternoon of 
Dec. 19. The traditional affair 
entails the staff presenting skits 
and songs to the students as a 
parting gift before the 
Christmas holidays.
Athletics continues to 
flourish at Stelly’s with all four 
basketball teams doing well. 
The senior boys rugby team has 
begun practising for the spring 
season and defense of the 
Howard Russell Cup.
Special thanks go to Ross 
Martina and the teaching kit­
chen staff for another superb 
Christmas buffet. The dining 
room is open to the public Tues­
day through Thursday at 11:30
The Stelly’s Scholarship 
Preparation Group is meeting 
weekly working hard toward 
achieving success in the exams 
held January and June.
And the staff and students 
want to recognize Linda Giles, 
who while chairing the English 
department and in addition to 
working on the Stelly’s enrich­
ment program, completed her 





Peninsulla bu,s ridens may 
soon ride to and from 
downtown at a reduced rate.
The rnulti-zonc fare pre.scntly 
sit.s at .111.70. If the new fare 
sy.stcm is approved, local 
resident-s will pay an overall $1.
Bus riders in the urban zone 
pay 85 cents a ride.
On the rcconirneiulalion of 
planning .supervisor Mike 
Davis, the fare zone boundary 
will be at the intersection of 
Migliway I and tlie Old Island 
Highway and just north of 
Royal Oak Dri've, West Saanich 
Rond and Cordova Bay Road.
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llut' Vicloila aakm nMiimgamonl lakes 
prido in congrnlulating fion Kubok for 
his solM flchievernonlG In Ihe monlh of'
Noi/erriHoi ThiY nc)!), ptfirjijA AwiUd:
vyas established lo recognize superior: 
sates ochlovomoniflfn a single nwitr
Buying or Soiling 
^ Call Ron ■
«»(186-5584
BLOCK RROr»; REALTY ltd;
SIDNEY OF r iCg
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local ANAF fed Kmm dinner fo 200
Imagine stuffing and cooking 
not one, but a dozen 20-pound 
turkeys for Christinas dinner.
About 200 Peninsula 
residents were treated to a 
Christmas dinner with all the 
trimmings last Sunday after­
noon, thanks to volunteer 
workers from the local Army,
Navy and Air Force branch.
Legion members and the Lions 
Club.
For the third consecutive 
year, ANAF Unit 302 
spearheaded the popular 
Christmas party, which caters 
to the elderly, lonely and needy Gagnon s a i cL including
from Sidney and North everything from cranberry
Saanich. sauce to shortbread.
It s a combined effort, 
said ANAF organizer Peggy 
Gagnon.
Chef Jim O’Brien began early 
Sunday morning, stuffing 
turkeys and baking mincemeat 
pies, while volunteers turned 
out to prepare vegetables, set 
tables and help serve the food.
It was a full course meal,
Saint Nick also showed up to Yoimgson and Harold Clifton 
hand out gifts to the dinner were transported from 
guests. Resthaven Lodge to the dinner
The annual event is paid for for the special acknovvledge- 
througji ANAF fundraising ac- ment. 
tivities, particularly the weekly 
meat draw and the ladies aux­
iliary bazaar, Gagnon said. The 
Lions Club supplied the turkeys 
and with the local Legion, sup­
plemented the manpower.
The ANAF also contributes 
to Little League and the 
Lions/Review Food Bank.
Four World War 1 veterans 
were also presented with 
honorary memberships in the 
local .ANAF Sunday. Harry 




* * -ik »
Warmest thoughts and the best of 
holiday wishes to you and yours. We 





A LAMB tucked in a cradle might be a new twist to the 
Christmas story for Regan Garbutt, playing Mary in Ho­
ly Trinity’s Second Shepherd’s Play.
Mt. Newton center 
nets $3,000 award
The Mount Newton Day Care everyone who has helped them 
Centre was presented a cheque achieve their goal again this 
for $3,000 “to be used to add to year,” Wallace added, 
the well-being of those who use 
this day-care service,” said 
spokesman Vivian Wallace.
; The monetary award was 
presented by guest Michael Rice 
at a recent luncheon for the 
clients, staff, directors and 
friends who form the Monday 
Bee.
“This group gets together 
most Mondays to knit, sew and 
craft the hundreds of items 
made during the year,” said 
Wallace.
Most of these items are sold 
at the Peninsula Community 
Association’s annual fair at 
Sanscha hall. In addition, a spr­
ing tea and bake sale “swell the 
coffers of this unique group of 
friends who have donated more 
than $7,500 during the past 





Six rooms of 
treasures destined 
to become family 
heirlooms.
Gleaming brass or a 
mystical unicorn from our 
gift shop ... perhaps an 




ANTIQUE & GIFT SHOPPE 
12372 Beacon 656-3621
OPEN DAILY & FRI. EVES.
Prize winners in this year’s 
Christmas raffle were: paper 
tole picture, Nettie Bow; 
painted tray, Doris Phillips; 
fashion doll and wardrobe, 
Jenny-Lynn Roscoe, all of 
Sidney. Don Sooley of Victoria 
won a cushion.
“The ladies of the Monday 
Bee would like to express their 
sincere thanks for the patronage 
and support of their friends and
DIJi'JA-SMARP 
13 pc HOUIlI-I B! i BI" f
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1083 rORD ESCORT 2 Door Halchback, 
Automallc, pow«r sloorinfl, finished In red, 
Really clean cor, -
Wa8»,,,.......   NOW $3495
1#75 DATSUN COUPE Aulomnllc, one 
owi^er vehicle with only 22,000 inllos, Excep­
tionally clean, low mileage aulo,
Was $3695..................................... .NOW $2995
1974 OATSUN 710 4 Door, aulomallc. Blue 
with wtillo Interior, Only 40,000 mllea on this 
clean car,
Was $3495.......................................NOW $2995
1978 AMC PACER Wagon, aulomallc, air
cond„ cruise, till wheel, very clean (or year, 
Was$2M5...........,„,.N0W$249B
1979 DATSUN B210 Wagon, 4 door,
aulomallc, rod with Naeklnlofier
Was $3695,,................N0W$2995
1978 RABBIT Fcwr, aulomallc, halchback, 
beige wiUi vinyl Interior. Clean economical 
ear,
Was ,$3lt35,..,,.,....,. NOW $3495
WE also BUY GOOD 
OUAUTY USED AUTOMOBILES
, qiUDt;iWaCOklEtbAtif,ri!lA!IClUQ V 
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: , 055-9353 
2300 Doiicon Avo, Dealer 7014
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Crashes send four to SPH
A young driver lost control of 
his car on the curve below 
Mount Newton School and 
crashed into another vehicle, in­
juring three people Dec. 13.
The crash was one of three in­
cidents on Central Saanich
Roads after midnight Friday 
night.
Dale Johnston, 18, was 
charged with driving without 
due care and attention after the 
Keating Crossroad accident.
Johnston, his passenger Steve
Fire guts house
Responding shortly after 2:30 
p.rn., the firemen spent almost 
two hours knocking down the 
flames and mopping up.
Damage to the house, owned 
by Eric Roberts, i.s estimated at 
$40,000 to $50,000, officials 
report.
No one was home at the time.
A Saanich police spokesman 
said the road was blocked for an 
hour and a half while firemen 
extinguished the blaze.
Cause of the fire i.s not yet 
known, Bryden said, but inspcc-
: FRENCH XMAS SONGS
iDeepCove Elementary, Dec. 18, 1 
rpm, carolling in school gym. 652- 
-7254.
XMAS CONCERT 
Keating Elementary, Dec. 17, 7- 
'8:30pm.
, XMAS SHOW 
“Shaping Up Santa”, Brentwood 
- Elementary, Dec. 17,18, 7:30 pm.
AIR CADETS
Xmas Grapefruit and Oranges 
ready for pickup at Cadet HQ hall 
Pat Bay airport Thursday pms 7-9 
or phone 656-4647 after 6. Extra 
40Ib cases of oranges available.
BAND CONCERT 
Parkland School Dec. 17, 7:30 
p.m., multipurpose room, featur­
ing concert, stage and Grade 9 
bands, choir, soloists. Parkland 
Dance Co.
PCA OPEN HOUSE 
An opportunity to meet many 
J. people associated with this very ; 
>;bu,sy social service centre. Friday,
; Dec. 19, 12-4, 9751 3rd St.
;XMAS BOUQUETS ^ V/-:: 
To Beta Sigma Phi (Perceptor 
' Alpha Omega Chapter) for shar­
ing their Xmas baking with 20 
elderly folk who attend Mt. 
Newton Day Care Centre:
- Tp Smitty’s for; hosting a Xmas 
dinner for -elderly ; shut-ihs and 
PCA volunteers \vho-assist them 
throughout the year. Management 
is providing the food and the staff 
at Smitty’s and the Emerald Isle 
are volunteering their time.
COUNSELLING TRAINING 
On-going training workshops for 
new volunteers interested in PGA 
Grief Support Services or Com­
munity Counselling Services. 
More info; call Neil Madu, 656- 
0134.
CONGRATULATIONS!
CENTURY 21 SAANICH 
PENINSULA REALTY LTD. 
congratulates 
CATHY EARL
for being the top salesperson 
for November 1986. Cathy’s 
sincerity, dedication and hard 
work have earned her this 
achievement: For' any of your 
real estate needs call Cathy 
Earl at:
Century 21 Saanich 
Peninsula Realty Ltd.
2395 Beacon Ave. 
(Driftwood Centre)
656-0131
Court cose odjourned again
tors investigating the incident 
are expected to submit their 
report within the next two 
weeks.
Traffic along West Saanich 
Road was blocked for 90 
minutes Sunday afternoon as 
firemen tried to douse a burning 
home.
The rear of the house and car­
port at 5090 West Saanich Road 
was totally engulfed in flames 
when firefighters arrived at the 
scene, said Saanich deputy fire 
chief Murray Bryden.
Tribe, and the other driver, 
Bryan Poison, were taken to 
Victoria General Hospital with 
undetermined injuries following 
the crash.
Tribe was kept in hospital un­
til Monday morning.
Johnston’s car suffered 
$5,000 damage, while Poison’s 
pickup sustained $4,000 
damage.
Later, shortly before 5 a.m., 
a local youth flipped his vehicle 
into a Central Saanich Road 
ditch.
The 17-year-old male was 
taken to Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital with facial cuts and 
later charged with impaired 
driving.
Also that night, police were 
called to a two-car crash on the 
Pat Bay Highway, after a 
Sidney man allegedly went 
through a red light.
Terry Sheldrake, 21, w'as 
charged with disobeying a red 
light after the crash, which 
resulted in $3,800 damage, but 
no injuries.
After Joseph Rene De.sjar- 
dins’ ninth scheduled ap­
pearance in Sidney Provincial 
Court to face mischief charges, 
a trial date has not been set.
Desjardin’s lawyer wasn’t re­
tained on some charges until the 
morning of Desjardin’s latest 
courLappearance Dec. 11. 
“^e^ly five months earlier. 
Judge Michael Hubbard gave 
Desjardins a two-week adjourn­
ment so he could contact a 
lawyer.
The newly retained lawyer, 
Richard Schwarz, asked for and 
received a further adjournment 
from Judge Robert Metzger.
Desjardins, who has had nine 
scheduled appearances in 
Sidney Provincial Court to face 
mischief and traffic charges, 
now has a tenth scheduled for 
Jan. 8,
After seven scheduled ap­
pearances beginning June 5, 
Desjardins ultimately pleaded 
not guilty to the charges on Dec. 
4.
Appearing as lawyer for Des­
jardins on Dec. 11, Schwarz 
said “I have just been retained 
this morning on a couple of 
these informations. I’m asking 
the following informations go 
to the next date in Sidney 
court,”
However, Schwarz was 
unavailable Dec. 18, and the
next court date was Jan. 8 
because of the holiday break.
Desjardins did not show up 
for scheduled appearances on 
June 5, June 19, Aug. 7, Sept. 
26, and Oct. 7. He was granted 
adjournments on June 11, July 
24, and Dec. 4, before the Dec. 
11 adjournment.













Many Peninsula comnnunity households have 
given us generous donations. We look forward 
to receiving $10.00 for each member of your 
hpyseliold.:; v
Che^es Payabie to:
. Foundation- Fund, ■- 
Mall to: c/o S.P.G.H., P.O: Box 1000;
Saanichton, VOS IMG
Merry Christmas and a Healthy New Year from the Staff 
and many Volunteers serving Your Hospital.
wmsmmaosam
GIVE THE GIFT 
ART
b SV* * ORIGINAL ART BY LOCAL ARTISTS 
AT PRICES COMPETITIVE 





16 X 20 WOODFRAMED 




WILDLIFE PRINTS BY: 
WORLD RENOWN 
ROBERT BATEMAN
EXAMPLES OF « 
READY TO HANG ART:
Sit i-i j ,1 ' '







(Next In Ihn Rwnk til Monlrftftl)
:^45S'Boacon Avonuo'""': ,'■'^"'"^■'■■■■"''■■898-3633"
CHRISTMAS HOURS: * MON.-SAT. 9:3D-S:3(1 FRIDAY 'TILL 8:00 I’M
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' BUD MASSENDER 
Manager
\<R\i\i GU r 
WRAPPING
on all purchases 
plus free delivery 
in Town of Sidney
Local resfaurant cheaper thanyou think
By SARAH THOMPSON 
Review Sta ff Writer
be a harrowing experience — 
especially if you work an 
eight-hour day.
you might have
Preparing, cooking and ser­
ving a dinner party for six can
If you add to that a five- 
course menu and a guest list
for 30 
chaos.
However, while buzzing, the 
kitchen at Stelly’s Secondary 
School was not the imbroglio 
it could have been.
Rows of crab and shrimp 
cocktail, pots of soups, roasts 
of turkey and beef, hams, 
pates, savory mousses and 
salads — all made from 
scratch — v/ere furiously being 
prepared in that kitchen by 
drones of worker bees for a 







The king bee, who is actual­
ly, Ross Martin, chef instruc­
tor for the career preparation 
course at Stelly’s, fits the part. 
Wearing full chef uniform, he 
guides the students through 
their steps calling continual in­
structions to ensure a minute 
isn’t wasted.
And he teaches as he goes.
When a student asked the 
recipe for cocktail sauce, Mar­
tin demanded “how many 
tablespoons in a cup?’’ and 
after searching for a moment, 
the student gives the correct 
answer.
FROSTY THE SNOWMAN. Stelly’s student puts the 
finishing touches on the lard centrepiece for the buf­
fet.table.-'
The career chef program, 
which has run under Martin’s 
supervision since 1977, is of­
fered to Grade 11 and 12 
students. It is the only pro­
gram of its kind in School 
District 63 and one of three 
held in Greater Victoria.
And the quality of food isX 
impressive — to say the least.
The dining room is open to 
th e p u b 1 i c ; Tu e s d a y s , 
Wednesdays and Thursdays.
'fX/




li". / . V •> V
To give you a mouth­
watering sample, and keep in 
mind everything is made from, 
scratch, a typical menu selec­
tion might offer three varieties 
of soups, salads and pheasant 
for $4.50 and a wide selection 






Martin stresses presentation 
as much as cooking the actual 
dish. Everything must be gar- 
ni.shed. •
Soon the guests begin lining 
up outside the dining room 
hall, licking their lips in an­
ticipation.
at
|/v4 ;' ‘ ' *
,, \ ' ’X*'
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“Quick, quick,” can be 
heard echoing around the kit­
chen’s spotless walls as the 
11:30 a.m. deadline ap­
proaches.
Knive.s flash more furiously 
— yet safely •— as Martin re­





AUSTRALIAN STUDENT Groemo Stowart, from New 
South Wales, lays out the cold moat plate as part of the 
Chrlstreos buffet at Stelly's school.
Moving to another counter 
where round objects arc being 
dipped in egg, the reporter 
casually nods her head and 
says knowledgably, “donut 
holes.” The two cooks turn
their head and say,
Five minuter, before the din­
ing room opens, Martin give,s 
the okay to lay out the food. 
Any sooner and tlic* cold-cut. 
plate would have readied 
room temperature,
As the buffet opens, Martin 
can rcla.x a little. 'Fhc students 
cannot, however, because
iMOMMM
once the buffet is underway, 
the regular student cafeteria 
opens.
The grill fills up with ham­
burgers and the server is stack­
ed with homemade donuts, 
cakes and cookie.s. It’s a 
popular place as students file 
in.
This is only the second week 
the Grade II students have 
been cooking. Previously, they 
learned theory, concentrating 
on aspects of cooking such as 
interpreting recipes, using 
knives, food storage and food 
poisoning.
The students receive two 
hours of instruction per day 
and if they arc in Grade 12, 
they ptn in 10 hours a week.
If the class is large, it is split 
to share the cooking and 
theory time.
And the program has pro­
duced results.
But Marlin takes c.xception 
lo the cxpcctiilion that people 
will automatically become
“chefs” after the program.
“It’s a long process involv­
ed entailing a lot of experience 
and learning. A chef means 
being in charge of a good kit­
chen.
Jimmy Preston is in his se­
cond year as a gardemanger at 
Deep Cove Chalet as a result 
of a work experience at the 
end of the chef training cour.se 
at Sicily’s.
Andy Butler is an assistant 
chef at La Villc D’ls, a, 
.seafood restaurant in Victoria 
and Wilf Seymour owns and 
operates the Third Street Cafe 
in Sidney.
What did Martin do before 
this? “I w.'ts an English and 
creative writing teacher at 
Parkland, and, with home 
economics teacher June 
Frachc, developed a small 
commercial cooking cour,se 
for Grade 9 girls.
“When Stelly’s offered me , 





































Give your self-confidence a healthy boost
Improve your appearance through excercise and boost your self- 
confidence. It follows that if you look better you’ll feel better and 
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Poiifhers reboynd to victory
Play between Parkland Pan­
thers and Spectrum Dec. 11 was 
even but the Panthers won near­
ly every rebound — and that 
made the difference.
The 103-66 win sparked the 
team after its loss earlier in the 
week to Belmont in high school 
AA league basketball action.
And a healthy turnout of fans 
— complete with trumpets — 
aided the victory.
At half-time, the Panthers 
took the lead at 46-34. Strong 
defence prevented Spectrum 
from scoring further.
. At the three-quarter mark, 




would like to invite all her 
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Now available at CuUitiig Bench, Sidney
for Ten Sessions 
Plus One Session Free 
Mon.-Tues.-Sat. 9-6 Wed.-Thurs.-Fri. 9-9
Mariner Village Mall iCISIlS
1st Street Sidney
Panthers started to relax early 
in the final quarter.
A comeback effort by Spec­
trum failed to gain much 
ground resulting in the healthy 
win by the Panthers which puts 
them at-1-1 in league play.
Top scorer was Steve Ottewell 
who shot 23, Jason Grist and 
Paul Johnson each netted 18.
Earlier that night the senior 
girls blocked Reynolds with a 
huge 72-35 win.
Again the Panthers 
dominated the game with in­
tercepting and rebounding.
Robyn Whyte captured 29, 
Julie Jesperson, 18 and Tam 
Braithwaite, 11.
In action Dec. 9, Panthers 
defeated Claremont 67-31.
To date their record in league 
play stands at 2-0.
Panthers
win
Parkland Panthers basketball 
team easily defeated 
Courtenay’s Vanier in two 
home exhibition games last 
Saturday.
Vanier’s team recently joined 
its first female member, Tara 
Galloway.
Coach Joe Milligan said the 
girl didn’t make any difference 
to the play because Panthers 
senior boys and girls frequently 
practice together.
Milligan is worried that it will 
set a precedent for other sports 
such as field hockey.
“It has ramifications for later 
on,’’said Milligan.
“It’s too bad that there 
wasn’t enough support for a 
girls’ team up there — if one girl 
wanted to play, others firobably 
do too. And the coach of the 
boys’ is ana lumni, not a staff 
member.’’
Spokesman Rob McLucas 
^ said both games Saturday were 
“poor’’ because of the high 
numberofpenalties.
Vanier were awarded 18 fouls 
in the first half of the second 
game. “The foul situation was 
too high,” said McLucas.
Panthers won the exhibition 
games, 76-58; 79-58.
PANTHERS STAR, Steve Ottewell goes for the block against a Spectrum player 
:during play Dec. 11 :
Harriers sweep meet
Dec. 20 from 9 to 5:30
The Peninsula Prairie Inn 
Harriers picked up three of four 
categories last Saturday in Van­
couver to win the first annual 
Interclub Challenge cross­
country meet with North Van­
couver Gate Roadrunners.
Local runner Dave Campbell 
was first home in the lO- 
kilomeire race in 32 minutes, 25 
seconds leading his team to vic­
tory in the open men’s (under 
40) division. Clubmatc Rob 
Barber was third at 33:30.
The Harriers also had the 
first five runners home in the 
open womcn'.s class led by 
Shcron Chrysler at 37; 18.
The ma.stcrs womcn’.s c)vcr-40 
division was also easily won by 
PIH runners, who swept the 
first three places,
Lions Gate vvon (lie niiasiers 
men’s class by nine poinis. IMH 
runner Brian Connon picketl up 
second at 35:33.
Prairie Inn will host next 





beat Oak Bay 28-23, in 
basketball action at S.J. 
Willis last Wednesday 
night.
The strong local team 
then went on to finish se­
cond in the Island /.one 
lournanicnl last weekend 
and qualified for the winter 
game.s.
The Firefighters lost to 
First United Victoria Police' 
^ in the final 70-38. .
^^^itnunriiiiiiiiwiii'm  ....... mm-——
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Philbrook’s peewees win two of three
Philbrook’s Eagles peewee 
rep hockey leam won two of its 
last three league games — and it 
narrowly lost at home to Lake 
Cowichan when a shot in the 
closing minutes hit the post.
In play at Panorama Leisure 
Centre Nov. 23, Philbrook’s 
clinched the win by the second 
period scoring five goals.
Oak Bay responded with a 
single in the third but the final 
score remained 6-2.
For Philbrook’s, Kevin 
Johnson scored three goals and 
one assist. Chris Cochrane shot 
two points with a single assist 
while Brett Wicker recorded a 
single goal and assist. Jeff 
Dorion notched three assists.
Playing at home against Lake 
Cow'ichan Nov. 30, Philbrook’s 
missed a 2-2 draw when Mike 
Wagnor’s shot hit the goal post.
The peewees were ahead by 
one after the opening third, but
Lake Cowichan came on strong 
soon after scoring two goals..
Cochrane scored the single 
assisted by Wagnor.
Coach Ernie Carley said 
goalie Steve Passmore played an 
excellent game for Philbrook’s.
However, the tables turned 
Dec. 6 when Philbrook’s went 
up to Lake Cowichan and 
recorded a 6-2 win.
The win was more impressive 
because the team svas suffering 
a manpower shortage. Spare 
goalie Kevin Griffin was put on 
forward and scored a single. A 
Lake Cowichan parent supplied 
the uniform.
Both sides recorded singles in 
each of first two periods. 
Philbrook’s pulled out all the 
stops in the final netting four 
points to make the final score 6-
Kevin Griffin also shot singles 
while Wagnor collected three 
assists.
Carley said Passmore played 
a great game keeping the score 
down to two.
Top scorer was Cochrane 
with three goals and tw'o assists. 
Johnson, Jeff Dorion and
Penlnsulo Signs 
split away games
Peninsula Signs bantam 
hockey team split their away 
games at Powell River last 
weekend.
M
HARD CORE GOLFERS at Ardmore Golf Course are 
not deterred by soggy December weather.
Loco I team win
Chris Grimmer lead the locals 
with two goals, but it was not 
enough to break the 6-5 loss.
However, the second game 
went decisively in the local 
team’s favor 16-4.
Chris J hnsf'n topped the 
scoring with five goals followed
by Greg Wagnor, four goals, 
five assists; Jeff Cooper, Tyson 
Davis and Chris Wallace, two.
Bantams play Port Alberni 
for first place at Panorama next 
Saturday at 3:30 p.m and Sun­
day at 7 a.m.
The team’s league record 
stands at 4-3-1.
At the season half, Wagnor 
heads the scoreboard with 78 
points from 43 goals while 
Johnsen netted 61 points.
Victorlo tourney
Rob Oldfield, president of 
the Lower Island Badminton 
Association, and partner Don 
Woodland picked up the mens’ 
double A title in the 54th 
Saanich open tournament.
Brentwood badminton club 
hosted the 90-participant event 
held at Brentwood Hall last 
week.
; Players also attended from 
Nanaimo and Vancouver to 
compete in the open, handicap 
and veterans ; (over 35) 
categories.
Damaris Brix was a triple 
winner in the open events cap­
turing the ladies’ and mixed 
doubles with husband Peter.
Other open winners were 
Peter Szarka, mens' singles; 
Oldfield and Woodland, mens’ 
doubles.
RobMens Doubles A; 
Olofield, Don Woodland 
Mens Doubles A Consol: 
Warren Sweeney, John Mcija. 
Mens Doubles B: Peter Dewerf, 
Dennis Powell, Mens Doubles B 
Consol: Mike Wood, Rick Gar­
vin.
Mens Singles A: Peter 
Szarka, Mens Singls A Cons.: 
Rick Leis; Mens Singls B: Den­
nis Powell; Mens Singls B C'on- 
sol: Hank Evers.
Ladies Singls A: Damaris 
Brix.
Men Vet. Singles A: Bob 
Lewis; Men Vet, .Singles Cons, 
Willie Wong; Ll-:idies Vet. 
Doubles Loti Watkins, Jacki 
Hicks; Mixed Vet. Doubles: 
Harry Sadd, Caiu! liiiiiieti; 
Mens Vet; Doubles: Warren 
Sweeney, John Mena; Mens
Vet. Doubles Cons. Dennis 
Powell, Pete Dennert
Mens Handicap Doubles: Kal 
Ng, Wai Chow; Mens Handicap 
Doubles Cons. Mike Woods, 
Rick Garvin
Ladies Handicap Doubles: 
Pat Kirk, Della Garvin, Ladies 
Handicap Double Cons. 
Marlene Hartley, Carol 
Vickers; Mixed Handicap 
Doubles: Avril McMillan, Rick 
Leis; Mixed Handicap Doubles 
Con. Vince Quan, Claudia 
Richie.
Mixed Doubles A Peter Brix, 
Damaris Brix; Mixed Boubles 
B: Ed Chang, Joan Marykuca; 
Mixed Doubles C: Bennie Noe, 
Carol Ireland, Mi.xed Doubles 
D: Vince Quan, Carol Legoode, 
Ladies Doubles A Geraldine 
McLean, Darmaris Brix. Ladies 
Doubles A Consol: Pal Kirk, 
Jill Leis.
Lions win
Central Saanich Lions win 
easily when they play a team 
their own age.
At least that’s what the game 
on Dec. 10 indicated with the 
Lions mini basketball leam win 
against the First United Dunks 
28-11.
“It was a balanced team at­
tack and a strong competitive 
defense that won the game,’’ 
said coach Marilyn Loveless.
The I,ions record for the 
league season stands at 1-1 hav­
ing lost to the older and bigger 
We.siConi Ss last week.
In the prc-lcaguc season, the 
I. ion,s won all their games.










9767 Fourth St. Sidney, B.C.
Over the fostlvo season, you'll soo some changps In our 
schodules,' -
Thoro will bo extra salllnos betwoon the Mainland and 
Vancouver (slond to make It easier for you to got together 
with your frionds and family. And, you’ll find minor changes 
on our Sunshine Coast, Gulf Island and Mainland- 
Vancouver Island routes, including Christmas Day and New 
Years Day, so that as marry of our employees as possible 
may spend time with their families.
All the information Is In our special CHRISTMAS 
SGHEDUIES, Pick up a copy at any ferry tormlnnl, aboard 
ship, at tourist lacilltier., or call:
VANCOUVER ■ VICTORIA 
669*1211 386*3431
From all o( us at BC Foirios to all our pasGongors, 














P.S. BC Toiilm $26 Travel Cert 11 lea Ics 
make groat gills. Available from om 
board'nowsstands, at terminals and 
from iiC ferries Head Olliee, ViehJiia, 
MasiorCard, 9lsa and Amoilcan nxpress 




System 4' Valet Carry-On‘
World’s Greatest" Carry-on'








AGENTS FOR SEARS LTD
PENINSULA LUGGAGE
RETAIL SALES & REPAIRS
:':;,656.7442 i-9843-2nd ST.
V TOWN OF SIDNEY v 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
Notice is hereby given that all persons who deem themselves to be 
affected by the proposed amendments to the Official Community 
Plan and zoning Bylaws, Nos. 651 and 750 respectively, will be af­
forded an opportunity to be heard on the matters contained therein 
before the Council of the Town of Sidney, at a Public Hearing to be 
held in the Council Chambers. Town Hall, Sidney, on Monday, 
December 22nd, 1986, at 7:30 p.m.
A copy of the proposed bylaws may be inspected at the Town Hall, 
Sidney, on regular office days between the hours of 8 a.m. and A 
p.m,
Official Community Plan 
Amendment bylaw No. 886
To redesignate the following properties as "Intermediate Density 
■— Residential" to provide for the development of lownhouso pro­
jects.
Lot A, Section 13, Range 3 East, Plan 14473 








Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 887 '
To rozone the following property to "B.1 Multipio Rosidonllal'' lo 
permit tho devoloprnont ol a «ilx"unlt lownhouso projocT.










Dated at Sidnoy, B,C this 27th day of Novombor, 19B6,
q:S, Logan, A,C,I,S,, P,Adm,,0.M C. 
Town Adminlalrator,
■L,friV:'v,:






Midgets ploy best season game
JIM BELL




2395 BEACON AVE. 
SIDNEY, B.C. 656-0131
Parkland Panthers midget 
basketball team played the best 
game of this season against 
Reynolds at S.J. Willis Monday 
night, said coach Andrew 
MacKay.
The 50-36 win was a struggle 




NO COSTLY FILL-INS REQUIRED
FREE REPAIR





the first quarter 13-9. But by the 
end of the half, the Panthers 
had fought their way to a five- 
point lead.
MacKay said Reynolds was 
reading all of Parkland’s 
presses initially.
Starting with just seven 
players also added pressure to 
the team. When one of the top 
scorers Steve Lefebvre fouled 
out of the game in the beginning 
of the third, MacKay said the 
team could have easily given up.
And then another player foul­
ed out and two others were sit­
ting at four fouls in the fourth 
quarter. MacKay said the boys 
were really feeling pressure.
However, a zone defense was 
applied for the first time which 
worked perfectly.
Scorers for the Panthers 
were: David Birdshall, 16; Mark 
Bunting, 11; Steve Lefebvre, 9 
in two quarters; Mike ’'Van- 
nacott, 8; Daryl Laws, 4; and 
David Milligan, 2.
Defenseman Andrew Watt 
also played a good game, said 
MacKay.
“It’s got to be the most satis­
fying game because they were 
under a lot of adversity from 
the start,’’ he added.
This now ties the Panthers, 7- 
1, in first place with Cedar Hill 




Is well known for books, toys and 
magazines . . . but Tanner’s also 













Does this ad contain the error? if so it could 
be your ticket to becoming a millionaire. See 
page 2 lor details.
Sidney Tire blasts 
Jyon de Fuco
Sidney Tire bantam hockey 
team swept away with a 14-1 








For special occasions or every­
day elegance. Iry acrylic nails 
or. extend the length with 
tip*, and gela and notice 
Ihe atnerance.
Easy lo apply, long last­
ing requiring only pariodki 
fills. Done by a trained 
prolessiorvsl. You wifi 
love the look!






Year of Peace, l 
$ wepame,^
:tp.TefUct,lt, is Qttrhope that we 
conlhme to work
peace mid harmotitfv
hi Canada, we share a 
special sense of family and 
community, particularly at this 
V ''' ■ time of year, ■ ''V':
To all •« a wish for ^ 
'liness ami prosperity 




rtu$l MiiiMer ftesfiomlltl'e /‘or MuUkuliurnlmu,
i
playing at home last week.
Sidney Tire started strong 
with four goals in the first 
period and continued that way 
throughout the game.
Juan de Fuca recorded the 
single in the first period.
Hat tricks were scored by 
Todd Bedford with three goals, 
four assists; Mike Hatch, three 
goals, three assists; Brian 
Donaldson, three goals.
Matt Ericksen shot two while 
Chris Rowe, Tim Oobie and 
Shawn Clarke each netted 
singles.
ORANGE CRUSH is what happens when young soccer 
players crowd around for halKtime oranges.
Public can discuss park bylaw
Local residents can voice opi­
nions on the new Capital 
Regional District park plan in a 
public meeting scheduled in 
Sidney for early 1987, .said 
parks supervisor Gordon 
Tolman.
This is one of three public 
forums planned to discuss the 
plan before it implementation, 
he explained.
The proposed plan will affect 
local areas including Tod Inlet 
and creek, Gowlland Ridge,
Island View Beach and Mount 
Work regional parks.
Bruce Downie of Parks 
Research & Planning Inc. 
prepared the four-volume plan 
last summer after conducting
public meetings.
A copy of report is on display 
at the local municipal offices.
The bylaw has come before: 
the CRD and will receive three , 
public readings.
‘Always good and 
getting better”
Reserve Now for 
New Year’s
A full evening of 
dining and entertainment
• Scottish piper
<* Sheila and Dale 
® Patio bonfire






2215 Canoe Cove Rd. 
656-3498
RINGETTE ACTION 
The Hustlers wiped the 
Trailblazers in Vancouver 




The Victoria saies management takes 
pride in congratulating Marten Holst 
lor his sales achievements in the 
month of November. The gold Plaque 
Award was established to recognize 





BLOCK BROS. REALTY LTD. 
StDNEY OFFICE
Panorama Leisure Centre Dec.
7. , ■
For the Hustlers, Lynn Jean 
shot four, Lisa Jean, two and| 
singles by Carli Williams and;, 
Janet Imhoff. '
Sarah Russell and Selina Sally 
scored singles for the 
Trailblazers.
MINI BOYS’ BASKETBALL 
North Saanich mini boys 
basketball team . lost to the 
Willows Wildcats, 36-17, in 
play at S.J. Willis Dec. 3.
“The Wildcats were well- 
oiled machines,’’ said coach 
Lloyd Johnson. North Saanich 
were keeping abreast at half­
time 17-14.
However, a manpower shor­
tage took its toll and the game 
slipped away from the local 
team.
Ben Johnson shot 13 and 
Shawn Henry, 4.
The story was the same on 
Dec. 9, in the la.si game of this 
season half against the Metro 
Sinners — North Saanich lost 
54-14.
Johnson said they were 
outscored but not outplayed.
CARTAGE LOSE
Pcnin.sulu Keating Cartage 
.soccer team !o,sl to Sooke in 
away play 4-0 Inst Saturday.
This mow puts the team, play­
ing in Peninsula division 7B-2, 
at 3-7.
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Oecorafed boats light up harbor 
in first aarsual Christmas sailpast
Burglors surprised
....
The Galbraith Crescent man 
heard noises coming from his 
carport at 3 a.m. Sunday night.
So he turned on the carport 
light and apparently surprised 
burglars in the act.
The uninvited guests fled, 
leaving a saw and router on the 
lawn.
And on Monday morning, 
four other incidents were
reported to Central Saanich 
police in the same tsvo blocks.
One car was broken into 
through a draft window but 
nothing was taken; two other 
autos were robbed of stereos. 
And a 9.5 horsepower engine 
was taken from an area home.
An investigation is continu­





The Capital Regional District is accepting applications from residents of North 
Saanich. Central Saanich and Sidney, who are interested in serving on the
Saanich Peninsula Water Commission
m
yV:V
The Capital Regional Board annually appoints two members-at-large to the 11- 
member commission. Residents of the three member municipalities who are in­
terested in serving on the commission are asked to submit a summary ol their 
qualifications by Thurs. Dec. 18.1986, to;
W.M. Jordan, Executive Director,
Capital Regional District 
P.O. Box 1000, Victoria, B.C., VOW 2S6
SILHOUETTES OF THE BOATS, reflected sn the water during the sailpast last Friday organized by the Sidney 
Association of Merchants.
The string of colored lights, 
silhouetted against the night 
sky, rounded Roberts Point. 
Through the light mist they 
came, closer and closer, grow­
ing more distinct.
Seven boats, trimmed with 
festive lights, toured local 
waters from Van Isle Marina, 
past the government wharf to 
the Anacortes Ferry terminal 
and back again.
Sipping coffee and hot 
chocolate, an estimated 500 
onlookers gathered beside the 
Gallery by the Sea at the foot 
of Beacon Avenue to watch 
the colorful sailpast.
Local Shriners handed : out 
donuts and Sidney Associatidh
of Merchants volunteers 
poured countless cups of cof­
fee.
The first annual Christmas 
sailpast was a tremendous suc­
cess, says organizer Murray 
Christian. “There were people 
lined up down the wharf and 
people along the shore blink­
ing their car headlights at us. 
It was great.”
Even the weather co­
operated, he noted. The sea 
was calm, rain held off and the 
breeze was nippy but light. “It 
was perfect. It couldn’t have 
been better.”
Seven local boaters took 
part in Friday night’s event, he 
said, but many more yachting
enthusiasts were disappointed 
they weren’t notified .
Next year’s sailpast, he 
predicted, wil! draw 30 or 
more decorated boats.
Christian, with wife Merlyn, 
led the yachters onboard Mer- 
mur, decked out in red lights.
, He was followed by Vern 
Wilson, skippering Terrapin; 
Stu Skinner on Cochinitos; 
Lome and Donna Salter on 
Amber IV; John Turner on 
Bluefin II; Irvin Cormack on 
Hulakai; and Dave Cooper on 
Sea Coup.
The Biuefin il, sporting 
blue and red strings of lights, 
was judged best decorated 
boat by Irvin Doud; “ It really
looked lovely,” Doud said at a 
reception afterwards. Captain 
Turner took home a special 
plaque from Rust’s Jewellers 
for his effort.
All participants were 
members of the Capital City 
Yacht Club, except the Salters 
who belong to Sidney and 
North Saanich Yacht Club.
Carolers onboard Amber 
IV, the only sailboat to take 
part, sang to the crowd 
gathered on shore.
“There w'as a super 
response on shore,” SAM 
president Marie Roscoe 
reported. “We served coffee 





Deadline for Display and Classified is 5:00 p.m. 
Thursday, Dec. 18.
Dec. 31 issue
Deadline for Display and Classified is 5:00 p.m. 
Dec. 23rd.
The Review office will be closed Dec. 
25, 26, 27, 28 and January 1.
HOT WHEELS
Central Saanich firemen had 
a busy day last Thunsday.
Shortly before 3 p.m. Dec. 
11, the department received a 
report of a truck on fire north 
of the Payless gas .station on 
West Saanicli Road .tear Ver- 
dicr.
An apparent gasoline leak 
caused a small fire inside the 
engine, said deputy fire chief 
Art Curry, But quick action ex­
tinguished the flames before 
firefighters reached the scene.
the bedroom and a burned mat­
tress resulted, he said.
HOT BED
Later that evening, firemen 
responded to a small smoulder­
ing fife in a West Saanich Road 
home.
Central Saanicli deputy fire 
chief Art Curry said the incident 
wa.s caused by stnoking in bed
Minimal smoke damage to
HOT PURSUIT 
Sidney RCMP are looking for 
a possible fire-bug who lil a 
two-gallon can of gasoline on 
fire in the middle of Canora 
Road last week.
North Saanich Fire Chief 
Terry Towle said firemen turn­
ed out early Saturday morning 
to put out the blaze “which was 
burning pretty good,”
A traffic cone, lying near the 





is woll known (or books, toys and 
magazines . , . bill Tannor's also 
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TRY OUR NEW BATTER 
Halibut, Cod, Prawns, 
Scallops, Oysters & a 
whole lot more.
SCOTCH PIE SUPPERS 
BLACK PUDDING 
SUPPERS
have just boon added to 
tho menu
TRY OUR HAMBURGERS 
They Are Good
HAVE A GREAT 
FESTIVE SEASON
I < PUGGLES" INVITES YOU TO COME IN AND SEE 
OUR SPECIALLY PRICED DAKIN STUFFED ANIMAL 
COLLECTION AND SAVE 25% ON EACH.
BABY















TURTLE GIFT KIT 
AND 1 BABY TURTLE
"28.95





Mon. lo Tliuro. 1l;30d;0l) 
Frl.-3at 
Sun. 4;00-7:0()
BRING YOUR DOG FOR A FITTING AND SEE OUR 
NEW LINE OF BRITISH DOG COATS.













The Peninsula’s Largest Full Line Pet Shop
mmtiioiimimmtmmmmm tmmmmmm MUHUttl
2387 Beacon Avo. Sidney 656-3314












Mayor Ron Cullis is prepar­
ing Central Saanich residents 
for the worst — a tax increase 
for 1987.
However, if revenues in­
crease, taxes may not go up, 
said treasurer Kevin Callaghan.
The provisional budget 
pre.sented at the inaugural ad­
dress Dec. 8 predicted the in­
crease would be about 3.6 per 
cent to cover road maintenance, 
water distribution and 
municipal hall renovations.
A decline in revenues coin­
ciding with lower interest rates 
is responsible for the proposed 
hike, Callaghan said.
“If somebody pays $1,000 in 
general taxes, the municipal 
portion would likely be $350 — 
but that is a hypothetical 
figure,” said Callaghan.
“We have until May 15 to 
decide if there will be a tax in­
crease and if so how much,” the 
treasurer said.
The 3.6 per cent figure is a 
tenatative figure, said Cullis.
Reg. $.t4 to $62
S GENUINE REDUCTIONS 
; ON THESE SHOES WITH 
: THE SEAUTirUL fit •
In the group are 




I Gray, and Green 
1 Smooth Leather.
FRISKY
j Taupe/Brown Comblnallon. 
Blue, Burg., Grey Combination, 
Slack/Grey ComMnation
FERS
is well known for books, toys and 
magazines . . . but Tanner's also 














Does this ad contain the error? If so It could 
be your ticket to becoming a millionaire. See 
page 2 lor details.
SECRET




Grey and tflach 
Smooth Leather. Some of the nicest view property you’i! ever find 
is right here in our community. But several of the 




j Black Patent, Black, 
I Navy Blue and Giey 
I Smooth Leather
CALLSOON
MARTEN HOLST 656-7887 
Block Bros. Off. 656-5584
Thank you to all my clients 
and friends. I appreciate 
your real estate business 




Drown, Black, Taupe, 
Burgundy and Grey 
Reptile Print Leather,
DYNASTY
1 Royal Blue, Orean, VIolat,
1 Taupe, Black and Navy Dlua 
I Smooth Laathar
Not sll colomB or elylos 







11 yean al Ilywnol
tha« aiiMPMce attwMMa
WiarrayM. laterveyow.
Join jolly Mr, Claus on Saturday, December 20lh al 
9:00 am for a Merry Christmas breakfast at Smitty's 
In Sidney.
Tfwae tlyl«,'i and mora lo cfKicae 
Iwm
IlinfiONAL BIIOW'ING ONI.V 
NO REFUNDS OR f xatANOES
poi person
3 Pancakes smolhored In syrup and 
butter, 1 atrip of bacon, hot 
chocolate for children or toa or cof- 
fee for adults,
THIS WEKK ONLV UPtIN
Cffl! ' SW,
ntSnrJtCONAVENUI, SIDNEY
Tickets available at Smitty’s Family 
Restaurant, ^^0^- Beacon Avo. phene 6Sll*2423
Early rdsorvnUono recommended
,spoNsonr;0 by:







I won’t be happy until I get this list of possible Christmas 
gifts for gardeners off my mind, so please bear with me while 
I dredge up a few more ideas.
One thing that would make a wonderful gift, especially for 
someone with a new home whose yard is still bare, would be 
some sort of shrub. Rhododendrons, camellias, and azaleas, 
or magnolias, all of these well-budded would be delightful 
and could be planted out immediately. Any of these could be 
delivered unwrapped and should be left outside rather than 
brought into the house, except temporarily, perhaps 
Christmas morning. Be careful when handling these shrubs as 
the flower buds seem rather loosely attached, and it is a 
sickening sensation when you accidently knock one off. A 
very early flowering rhododendron called “Christmas Cheer” 
will flower in February or March, and one called “Rosamun- 
di” not much later.
Houseplants, too, make lovely gifts but should also be 
handled with care. If it should turn cold your plant gift 
should be transported from the shop to the car under your 
coat (or suitably covered), and the same treatment offered on 
the trip from the warm car to the recipient’s home. A sharp 
change in temperature can be fatal.
Personally I hanker for a lemon tree, having recently seen 
one bearing a dozen large lemons, meanwhile perfuming the 
whole house with clusters of new blossoms.
Another plant that might appeal is a topiary animal, which 
may be kept inside for the winter and put outside in the shade 
for the summer. These moss and ivy clad little creatures are 
quite different from the usual houseplant, and are available 
from “Love For Sale” the pet shop in Sidney, and from Elk 
Lake Nursery on the Pat Bay Highway.
There are also myriads of gardening books for sale, some 
beautifully illustrated, some specializing in flower gardening 
and others for the folks that grow a lot of vegetables, and 
some that cover just about everything. If you need sugges­
tions either give me a shout, or ask your favorite nurseryman 
for help.
Once again I am going to ask each of you to think about 
buying a living Christmas tree this year. Small ones could be 
put into a pot, and used until they outgrow their container, 
then planted outside in either your own yard or that of so­
meone who needs additional shrubbery. An Alberta spruce 
make a beautiful perfectly cone-shaped small Christmas tree, 
and larger trees might be anything from a pine, a spruce, a fir, 
a hemlock to an elegant (and expensive) blue spruce.
A couple of items of interest; Nita Cowper wrote to suggest 
that the potatoes Hazel planted, that never did sprout, might 
well have been iradiated. This would stop potatoes sprouting, 
for sure, and one wonders what it might do if they had been 
eaten instead of planted. Pretty soon we are going to start 
lighting up in the dark!
Nita also passed along another worrying piece of informa­
tion. She has a brother-in-law who works in the wholesale 
grocery business and he claims that bananas are treated with 
same sort of spray that is harmless if the bananas are eaten 
just as they ripen, but should be thrown out when skins begin 
to darken. For years I have used overly ripe bananas to make 
delectable banana cakes. Maybe that explains the hair grow­
ing on the soles of my feet! (Only kidding, thank goodness!)^
Dorothy Robertson called to ask what one would use to 
preserve holly she is taking with her back East. There are 
preservatives on the market one of these being something call­
ed“‘Holly Dip”, and there are others aswell, available from 
nurserymen. There is a compound you can make up yourself, 
but I am blessed if I can find the recipe.
Lillian Davies called to ask if I had any idea why her 
aspidistra plant was doing so badly, almost dead in fact. You 
may know that this plant is well-named the cast-iron plant, 
since it will stand up to the most miserable conditions and still 
do relatively well. I have scoured my books to no avail, so if 
any of you have any ideas could you give me a call, please.
Fred Brownlee, Central 
Saanich police chief for 17 
years, died last week after a 
lengthy illness. He was 79.
Brownlee assumed the posi­
tion of chief in 1953 after 20 
years with the RCMP in the 
Prairies.
On his retirement in 1970, 
Mount Newton school principal 
Ed Dorran said “the chief by 
his ready counselling and good 
advice had frequently saved a 
young person from serious con­
sequences. There are many who 
have good reason for thanking 
him.”
At that time. Mayor A.M. 
Galbraith announced a cup and 
award to be presented annually 
to an outstanding Mt. Newton 
student in Brownlee’s honor.
“Especially noted has been 
the work and the activities 
(Chief Brownlee) has under­
taken on behalf of the youth of 
the community,’’ said 
Galbraith.
“He was extremely well 
respected,” said current police 
chief Bob Miles.
“He was best known for the 
vvay he handled kids.
“He wasn’t heavy oh 
charges. He was heavy on talk­
ing to the kids and straightening 
them out.
“There weren’t too many 
people out here when he 
started,” Miles said. “He grew 
up with the community.”
ST. STEPHEN’S 
ANGLICAN CHURCH ' 
St. Stephen’s Rd.























You are invited to 











Special Christmas Gifts for 
Gardeners and Flower Lovers
One Hour Free Parking In Bastion Sq. Parkade
D«c.24
CHILDREN’S SERVICE
1:30 pm Shady Creek United Church
FAMILY SERVICE
7;30 pm Brentwood Bay United Ctiurch
CANDELIQHT COMMUNION
9:00 pm Shady Creek United Church
Shady Creek United Church 
7184 E. Sarmich Rd. 
BrenlwoorJ Bay United Church 
7182 W. Saanich Rd.
•ROM BBN, FAMILY & STAFF AT THE . . .
OPEN AT
FAMILY RESTAURANT r
11:00 am • Everday 
Closed Monday 
(Except Holidays)




• CHICKEN CHOW MfilN
• EOO FOOYONQ
• 8ASI PRAWNS
• TEA OF COFFEE
ONLY
FAMILY DINNER
• I AMFRIED PRAWNS 
WITH TOMATO
• CHICKEN CHOW MEIN
• SHIC-KENfUiiLUfriUt 
•p.F, CHICKEN WINDS
• 8ft S BONELESS PORK






.812 Vordlor Brant wood Buy
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N.S. withdraws 
fund application
North Saanich council voted 
to withdraw its joint application 
with Sidney for $1.2 million to 
build a cultural centre from Ex­
po Legacy funds.
Instead, North Saanich will 
reapply for money to be used to 
renovate the municipal hall. 
The deadline for application is 
Dec. 31.
The Sidney/North Saanich 
liaison committee met Monday 
afternoon to discuss the issue.
Both districts agreed they had 
no clear plans for a cultural cen­
tre if they received the funding, 
said Aid. Joan Beattie, adding 
that she would hate to see the 
money sit while they decided.
“We have other priorities 
than the municipal hall,’’ 
argued Aid. Chris Lott. He sug­
gested looking into whether 
legacy funds could be u.sed 
towards a waste management 
plan.
Aid. John Stone said if the' 
original joint application was 
accepted, the liaison committee 
could consider putting a new 
roof on Sanscha Hall. “God 
knows, it needs it,’’ he said.




Corner of Mills Road 
and West Saanich Road
CHRISTMAS SERVICES 
Sunday, 21 December
4:00 pm....... . Festival of Lessons
and Carols
CHRISTMAS EVE
8:00 pm............. Christmas Eucharist









7:00 pm.... “A Miracle At Christmas” 
a candlelight service with carols & 
our Junior Choir.
Wednesday, Dec.24
7:00 pm...........................A service with
Carols a Lessons
11:30 pm............ Midnight Communion
Thursday, Dec. 25










7820 Central Saanich Road 
Sunday School 9:45 am
Worship 11:00 am
E. KRATOFIL —Pastor 
477-8527 652-2723
OUR LADY OF 
ASSUMPTION 
Roman Catholic Church


















10:30 a.m. Family Service
REV. ALISTAIR PETRIE 652-3860 
652-5025
ST. MARY'S ANGLICAN CHURCH 
Cultrn Ave. Saanichton
SUNDAY, DEC. 21sl 
8:15 am Holy Communion
10:00 am Sorvico of Lessons
and Carols
CHRISTMAS EVE:
7:30 pm Family Communion A Carols 
11:00 pm CHRISTMAS COMMUNION 
& CAROLS
CHRISTMAS DAY;
0:15 .':m Holy Communion
10:00 am Family Communion
& Carols
Rector Rev, Roborl Snnsom 
650-9840 882-1611
ST. ANDREWS NORTH 
PRESBYTERIAN 
CHURCH
Corner of 4th and Sidnoy 




Moose Hall 7925 K. Saanich Rd. 




Ron a Eunice Froornon Welcome you to
PENINSULA ALLIANCE CHURCH 
4lh a Mt. Baker, Sidnoy 666-0057
SUNDAY 10:30 ».m, Family Woiahlp 
and Sunday School







Sunday Sorvico 9:30 am, 11:00 am 
Sunday School 0;30am






Sun, Sorvico 9:30 »,m,
REV R.HORI PRATT 
6SG-32i:i-656,11130
ST. ANDREW'S ANGLICAN CHURCH 
0665.3rd. SI., Sidney 
SUNDAY .SERVICES 
II i«m, 9 am and 11 i»in 
(Church School A Nuraory al 0 nm) 












A Sunday SchanI 
41)1 fiiiniiiiy only Mittilna











.SAANICHTON BIBLE FELLOWSHIP 
now location 
2156 Ml, Nowlon X Road
Ceniiouniuo ritji vlcu ,. ...........a.m
Family Sorvico ......................11:00 a.m-
Nuraoty, Sunday School, 




, W, Saanich and MtllaRd.
Sunday Sarvicoe I «.in. end IS e.iTi. 




PSan on serving Seafood from 
Safeway? From fresh Scallops, 
yussels, CSams, Shrimpmeat, 
Crabmeat, Oysters & Prawns 
to the exotic Sushi, Shark, 
Monkfish, Scampi, Periwinkles 
and Lox. It ail awaits you at 















Prev. Frozen. 9.98 Ib. 
2«2Q 10Qg
PARTY TRAYS
We’re here to serve you better! See the 
experts at Safeway -- they would be 
happy to help you with the type and size 
of tray to make your get-together a real 
success. Safeway — it’s everything a 
grocery store should be!
FRESH PIZZAS
Hot, Fresh Pizza — everybody loves a 
piece! Treat your guests tonight to a 
freshly made Safeway Pizza. Only 
Natural Ingredients go into our pizzas, 
so you can be assured of Top Quality 
and consistent great flavour. Safeway — 
it’s everything a grocery store should be!
“...a good seiection of Holiday 
Corsages for the festive 
season are available great 
for banquets and Christmas 
get-togethers!”
Lei Safeway Flower Shoppes 
add the warmth of a floral table 
centre. Fresh table centres 
Priced From
7»9B And Up
Give the Christmas spirit to ^ 
dients, friends and family with a 
gift basket of fresh fruit from 









Available anywhere in British
Columbia or in Canada that is served 
by a Safeway Store. See details at 













I PlantS7"poi...... . .0
Cactus v|4q










C A W A O A ' S A F IS WAY t. V M i TED
WMINMWI
Advorllitid IR Elhid Dm, 15 (0 H. 1«8f^ Wo rcsflrvc U'.e rlom U> limit stileB 10 iiilftii (luaiitlllM,
All $alev/ay 8lote» will close it C.QO p.rn. on Dec. U. They vritl remain cloced Chfiatmas Day and Bor,in« D.iy
lo Allow our employees flftd their lamHIes time to enjoy the Chrlr.tni.iir( ifaiison.
Mtll




Wrap Up Your Christmas 
Shopping At... !i-i‘i 
i+
ftLYCE’8 FASHIONS
N*i(i I ’^'<j t'l:
® Gif! Suggestions 




Wishing you a "picture-perfect" 
holiday season filled with every 
happiness. We thank you for your 
patronage.
Brentwood Village Square B52~0443
See Us Soon
































CAN YOU GET A 
HOMEMADE 
HAMBURGER AND BUN 
MADE FRESH DAtLY 







H ii'u A p ns m ^ tii I'
fn Mmimmui
By Wire World ^ ^
vvide 7111W Saanich Road
OFFER EXPIRES FEB. 28,1987











7181W. Saanich Rd. 652-1821
ANY OF OUR: T'" ''d I 
family DINNERS | 
WITH THIS COUPON I
i| Expires Jah. 31/87
Is 812 Verdler Aveniie
Sh-um bLmsu maam itm
652-3622
7060 West 





• “Vapour Control” Cookware 










nauM w»jin mmjm • ■ iweew muM tl -
DOG and CAT CHRISTMAS STOCKINGS .. .M 59 to'1S-50 ea. --
DOGAND CAT TRIVIA GAMES . ..^26.95 ea.
RAWHIDE BONES 4V2” ........... ...... ...........3 for^l.QO
6V2”............... 3for®1.50
8V^” ......................... ............................................................  3for®3.25
13” ............................................ 3 for"5.95
7105B West Saanich Rd.
Brentwood Bay OSIER PET GROOMER KIT . .......................................... 37.97
652-0524
MERRY CHRISllVIAS FROM OUR 
FAiVliLY TO YOURS
mi
MENTION THIS AD 
AND RECEIVE




Expires Dec. 24/86 
' 652'-14l'r 
BRENTWOOD 




May your holidays 
be filled with the 
sweet delights of a 
sugar plum world, 
where fairy tale 
magic brings happy 








GIVE THAT SPEC!At. 
S U I'iii L q i'i i. .iL i (i L f -u,
. TO ENJOY THIS 
■ CHRISTMAS!
•'\A/E IMPORT DIRECT FROM 
ENGLAND AND F^ASS THE 
SAVINGS ON TO 'v’OU''
CHFtlSTMASMGRN
HN1092
The Fryer & Baker 
Restaurant
qi/U'f ';<( t - t-i I i'OrS C'l Ul .IH f '
•PIZZA •CHICKEN •BURGERS
1' ly - C) li r (v' a f €? r 111 ci S e rv i c" e '■ * ■;
% <4








ROY LACK & SON
(VMNA MS !'.'5 UHAI IHN M i’.
7120 W. Sdfinich Rd.
652-5858
Brentwood Villngo Squnro
• WEDDINGS • BANQUETS • COCKTAIL PARTIEiS 
7130 W. Saanich Rd. Trafalgar Square
' -1\^
■nmtri MHimni





















Briing in this informa*
tion and lot our helpful 
knowledgeable staff 
pick out tine perfect 
gift for her!
We look forward to you seeing 
us in the New Year 
May the wonder, magic and 
merriment of the season be yours 
Our best wishes to all!
y} k-i
4‘ -k
T.? 7117 I', i f'i f\ tVT J /‘'k 'h i
« Ak, li il /;,f V;-". iHk- it;*''' t I - I K.J‘ Si,„
BRENTWOOD DAY 
G52-:5G12 , -HHlfL GIS-1 V/HAHPlf-lq
SIDNEV
0(itt«a231'
IN TRAFALGAR SQUARE 6ri?-6222
'.47-7 H'-'k
’k-ilih'i. li.f-i'iJj.-iail.k_j.1
'4 4 ■ ■ • TL'i.T, -■kl.k:v7qk kTYv,7-f.i'4.:'rU'V'4' Aj'. Tq ‘/:Y .k' \Ay ur” 4,' T ' Ijik
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YOUR LAST STOP | 
FOR HOLIDAY SHOPPING i

















Wish All Our 
Customers & Friends 













TrItIcals, Granola, 4 50





French Stick jsog 
or Baguette (Pko. 4 gO
French Loat o< «l 1
BRAN .40
MUFFINS pbp.o.5l CROISSANTS 45'
W
BRENTV/OOD BAY SHOPPING CENTRE
mmmmm
. 602-4353 10% OFF EVERY BREAD ORDER
Or ?0-0G 
cn rvtOR H
,OOK YOUR VERY BEST FOR 
'® SHRiSTMAS, COME AND SfcE
• MAUREEN • CINDY • VIVIAN 
• MICHELE • BETTY • TINA 
« KATHY






AN ENTERTAINING IDEA FOR THE HOLIDAYS
PLUSFRANCOIS DRESSED
BREAD . .f
FIVE LAYERS OF FLAVORS 4 MEAT PIES
DINNER 1st Layer: Goose Liver pate; 2nd (QUEBEC
FOR 4 Layer: Marinated Ham; 3rd Layer: TOURTIERS)
ALREADY Chichen salad; 4th Layer; Chop- PLUS di A^'cnoriPn
PREPARED ped Eggs; 5th Layer; Tomatoes. ^ ,. rr^i.u neenne npr iq










QUALITY CEDAR PRODUCTS 
it' ONLY
1 CEDAR BIRD HOUSES 
FEEDERS
AND
FROM ALL OUR STAFF
Trafalgar Square / 6d2“5981 Brentwood Bay
A SPECIAL CHRiSTiAS GIFT
——   —^2!!











I i .i 1
.,1#®
%li 11 M K
mmi
m
YOUR GATEWAY TO HOLIDAY 
SHOPPING IN CENTRAL SAANICH
m:r\ TTl
uiiiiiiBwaiiA
ASONS GDEPrit ■■■■'1 Cl|sL,)l4.
’'?i:OME BY FOB SOME CREATIVE SUGGESTIONS
1'
“^fjFOR YOUR CHRISTMAS PARTY!
''^1! orgef
C'
Florist and Gift Shop
652-9149








DINNER SPECIAL OF I'HE WEEK





NEW YKAn'a DAY 
» AM-a PM 
CEOSED 
CHRISTMAS « BOXING DAY 
f Ort 111:3LLVAtlOMS 




• FreshVoooinblUB ...................... .......................................
• Polnlo^ ■
.. Dinner Roll., ■ ’ A'l
• Soup or Snifld......... ........... ............................................. ......... “
ORDER ONE OF OUR DINNER SPECIALS AND 
DESSERT IS L t' i L. L (cimice ol Mlncnmual Pf| of Hul'C«|I<I>)
BREAKFAST SUPREME 9%^
• Z Farm Presh Eggo • Z Biittormllk PHniJBkes ’/
• ZSllcoBo( OnconorSfluijogosor Hnshbrowns & TO'io*
MOUNT NEWTON PHARMACY
7855 EAST SAANICH ROAD 6SZ-9119
STOCKING STUFFERS 











MERRY CHRISTMAS & 
HAPPY NEW YEAR’S!





















YOUR AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION SPECIALIST
652-2i22
6739W. Saanich Rd.
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OFF
Our installed prices on the 
combined purchase of Closet 







FASHIONABLE CHRISTMAS GIFTS FOR ALL
Oak Framed Mirrors





Ckjme in any Sunday between 5-8 
pm and enjoy our buffet. Get your 
card stamped with each buffet 
purchase and after the 5th 
purchase — get the 6th buffet 
FREE
BRENTWOOD SMITTY’S ONLY
6719 W. Saanich Rd.












• nificttihl ptPk'Ul) pnwfiT GO iwilk M P. 
ir»k«)
• l.ighlwoiQhUiuiil 0 lh(i 1 vz/Ciiiryhiindii'i
• 18" cprdt'jf i-'i'Of; .in'i.'M'cvi/tii'ji'
• Largo C(ipHCilydif.puf.;tl>li)ti<rCl,
• GoihoSt i.miitilt:ili! vN'.'lli clt;nniiiU 
tnchhionlfi








2046 KEATINQ X ROAD
i^Aia ji yoiih v/AV,^ 
i/lllte' I'l A
I',M I LI' H (Jrtri 11(( L'lLi r.lAV
652-1121
t, V,!.., »( !
-rteV'IK-fiALI'V/KA*" 
Tf'lt: /JI:S I” fOfi YOC
com CTLEBnATB WITH US!
OPEN; BOXING DAY A NEW YEARS DAY 
11:00 A.M. TO 12:00 P.M.
7806 Saanich Road Saanichton
mm
■•f’U
ii'f ur From the Staff of Tho REVIEW!
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WINDSHIELD 
REPLACEMENT
• ICBC CLAIMS HANDLED PROMPTLY 
•ALL WORK GUARANTEED
Sidnof Q L AS S ltd.
:4-10019 Galaran Rd. Emergency 656-1313, 856-2377^
TOWNOFS8DNEY
NOTICE
The (Council of the Town of Sidney will host an "Open House" on 
January 1st, 1987, from 1:30 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. in the Council 
Chambers, Town Hall, 2440 Sidney Avenue.
The Public is cordially invited to attend and meet the Members of 





We wish for you the better ■ 
things
That money cannot buy. 
Good health, good friends 
and happiness 
With those you love 
close by
The handshake of a neighbour 
A world without a fence 
Where true goodwill and 
trust instill
A WORLD OF CONFIDENCE
Christmas & New Year’s 




The Holy Trinity Sunday 
School group grew from 12 to 
27 over the past year. Creating a 
nativity play was no problem as 
the 1250 AD Second Shepherd’s 
Play offered a plot ready for 
adaptation. Part of the 
Wakefield Cycle, the plot 
begins as a sheep stealing farce 
and becomes the Nativity Pas­
sion parade.
The Pat Bay area church, 
now 100 years old, included 
youngsters three to 14 years of 
age in their offering. The Se­
cond Shepherd’s Play was 
originally designed to be per­
formed in the British 
cathedrals, on a medieval 
pageant wagon, or at the west 






Heather Robertson Helen Hooker^^^^^^
eMulme. \£id. '
^ Real Estate Insurance










2395 BEACON AVE. 
SIDNEY, B.C. 656-0131
i..
issisa!: ■ ■Tl - - ■■
< ^ X
NATIVITY PLAY. Youngsters from Holy Trinity Sunday School performed the Se­
cond Shepherd’s Play last Sunday.
^ ^ ^ 't
i^sa.;.DaD
iattler than an 
elephant
but this ad performs before more than 
35.000 people. Call Display 656-1151.
THIS IS FUN. Michelle Fea, left, and Anna NieLsen take a rest during the 
performance of the Second Shepherd’s Play at Holy Trinity Church last Sunday.
Santa has made
weekends
Wed., Dec. 17 3:00 - 4:30 ■'
Thurs., Dec. 18 3:00- 4:30
Fri., Dec. 19 3:00- 4:30 5:30-7:00
Sat. Dec. 20 12:30- 2:00 3:00-4:30
Sun., Dec. 21 12:30 - 2:00 3:00-4:30
Mon., Dec. 22 12:30- 2:00 3:00- 4:30
Tues., Dec. 23 12:30 - 2:00 3:00- 4:30
Wed., Dec. 24 12:00- 3:00
5:30-7:00 
5:30- 7:00
Treats - Balloons » Photographer on hand
between Sooters & The Collector
‘Go with the winners’ .,. Sidney Association of Merchants
Hitt ColliftclOf 
SUhiby Oi(\ Chojtpii
Sum 'N Shoftt Docor
Hnrvoy'a Sporting Cloortm 
VfllaQO UallaryPslirfr-n
Tnnnor'A tlooh# * Ollti# 
Turma 'M' Toon 
Spittttr A At«oct,





COffilfJi't. Rt.oh ?« Olfitlrmnf /
Rnullno'ii MnttdlcirnrtA 






Mufittt $1 LoulHA 
Hanimor I- l.»»t Sftoo R»p»lr 
Hutt Fiiutiti Ciudil Utilun 
Sldn»y l-Hour Photo 
Cldnfty Tr»vot Stttvictt
Ardmoro QoK A Ffinoas 
.'MiUy’u Auto 
Flint's Motoro
Moorrt A RoborlB, acooMntnriln 
Hanlwy A Wnidon, lawyers 
' nont.A-Wrnrli
ItlAnd Furnituto Mart 
SIdnoy Suptii Foodn 
M«olu Colour Ottcnratina Conlro 
Sldnoy (.taKiiry 








All nay Marina Ltd. 
biutitty HttviwM 
Craallvo Dailgn Prlnllna 
fildnoy (Hollowayf Floiiat 
Claaalo Flowora 
Ruftt'a Jflwelittra 
Cluliitjiia Lauittiil Jwwulltiiiii 
Fttuihoiton Holmria (Sldnay) Ltd,I 
niocif Broa. nttully Lid.
•V
We ve asseniblecl a very special array ofgin itemS' 
each designed to appeal 
to the special people on your lisl i 
Come and see us tor creative gifTs 
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HIGH-TECH SANTA traded in reindeer for helicopter to land Sunday morning out­
side Sidney Travelodge and greet crowd of wondrous youngsters.
Friends grab 
partygoer
A guest at a Stelly’s 
Crossroad party was grabbed by 
other party-goers and turned 
over to Central Saanich police 
— and it wasn’t because he told 
bad jokes.
The 19-year-old Victoria male 
was caught going through a 
chest of drawers at the party 
about 4 a.m. on Friday night.
“They grabbed him and held 
him for us,’’ said police chief 
Bob Miles, adding that the 




Add color to seasonal punch
Pure white snow drifting to 
the ground, the crackle of a fire, 
the songs of the carollers — the 
Christmas season is upon us! 
Fill your house with Yuletide 
cheer and invite your friends to 
come for cocktails. Whether it’s 
a formal or informal get-to­
gether, cranberries will add a 
special Christmas color to all 
your holiday festivities.
In recent years, people have 
become increasingly aware of 
the dangers of drinking and 
driving. Police across Canada 
have developed drinking and 
driving countermeasures which 
are strictly enforced, particular­
ly during the holiday season.
A Wassail Bowl is a tradi­
tional favorite during the holi­
day season. Wassail is derived 
from “Waes hael”, the Anglo- 
Saxon words for “be well.”
Spiced Wassail
6-inch (15 cm) cinnamon stick, 
broken in pieces 
16 whole cloves
1 tsp (5 mL) whole allspice
2 oranges, sliced 
Whole cloves
1 bottle (40 OZ./1.14 L)
Cranberry Cocktail
3 cups (750 mL) apple juice 
14 cup (50 mL) sugar
1 tsp (5 mL) aromatic bitters 
Tie cinnamon stick pieces, 16
whole cloves and allspice in a 
cheesecloth bag. Stud orange 
slices with whole cloves. In large 
saucepan, combine Cranberry 
Cocktail, apple juice, sugar and 
bitters. Add spice bag and 
oragne slices. Heat, covered, 
over medium-low heat for 20 
minutes. Do not allow mixture 
to boil. Remove spice bag and 
orange slices. Pour into warm 
serving bowl. Float orange 
slices on top. Makes 16 (4 
oz/125 mL) servings.
Cranberry Crimson Punch
2 bottles (40 oz/1.14 L each) 
Cranberry Cocktail, chilled
1 can (12 oz/341 mL) frozen 
pink lemonade concentrate, 
thawed
1 can (6 oz/170 mL) forzen 
orange juice concentrate, thaw­
ed
3 cups (750 mL) cold water
3 cups (750 mL) ginger ale, 
j chilled
In a large punch bowl, mix 
' Cranberry Cocktail, clmonade 
' concentrate, orange juice con­
centrate and water. Just before 
serving, add ginger ale. Garnish 
with lemon and orange slices. 
Makes 36 (4 oz./125 mL) serv­
ings.
Punch Spice Mixture 
1 cinnamon stick, broken into 3 
or 4 pieces
'/2 whole nutmeg, broken into 4 
or 5 pieces
1 piece dried ginger root 
10 dried juniper berries 
5 whole cloves
1 piece bay leaf
2 tsp (10 mL) dried orange peel
Place ail ingredients in a spice 
bag, made from a square of 
muslin or triple-thick layers of 
cheesecloth. Tie tightly with kit­
chen string.
Hot 'White Wine Punch
3 cups (750 mL) medium-dry 
white wine
cup (50 mL) honey
2 tbsp (25 mL) orange liqueur
Punch Spice Bag
l'/2 cups (375 mL) strong, hot
tea
Heat wine, honey and liqueur 
until hot, but not boiling. Add
spice bag, reduce heat, cover 
and simmer gently for 30 
minutes. Pour hot tea into wine 
with orange slices. Stir for 1 
minute. Ladle into punch cups 
or warm mugs. Makes about 6 
servings.
Hot Red Wine Punch 
4 cups (1 L) dry red wine 
'/2 cup (125 mL) port 
Punch Spice Bag 
2 cups (500 mL) strong, hot tea 
Orange and lemon slices
Heat wine and port until hot 
but not boiling. Add spice bag, 
cover and simmer for 30 
minutes. Add hot tea to wine 
with a few orange and lemn 
slices, and stir for 1 minute. 
Ladle into punch cups or warm 









(2SITTINGS) 4:30 and 6:30 p.m.
MENU:
BAKED FRENCH ONION SOUP or 
SEAFOOD COCKTAIL MORNAY 
SALAD BAR
ROAST DUCKLING A L’ ORANGE or 
ROAST TOM TURKEY WITH ALL THE TRIMMINGS or 
SOLE FLORENTINE, RICE PILAF 
BRUSSELS SPROUTS AND 
GLAZED PARISIENNE CARROTS 
BAKED POTATO
— BABA AU RHUM or BLUEBERRY CHEESE CAKE
— COFFEE
$1950
Only i fl™ per person
NEW YEAR’S EVE PACKAGES 
2 DIFFERENT ONE TO CHOOSE FROM 
LIVE BANDS 40s and 50s MUSIC
PHONE FOR INFO. 656-1176
WE WOULD LIKE TO WISH ALL OUR FRIENDS 
AND PATRONS A PROSPEROUS 1987.
VICTORIA AIRPORT
2280 BEACON AVE. 656-1176
qO/Nd VJH£R£ I CAN GET 









I take this opportunity to 
wish you all a happy 
Christmas and a prosperous 
New Year.
During the past year it has 
been my pleasure to assist 
many of you with real estate 
:■ needs.'
I look forward to serving 
you with all your real estate 










Where 78 ncreo of *nntiirnl wooded land ha« 
J)eon prdaQrviiiidJn i>r?o parcel,-Here^ you can 
Nl along JhA diOolUdcti troKa of kiniipollad • 
)|l04jBpiohddrYPL'PrP.^br>li^v||hlhutbB:away'^
' * ’ ' 'i. ,tone homo# huyoi
18 Suporb OualUy lownhonios 
dosignod with Iho “Active Rofirod 
Porson’’ In mind, who roqulroa 
quality, convonlonco and security In 
n somi rural soltlngL Prices range 








Where you can stroll ttlono tho eccludod 
trail# of aconic aplondor A on|oy tho quiot 




You can be in your new home 
for Christmas
2 only townhqmes must bo sold. 
Those two bedroom homos are close 
to all sorwicos. Tho price of $72,5(10 In* 
cludos a brand now built'lrt 




situated in Brentwood Bay. 
Baytsido Pork Is clooo io nil 
amenities, inoli.idlno the 
beach, parks, sh9Pplr»0 aiTd 
schools. Chooso one of 
those quality homeeltes 
and enjoy the quiet and 
friendly lifestyle of the 
Brentwood cornmunlfy. 
Prices from $35,000 to 
$45,000,
Ron
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Make colorful 
Christmas crackers
1. Place three cardboard 
tubes (like tubes inside toilet 
tissue) end-to-end. (You have 
already placed a small gift, can­
dy, a motto, etc. inside the mid­
dle tube.) Trim the two outer 
tubes so that they are shorter 
than the middle one.
2. Put the tube on a piece of 
double thickness tissue wrapp­
ing paper that is Vi" longer 
than the combined lengths of 
the tubes and Vi” wider than 
their circumference. Roll the 
tubes in the paper and glue the 
edges together.
3. Now roll the tubes in an 
outer wrap of crepe or fancy 
wrapping paper that is the same
size as your tissue paper, or 
shorter than the tissue paper if 
you want the contrasting tissue 
paper to show at the ends. Glue 
the paper’s edges together.
4. Wind strong thread several 
times around where the tubes 
meet. Pull the thread tightly and 
knot until the paper is pressed 
into shape, then remove thfead. 
Remove the end tubes if you 
wish.
5. Fringe the ends of the 
paper or cut with pinking 
shears. Decorate with greenery, 
or sequins, paper dollies, 
feathers, etc.
NEWlftAR’S
Make a reservation today and . . .
DON’T GET 
GOUGED!
Waddling Dog Dining Room offers you a choice of 
three dinners at REGULAR PRICES
Pub & Basset Lounge 
open regular hours at 
regular prices on New 
Year’s Eve with.
• Entertainment 
® Party Favors 
at Midnight
Bedrooms available a 
regular prices.
Soup or Salad 





Soup or Salad 





Soup or Salad 
Filet Mignon 





Two settings only: between 5 
and 6 p.m. and between 8 
and 9 p.m. Reservations can 
be made by calling.
652-1146
Vniu
Mount Newton X 




Home Festive Egg Nog 
4 eggs
3 cups (750 mL) milk or cream 
'A cup (50 mL) sugar or honey 
2 tbsp (25 mL) rum, rye or bran­
dy (optional)
1 tsp (5 mL) vanilla 
Nutmeg
Combine eggs, milk, sugar, 
rum and vanilla in blender or 
food processor. Blend until 
thoroughly mixed. Serve in a 
chilled glass topped with a dash 
of nutmeg. Makes 4 servings. 
Egg Beverage Tips 
•Eggs and milk should be 
refrigerated cold;
•Use only eggs with clean and 
uncracked shells;
•Keep refrigerated until serving 
time for a maximum of 1 day.
CONGRATULATIONS






jWfdl REAL ESTATE CANADA LTD.
HEATHER WATT
lizni.
FOR ANY OF YOUR REAL ESTATE NEEDS
CALL ANY ONE OF THESE HARD WORKING PEOPLE
SAANICH PENINSULA 
REALTY LTD. 2395 BEACON AVE. SIDNEY 656-0131
■iBnataMUii
MORGAN HOLMES AND ANNA NIELSEN listen intent­
ly during the performance of the Second Shephard’s 
Play at Holy Trinity Church last Sunday.
PENZ SMILING 
The results of roadblocks 
over the weekend had Sidney 






WITH A POWERFUL 
EXCITING NEW
oCoJbifa'
THE WORLD LEADER 
IN MARINE POWER!
FOR MORE INFORMATION 
PLEASE CALL...
656-7023
10139 McDonald Park Rd. 
Sidney. B.C. V8L3X9
smiling on Monday morning — 
not a single impaired driver was 
collared in the Sidney/North 
Saanich area.
“There is evidence people are 
taking precautions and we look 
on that very favorably,” said 
Penz.
Roadblocks will continue, he 
said, and police will also be 
checking for seatbelt violations.
The new fine for failing to 
wear a seatbelt is $35.
THREE STRIKES
Sidney Elementary School, 
Hannigan’s Hamburgers and 
Sidney Boatland all had un­
wanted visitors last weekend -f 
but nothing has been reported 
missing in any of the incidents.
Three boats were entered and 
ransacked at Sidney Boatland 
on Friday night, and a 
barometer and thermometer 
were smashed on one of the 
craft.
The same night Sidney 
Elementary School was broken 
into but nothing so far has been 
reported missing.
And the night before so­
meone apparently tried unsuc­
cessfully to gain entry to Han­
nigan’s Hamburgers through a 
broken window.
MORE CARS HIT
Two more vehicles were 
reported broken into in Sidney 
last weekend, the latest in a 
minor .spate of anto break- ins.
#r"
RON & THERESA SCHWAB 
TRY US FOR A MONTH 
^ ‘ FREE
If you don't notice the difference 
from our persoriEillzed service 
and the care wo take, we will 
discontinue your service alter the 
first month, at NO CHARGE.
If you wish to continue service. 
Ifie first monlli is f'REE.
Please take advantage of our 
friendly courteous service, we 
know you'll be pleasantly surpris* 
od.
Sincerely yours
• LOCALLY OWNED & OPERATED
• LIDS ALWAYS REPUCED
• NO MESS LEFT BEHIND





00/ DISCOUNTm FOR PRE-PAYINGTHEYEAR
652-624Z RON’S DISPOSALTxplroa Fob. 15/07
NHM
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Return airfare Victoria/Vancouver 
via Time Air
Return airfare Vancouver to Honolulu 
on Continental Airlines 
Lei greeting on arrival 




Society of Seven cocktail show
at Outrigger Waikiki














Each Monday a draw will be 
made from all entries received. If 
correct, that entrant will receive 
$100.00 in gift certificates which 
can be redeemed for goods or ser­
vices at the specified participating 
merchant. Only original newspaper 
entry forms will qualify, 
photographic reproductions not ac­
ceptable.











613 STAMPS LANDING VANCOUVER. B C. V5Z 3Z1 certificates
SIDNEY TRAVEL SERVICE
"At the Emerald Isle"
TIME AIR
BWmiBBW
Should the winning entry drawn 
be a Review subscriber,j^t the 
tinhe of draw, that entrant will 
qualify for $200.00 in bonus gift 
"certificates for a total of $300.00.
In the event the winning entry is 
not a , subscriber, the. $200.00 
bonus wiir be added to the next: 
week’s subscriber borrOs.: pall 










Proof that man was meant to fly.
Experience Maiden Pacific Holidays 
. Hawaii. You’ll be greeted by the friendly 
staff at Continental Airlines in Vancouver. 
On board Continental’s wide-t)odied DC 10 
you’ll enjoy the "Pub in the Sky", a great 
place to stretch your legs and meet new 
friends. You will be taken care of by ex­
perienced attendants, with your choice of 
hot entrees, comulele open beverage ser­
vice, slereo headsets and a first rate movie.
In approximately S'/z hours you’ll arrive in 
Honolulu, Hawaii on the island of Oahu. 
Relax, you are now on Hawaiian Kine time, 
enjoy a v^eek of beauty.
It you are the lucky winner of this fan­
tastic Maiden Pacific Holidays trip for two to 
Hawaii, you trip can be taken between April 
1 and December 15, 1987 subject to 
availability. Draw will be made Dec. 29lh 




















A second entry will be drawn 
December 29th and that lucky en­
trant will be awarded a microwave 


























Fill in Uio puzzio uoing the 
participating merchants 
riainos found surrounding 
this pngo, Puzzio scanri 
horizontally only. When 
complote, tear out this 
page and deposit at ono of 







































• Thrltly Foods, Sidney 
» Cidacy Radio ChacK,
• Tanner’;* Books
• Island Furniture
• The ReviewI mmnr mmm wmm «nMw ntm mm mmm mm mnim *•*«» mm mmm mimm mmm mmm mmm mmm mm mmm ■ mm mmm mmm mmm mmm Mmw 'Hhw «wu»t
Phone
i Roviow Subscritaof LJ Yas No











30 Appiiance Services 
103 Autobody Repairs 
100 Automotive
18 Babysitting Services 
143 Beauty Salons 
175 Births 
110 Boats & Marine 
135 Building Materials 
155 Business Opportunities 
165 Business Personals 
23 Business Services 
190 Cards of Thanks
31 Carpenters
32 Catering Services 
10 Church Services









142 Furniture for Rent 
130 Garage Saies 
50 Gardening 
55 Glass
140 Groceries. Meat & Produce 
19 Help Wanted 
200 In Memoriam 
60 Janitor Sen/ices 
205 Legal Notices 
150 Lost&Found
36 Masonry
120 Miscellaneous For Sale 
125 Miscellaneous Wanted 
215 Mobile Homes 
101 Motorcycles 
63 Moving & Storage 
’ 62 Music 
195 Obituaries 
65 Paint & Painting 
160 Personals 
144 Pets & Livestock 
70 Plumbing & Heating
212 Real Estate for Rent 
211 Real Estate for Sale
213 Real Estate Wanted 
105 Re«reatioiiyetiicles
72 Refrigeration & Air Conditioning 
75 Secretarial Services 
80 Signs
85 Small Engine Service 
j26:,:Toys 
88 Tree Services 
V 90 T-V. and Stereo^ ■ ^
95 " Watch Repajrs ;
185 WediJings 






Ads are accepted Mon­
day through Friday, from,
,9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
656-i151.
^NOTcioF COPYRIGHT
Full complete and sole 
copyright in any advertise­
ment produced by Island 
Publishers Ltd. is vested in 
and belongs to Island 
Publishers Ltd., provided, 
however, that copyright In 
that part and that part only of 
any such advertisement con­
sisting of illustrations, 
borders, signaturos or similar 
'components which is or are, 
.supplied in finished form to 
Island Publishers Ltd, 
operating as the Review by 
the advertiser and In­
corporated In said advertiso- 
'mont shall remain in and 
belong to tl'io advertiser, 
WARNING
No matarlBl covered under 
the copyright outlined above 
may bo used without the writ­





RELIABLE BABYSITTER available for 
holiday season or after school and 
week ends. Please call Laurie 655- 
1594,51/53 
NEW YEAR'S EVE I will look after your 
child, supper and breakfost. $35. per 
child for the night. 51/51
FREE WINE filter use, when you pur­
chase your wine making supplies from 
Sidney Natural Foods 656-4634 Lowest 
prices in Sidney $1.25 a bottle for Lieb- 
fraumilch, Beaujolais etc. Beat the 







A PRODUCT YOU CAN BELIEVE IN. 
Comelion Hosiery is seeking indepen­
dent sales representatives to market 
our luxurious run resistent pantyhose 
directly to the consumer. Great 
business. Call 721-2888 anytime. If no 
answer please leave name and phone 
number. 33/lf
MATURE PERSON to babysit two 
children in my home. 2-3 days a week. 
652-0598.45/48 
ELDERLY LADY SEEKS LIVE-IN 
COMPANION. Must have car and valid 
driver's license. Non-smoker. Private 
entronce to own quarters, interested 
applicants write to Box 200, 9781-2nd 
St., Sidney, B.C. V8L 4P8.51/51 
COMOX PROFESSIONAL COUPLE re­
quire live in nanny/housekeeper. 2 
children. Beach front bed/sit ac­






CiQBBifId Rati^: 1st Insorllon — 
Uio a word, minimum charge 
$2.00, 2nd and subsequent 
insertion -- lOe a word per In- 
soflion, minimum charge 
$1,35. Charge orders by 
phono — add $1.50 per ad. 
Box number —■ $2.00 per nd.
'(lAVfr IlMr, ANO MpNIV , , Phont) in youi 
yt*U( VlfiA 0( MAkll.lCAKU,
SUBSCRIPTION RATFS; 
Annijnl
In local area   ............ SIS
' Canada ......... $25






BOOKKEEPING FOR SMALL BUSINESS 
to trial balance, payroll, A/P, A/R, 


















' 25 years experience 
Residential, Industrial • 
Commercial
Rewiring. Electric Heating Repairs 
Appliance Connections




QUALITY WORK Reasonable. 
Sundecks, skylights, additions, 




EXPERT PRUNING - TRIMMING and 
general gardening. Reasonable rates. 
Call 656-5382 after 5 p.m. 33/tf
NEED YOUR WINDOWS WASHED? For 
a quality job call Blaine at 656-1475. 
Most houses $16.00. Outside or inside 
windows. 33/tf
MORRIS THE CAT LANDSO\HNG AND 
GARDENING SERVICE. Certified 
Pesticide applicator. Free estimates.
. 652-4688.  33/tf
SQS WINDOW CLEANING 
656-3317 33/tf
HOUSECLEANING, getting you down!
Let us look after your individual needs. 
Coll DIRTAWAY 652-0644.35/53 
HANDYMAN HOME SERVICE, In- 
terior/Exterior repairs and 
maintenance. Painting, fencing, 
eovestrough cleaning, yard cleaning 
ond hauling etc. Seniors rates. 656- 
0045/727-6153. 37/51
DRYWALL HANDTAPING for hire. No 
job too small. Sydney Boyd's handtap- 
ing 656-4559. 48/51
RESPONSIBLE COLLEGE STUDENT will­
ing to do house and yard clean-ups or 
’hondymon jobs, afternoons: and 
, weekends $6.00 hr. Alan. 656-3825.
/ ...- ;; .............. 48/15
SPECIALIZING IN TREE SERVICE, hedge 
pruning, clean-ups, hauling. Sidney, 
Brentwood. Saanichton. 656-8730.
^ ' 49/52 ;
DAVE'S HAULING. Garden refuse and 
junk removed. Basements and attics 
cleared, before and after moves. 
Cleanups and gardening. 652-5020.
 ;49/tf 
CABINET MAKER, antique restorotion, 
custom furniture, cabinets, woodwork. 
Troditional quality and techniques.
Call Rene GrouIx 35^^____ 49/05
EAVESTROUGH AND GUTTERS 
CLEANED. Get It done now before the 
heavy rains come. 655-1420.
TREE l-ALLER, 10 yr. experience, fully 
equipped, will lake any chainsaw 
work, no job too big or small, Free 
estimates. Mike, 656-2157. _ _50/5ji 
CLEANUPS, HAULING ’bsftils7 ofTics, 
yards, ceilings, walls, windows, in- 
doors/out, oaverslroughs, painting or 
any job you don't find lime to do. 652. 
072^ Roosjonablo rales, 50/08
SA^LL HAULING and ciioinsaw work. 
656-5203, 50/51
FAST, EFFICIENT single mollior ox- 
porloncod In housework, janitorial, 
painting, Roforoncos upon roquotl.
,656.9462, _ ________51/5_2
EXPERIEilCEO^^^M^^ wiil” do'" p7ofos' 
sional installations and consultation 
woodstovos, fireplace doors, molol 
chimneys and ropolrs, roofing gutters. 
Mony skills ond tools, Phono JefI even­




NOW IN NEW LOCATION!
A POWOEft PERFECT 





















Anniversaries, or Just Special Occasions
PBEROME
RESTAURANT Has : S
facilities to make 
it a party to remember.
Fully Licenced.
Call Evelyn or Rene 
for details.



















Specializing in waterproofing' 




• Stumps • Sewer Storm Drains 







• QUALITY MILLWORK 
•COMMERCIAL •RESIDENTIAL
• CUSTOM KITCHENS 
•CLOSET ORGANIZERS
0043 W. Saanich Rd. 









SELECTIVE LOGGING SERVICES LTD. 
ore In Iho proensB oL tiorvoBling 
tnoluro and dl»oa«od limber In Iho Vic- 
lotio, Soarileh area, ProBonl (iKirkot 
condition makes this the llmo Io 
mcirkfd your timber. Yos, wo roplcint 
with intodty BoodllngB, For Ireo 
otiimole phonu 754-6606 (24 his.) 33/if 
itO. IN CONSTRUCTION now commuc^ 
Hon, rnnovatlonB, ropalrs and oddi- 
lion*. No job too imoll. Froo 
eBlImolos, 656-8911. 41/tf
FOLINDA1 IONS i.." 'l ratnl rig".... flnHhlng',
fonott, Call Ron Bu«loy Conlrocling,
659.233(L .... ;;...................
HAULING, Bfnall lond», sand, gravol, 
drain rock, sawdtJBf, hog (u«i, codcir 
chips, bofk mulch, lopsoll, monuro, 













• DRAIN ROCK 
•DRIVEWAY GRAVEL
• CONCRETEQRAVEL
* We load pickups & trailers 
MON-SAT flotn-S pm 















HANDLED PROMPTLY “ I I fa I 1 
COURTESY CAR BY APPOINTMENT
iEMHER €H£¥ 1730 island hwy.
f^USIC
MUSIC LESSONS, piano, theory, 
recorder, private or group. Classical 
and popular lessons, include eartroin- 
ing, sight-reading, theory. Diana 
English. Guitar lessons, all styles. 15 
yrs. experience Toronto and Van­


















10124C McDonald Park Rd. 
off Mills Road
72 BMW 2002, low mileage. Pioneer 
om/fm, cibie fogs, webber corb. 
$5000. O.B.O. 479-0148. 45/tf
1978 HONDA CIVIC. Excellent condi- 
tion $1895.00 656-8068.46/49 
1975 CHRYSLER for sole. Needs bat­
tery. In fine shope. First $400 takes it. 
655-3064 Leave messoge. 49/52
Qomon CIREN
INTERIOR, EXTERIOR 




1977 AAAZDA FOR 





73 HORNET, 2 dr. Good relioble 
transportation. $450. 656-9676. 50/52
73 CORTINA 
656-2868.
GT 5-spd. $700. offers.
50/51
COLWOOD PAINTING AND DECORA­
TING. Wallcoverings, sproy painting, 
brush and roll. Our prices will please 
you. Coll for free estimate any time. 
478-8030.33/tf 
EXPERIENCED INTERIOR AND 
EXTERIOR painter. Renovations also. 
For free estimates phone Tom. 656- 
7951. 41/53
1982 MAZDA B2000 PICKUP short box, 
one owner, new tires, new clutch, 
good condition $3800. firm. 652-2140.
•50/51
1977 AUSTIN AAARINA GT needs some 
work. $' )0. new tires. 656-4962, 51/51 
1981 DA..SUN B210 automatic station 
wagon, low km's excellent condition.
652-4759. 51/51
1972 TOYOTA COROLLA automatic, 
$950. 656-8783. Ask for Thomas or 
Debbie pleose.51/51
RO-IN PAINTING 656-8911. 41/tf
SPRUCE UP FOR CHRISTMAS Painting 
expertly done. Free estimates. OAP 
discount. Honk 652-1724 or 652-9033.
47/51
SPRUCE-UP your diningroom, iiv- 
ingroom, and kitchen for Christmas 
quality workmanship guaranteed. Dis­




SNOW TIRES, Michelin, 
15. Used one season. 
O.B.O. 656-3191.
rodials 165-X- 





1976 SUZUKI RM-125. New rings, new 
clutch, low hours, fun bike. Great 




1975 DODGE CENTURION MINIHOME 
19.5' 3-way fridge, stove, oven, 
shower. 51,000 miles. 655-1420. 49/51
BERTMORREY 
PLUMBING & HEATING 
New Construction and Repairs




HAVE CASH! Wanted 12-14' aluminum 
boot, preferably with motor and 
trailer, 386-3865, 50/53
13' HURSTON 25 Johnson on trailer, 




RELIABLE TYPING SERVICE experienc­
ed help for all kinds of typing. Coll 
Helen 656-4915.  33/11
COMPLEtI TYPING SERVICES. Business




Rapetn to Lawnmowors, 
Chainsaws.
• Hu»(|varn«* Ploneor* Toro 
• ShlodalWB • JneobBon* Partner 
OPEN MOM. TO BAT. 











until Dec. 24th 
Have a fire-safe Christmas 
buy a
FRESH CUT TREE
HOWE'S TREE SERVICE, gonorol lolling, 
topping, dongorouB li'oo romovol, Ful­
ly Innirod, We'll go out on a limb lor 
you, 478-2553, 07/41/20
SPECIALizINCTiN TREE WORK, hedge 
pruning and houllng. Sidney, Brent­
wood, Saanichton, 656-0730, 49/52
AUTOMOTIVE
TYPING SERVICES
Typino, typoaoltino & word 
procostilnfl. RosurnoB, lotlora, 
to iTianuRcripis & books, 
RwasoiiBblo laies, Big or 
smoll wo do thorn nil. OfiO-
HOUSE ClEANING, last, rrllitlonl, 
Iflundly ittoirnt, (kitllr.nlod to the buLy 
homO: DIRTAV/AY 652 0644 com- 
I lllA: I'l l, 33'5',1
TUTORING All attiduttiit <iubleciii ond 
(omiullnl atiios, Curliflinl Iwochori,. 
A52,()749, 36/l(''
THE WONDEHFUUI WASHHOUSE, 
hnndinre lor wooleni. T'lik,u|ti» and 
(fiilivury on Morulrty* $6/iutif:l(i, 
|4/»i*niorti, dlioblud. (LSD o.m, ' SiOO 
p.in. Mon.'Tii, 3(TI;D<t5ii, 47,'0'J
38 DRAPERIES
C.K, DRAPERY, wo moke II fa«l and 
rigltl, free ehiirnoiofc, cukloni inde 
firnprrry ttllorallnns phone 655-1407 
pwoningii and SatuidayB.
MORRIS THE CAT LANDSCAPING AND 
GARDENING SERVICE. Certified 
Peillcldo oppllcolor. Fteo enimolett, 
652-4600,
COMPLETE OARDENINO SERVICES! 
Nov/ lowrm, InndicopIng, clocin-upk, 
hedge pruning, troo riorvico, houllng 
Sidney, Uronlwood, Saanichton 656- 








• SBAYS TO SERVEYOU
* TUNE UP8* HRAKEB • LUfirtlCATION
• TIRES* BATIl'n/EB
• SECURITY MUFFLEH
• PROPANE CONVCnSIONS 














270 Gal (over 9 gal.) 
3.00 Qal. up to 8 gal.
JftOILD COUNTRY 

















PLASTER, STUCCO, imilallon hritk and 
rock, CItH'in, quolily work nt











You Can Afford 
ammintmlWorkimmhip 
liemoDiihlc Unics 
(17**7, Kit k()tifl 11,K C<.
652-1755
LARGE SPARTAN & 
GOLDEN DELICIOUS
APPLES
DEAIT HILL ORCHARD 
OPEN DAILY 10-5 PM 
BEAR HIU,» OLDFIELD RD,
EAGLES Nl;8T 
oir-TaACRAPTa 
Chrlftitnita «n«nrlmpnl of 
.nOIIE-HT’S CHOCDLATfiG 
(roiit Mnyitu hdanri 
Soft our now Hrtlvwl of Chelninw Citr> 
vlngt ol WftAr#, EAglft* Clock* A 
mor«.
Ctamn In A. (Irowftt®!
mm
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WIN ^1QooW W H i ^ 1 ^ gift certificate
REVSEW SUBSCRIBER BONUS
If you are a Review paid subscriber you will be awarded a 
bonus $20.00 gift certificate, making your prize a total of 
$30.00 in gift certificates.
FGR sale Hammond Touch 1 electric 
double keyboard organ $400. O.B.O.
652-0824 after 5_p^m ^ ________49^2
roundWALL LIGHT FIXTURE  ochre 
glass black base $12. 1938 clamp top 
coning jar "Perfect seal" $15.. Old 
"Gem" 1 inch metal screw top canning
ior$l5. 656-6983.___ _____________ SJ/S]
RED ROsFpORCELAIn'nursery rhyme 
figurines ossorted $2. each, old amber 
gin or whiskey bottle, bearded miner 
embossed, G.W. on cap $15., large old 
amber glass cigarette ash tray $15. 
656-6983. 51 ,''51
Unscramble the .seven words below in the bo.xes on the right. 
All seven words are linked to the same theme — take the let­
ters that appear in f/)c“bold bo.xes to find the.seven letter theme
smBEianannn
STEREO MINT CONDITION infinity 
speakers with oak stands, Yamaha 
receiver, Toshiba turntable $450. anti­
que screen, oak v./ith cream moire tof- 
feta. Perfect condition $175. 655-1714 
evenings. 51/51














ONE PAIR G78/14 studded snow tires, 
as new, 3 Buxton illuminated display 
cases, excellent condition 289 motor, 
complete, can be heard running C-4 
auto transmission with shift kit just
rebum. 655-1264^______ _
MISC. ’and boating EQuiPMENT 
shop vocuum, rowing machine, Honda 
snow tires on rims, and CWTCH disc, 
sim ladder, alcohol burners, solmon 
net. 7 lb weights, lifering holder, trim- 
tab cylinders solar showers, Diana 
spin reel 656-8859. 51/51
Shanks^ Saddlery
764 Rocferick Street
FOR THE HORSE LOVER 
OPEN EVERY DAY 
’TIL CHRISTMAS
IS OVEREATING creating problems in 
your lile'7 Overeatets Anonymous can 
help you. No clues, no weigh-ins. Call 
Sidney 656-4353. 33' tf
EASY-GOING SINGLE gentleman, 44, 
would like to nieel N.S. lady lor com­
fortable relntionsliip. Please reply Box 
2'242, Sidney, V8L 3S8. 50/-53
We are jammed to the roof 
with stock to give you a 
tremendous selection to 
choose from. Saddlery, N.Z. 
rugs from $115.00, over 300 
books. Huge shipment of 
riding clothes'. Australian rain­
coats, five styles of muckers. 
Good supply of vinyl, rubber & 
leather riding boots.
Plus Gifts & Jewellery from all 
over the world.
165 BUSINESSPERSONALS
DRESSMAKING AND TAILORING, ex­
perienced professional. Trillium Crea­






Drop your entry off at Tanners. The first correct entry drawn at 
noon the following Monday will win a $10.00 Tanners Gift Cer­
tificate. If the v/inner is a Review paid subscriber a bonus $20.00 
gift certificate will be awarded.
ANTIQUE AND COLLECTIBLE DEALER 
buys china, glassware, figurines, 
crystal, furniture, painting, silver, 
toys, dolls, jewellery, etc. plus the odd 
or unusual. 652-5040. 33/53
Name_
Address,
WANTED TO BUY: used navy blue wool 
or wool/synthetic gaberdine trench 
coat size 46 tall. Phone 656-1625 or 
656-9781. 49/51
Phone,








From Dec. 1 Open 
Wed.-Sat. ’Til 9 p.m.
FLASH! NEW SHIPMENT OF 
THOROUGHBRED SADDLES 








FOUND; plastic contoiner of ladies dry- 
cleaning Sidney, by the Hotel. To 
cloim, phone 656-5861 and identify.
_________________  49/51
FOUND: Men's silver bracelet with 
"Glen" on it. Gobriolo PI. To claim, 
655-1616. 49/51
< ■«
FOUND: dork gray tabby cat with col­
lar. Resthaven 6r. area. 656-2802.
50/51
Please check one:
□ I am a Review paid subscriber.
□ I am not a Review subscriber.
□ I wish to become a Review 
paid subscriber.
Please drop your entry off at:
FOUND: large, fluffy blonde male cat. 
Late November (Brentwoodl. 652-9976.
51/51
You’ve come a long way 
BABY
HAPPY 4Qth ON DEC. 21st 
From the 
BUNKO GANG




Dec. 3 winner was Dorothy Hinde 
of All Bay Rd. in Sidney. As a 
Review subscriber she qualifies! 
for a $20.00 bonus.
Correct answers were: Union, I 
Labour, Walkout, Contract,] 





VAN HECKE FIREWOOD seasoned fire 
$110.00, seasoned alder $100.00. All 
cords 128 cu. ft. 652-6063. 44/53
FOUND; two solid black terrier pups. 
One female, one male Bessridge PI.
656-5127.___________ ___ 51/51















Pick-up or delivery 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
FIREWOOD
4213.
CUT to order phone 656- 
45/53




split and delivered 656- 
49/52




in GROCERIES, MEAT 
& PRODUCE
GENERAL ELECTRIC DRYER, totally 
reconditioned, used only a few mon­
ths, $250 OBO. 386-6967 or phone 478- 
0515 33/tt
DELUXE, NEW FULL-SIZE, microwave 
oven, 10 power levels, memory, pro­
be, defrost. Never used. $395. 655- 
1966. 51/51
ADVENTURE ON HORSEBACK, guided 
trail rides. Open year round. For reser­
vations phone Rockhaven Ranch, 478- 
3023. ' - 40/tf
YAAAAHA ELECTONE D 801 ORGAN 
with 2 keyboards and synthesizer, 
wood cabinet with roll-top. Many ex­
tras. Sacrifice, $1500.655-1966. 51/51
TRIO READY-MIX
(1971) LTD.
Cordova Bay Rd. at Fowler
WINKLER MANITOBA STYLE FARMER 






FRANCHISE OPPORTUNITY Successful 
pub owners, store keepers, invest­
ment agents, stockbrokers, etc. 
Gourmet Pizza is now expanding in the 
Province of B.C. We are successful 
because we have outstanding pro­
ducts. Franchises for existing 
businesses start as low as $7,900 or we 
can turn key a Gourmet Pizza Factory 
for $59,900, Phone Del Mohl 479-0244 
or Write: Gourmet Pizza 4223 Com­





CLARK ENTERPRISES, discount glass. 
9750-4th St., Super by 3mm. tempered 
42 '/i x58. 42 '/j x54, 46x80, $22.50. 
28'/i X103, 28 V» X101 '/i, $28.00. 4mm 
24x67'/j. 22x67'/i $24.00, 32%x74,
34x75 $28.00; 34x68,; 34x76 $30.00, 
29'/jx94y4, $40.00. Thermo units, patio 
doors ond lots more. 656-6656 VISA 
and Mastercard. 37/tf
16" BMX bike training wheels good 
condition. $50. 656-1073. 50/51
PORTABLE CASSETTE tape 
with built in AC. 656-5471.
recorder
51/01
FRIGIDAIRE DRYER good working order 
$60. Wurlitzer orgon dual keyboord 
matching bench rhythm section $875 
Honda 400/4 motorcycle $600 656- 
1216. 50/51
FREE COOKING CLASSES and home 
demonstrations of world-famous Bosch 
kitchen machines and accessories, 
magic grain mills, dehydrators, elec­
tronic sheers, fermipan yeast, etc. 








LAST CHANCE Xmos Gift only three 
left. Handcrofted cedar chests. S189. 




BEAUTIFUL PUPPIES, Springer Spaniels 
L/W top blood lines. Phone 656-4403.
. 49/52
WOMEN'S SEXUAL ASSAULT CENTRE 
Crisis Line 383-3232. VVe offer informa­
tion, support and referrals. 24 hours o 
day, 7 days a we^k. 
COUNSELLING for families and in­
dividuals of all ages - serving the 
Peninsula. Community Counselling 




DAY UNTIL DEC. 23
WINNERS:
Sunday—B. Batke 
Baptist Charlie Jimmy 
Tues. — Janet Verhae 
LiiaSam
Thurs. — W. C. Mon­
tgomery R- Riley 
NEW HOURS— 1st 




3rd St. & Sidney 
(Bingo Bucks now 
available at Concession) 
Great Stocking Staffers.
KBHBifia
7' CEDAR FENCE posts. $2.00 each. 656-
sm ______________ _ 51/SJ
FOR
4 175x14 ALL SEASON RADIAL TIRES 70 
percent tread left. $65. for set. 655- 
3277, 50/51
THE PERSON WHO HAS 
EVERYTHING: one prime 8' polar boar 
rug, one stuffed wolverine, one stuff­
ed white fox. 656-8918. 51/53
EXTRAORDINARY LADIES jean jacket- 
embroidered in floral pattern with 
mofallic thread. Bolted Chinese style 
cut, import from Montreal, one of a 
kind. Now condition, was $200 will sell 
,$99, 652-0214. _ 51/52
CHRISTMAS LAWN DECORATIONS Sorn 
to Claus, Roindoor and sled. Cowboy 
bools size 7, 656-2920. 51/51
6 PIECE DINING ROOM SUI^ 
l>oso, server, and lour padded chairs 
wrought iron, 5 It. oval table top of 
stained and polished ash, $500. 656- 
6748(Wllliom5). 51/52
8 INCH BEAVER TABLESAW complete, 9 
Inch Boovor tablesnw, motorized com- 
plelo. 652-2944, 51/51
1905 BOY'S BMX S4o!m! 65i;n4962,
51/51
G O 11) k ’e N M O R E " P b R T A B L E 
DISHWASHER $2(X1., tree standing, 
brass trimmed lirescroon with center 
fltnw, $?!>., child's wooden gate. $5, 
656'2606. _ , 51.51
BEAUTIFUL SOLITAIRE diamottd t log 
,45 corots. Clarify VVS2 ostimnlod at 
12500. Asking $1,500, 656.9194, 51/51
RlibLIKE blKE FRAME rind forks lor 
snift, $100. O.B.O, lalrly good condl' 
flori. 656.'?75'2, 51/51
BEAUTIFUL CONblTION 3 piece pallq 
or dlnoffo wroughi Iron $150. Chinese 
ciitwork divider screen $300, 652-1013,
51/51
WARN OObo LB WINCif $625./ men's 
10 spd. bicycle, $95.; encyclapedio In- 
loritationol Itook set (20 books) in' 
eluding 10 piece children's set, $250, 
656.0703, Atik for Debbie or Tliomos,
51/51
FRENCH PROVINCIAL CHESTERFIELD 
and chair, brocade paKorn $2.50, 652' 
54:/9. 40/51
BROCHURE CORNER STAND, $20., 
tingle cot $3Q,, cohinel sforoo, $65., 
rnouve swiveT choir $25,, double air 
inalfress $25. 656*3064, 49/5'2,
ESTIICTICIAN/OCNriST CHAIR (or sale, 
tlocfdc power oporaled. $650. 655. 
3064. *l'Y/62
SEAWEED (for tliw griKjen) dellvorctd 
$'2,00 (ter -bog,' (Gorboge - bag). 
Deliveinrs luosdoy end Seluirley, toll 
Crdlert 1-S53'4422, 50'53
MAilSTICMINK COAT, Irmglli. Size 
1012 riiiproisrzd value $30fj0,, like new 
flYUi, r*52'U\ 
BARNSBV SADDLE plus lark, $3fXJ , 
York 2001 gym, new rmulliion $250, 
656 54110 50",)
MrARIV WrW Pne.imnik (rldgr. 't4r(0 
Kelvlrrotor stove $7M. Ptmne 656 1)698
5.0/51'
HAVE- CA5HI Went.nl I'J 1-1' niuminem 
hoot', ptofeiably with motor and 
Irtiller. 306.3065, 60/53
ENGINE ANALYSER and timing light, 
never used. Electric toaster oven. Cor 
blanket, now 70''x45'', ladles dress 
shoos, usused size 7A 656-4068. 50/53 
pbbr’TAB’LE 4x8', 114" top, $250, 
O.B.O. 656-9293. 50/05
JUDO
hlankgfc PLACE YOUR 
BLANKETAD
OUTFIT size 8-10 $10., figure 
skates size 5 $35., hockey skotos size 6 
$35., hockey gear boys (M) $40. 656-
7636. ............................................
WOOD SECREfAfilAL bESK, scubo div­
ing regulator 656-0561 after 6 p.m.
_51/51
PANDORA'S CLbSET'Togrors’ihai due 
to sovorol recent ostoto consignments 
tho Closet romolns full. No more con­
signments until loto Fobruary. Sorry 
for any inconvonlonco. 656-6421 9783 
3rd St, Sidney.
free”CATALOGUEI bvu7'SOO uriique, 
proctlcol Hems for boblos and children 
undttr 7, Phono or write your local 
ropresontotlve. Sherry Dorman 656- 
7931. ,‘'I':'.?,?
MOUNT^N BIKE 12 srpood 'pa^^^ 
mens size, excollenf conclllion $110, 
14" color T.V. mognasonic, good pic* 
turo $100,656.Q193,
DESIGNED ’ enamelled ’ acorn 
FIREPLACE with mafehing pipe, grnlo 
and tcruen. Exr.olleni condition. Ideal 
(or tobin or Inmily room, Oilers. 656- 
2100, 51/52
TWO LADIES ENGAGEMENT RINGS lor 
sale, Size 6, Valued $850, asking, $400 
or oflert. 656-9462,
iMITATION FIREPLACE, dishwosher, 
electric stove, bearskin rug, cougar 
hide rind hood, nougohide lovnseat 
ond chnir, Prisdila shoots ond drapes, 
osier kitchen confro, portable Ken- 
more sewing machine, bookcase eloc- 
trie lypovzrilort. os Is, bostiboard eloe- 
Irlc heolers, Singer sewing machine in 
coblnot, sininloss steel chimney pipe. 
656-0389. 51/51 '
VIDEO CABINET LOWBOY, mahogany 
liondcttrvod, porleci condition Englisl'i 
oak ond fable, hciiid rubbed (Inlah, 
65,5-1714, 51/52
diassffieds TODAY!
Ads from all over B.C 
and the Yukon.
25 words for $129 will reach
more than 690,000 homes through more than 70
community newspapers in B.C. and the Yukon.
iBUi
AUTOMOTIVE
Buy/loaso any truck or HV, 
Nothing down OAC, LTL 
0000 with con1r,ict. We rtnli- 
vcr. Call Bob Langstall or 
Tom Morgan colibct 464- 





Buy/lease an y gas/diosnl 
from volumetruck direct 
factory doalor. Mothing 
down OAC. Easy monthly 
payments, Call Wally or Al 
McKenzIw toll (roe 1-800- 
242.FORD. D.I.. 5231.
Auto Doalor central 
0 C, Franchise (or Mazda. 
Saab, Lada. Well establish­
ed, Will soli complete or 
take partner/manager, Call 5A2:6§^.L5:vq!l!.DQ5.-
Bakery for sale, Only bakery 
servicing several island 
cornrnunitlos. Ideally located 
in main shopping mail in 
the coastnr community ol 
Tahsis, Further Inlortnation
FOR SALE MISC._______
I^Gw Sioux TIpl, w/liner, 10' 
diameter, never used. Cost 
$*)00. Scdl $600 Phono 255- 








Buy/taaso any gas/dlosol 
Rotruck direct, angora from 
$1156 MO, Nothing down 
OAC, We deliver. Call Gary 
or Mark lor Immediate ap­
proval toll free 1-e00-242- 
FORD. D.L. 5231,___
FOR SALE 10 upeod biko $50, 656-5203,
51/.52
Need help in selling your 
rocroatioh vehicle! Call 
Chimex Molorhome Really 
toll-lrofi (rom nriywhero in 
B.C. 1-800-663-8166. B.C.'s 




HnzSTon 0“cr For sale, 
Convonionce store with rosl- 
dontlal homo, (1900 Sq. (M.) 
Formerly a wholesale and 
bakory. Contact Warron at 
842-5466 alter 5 P.M.
EDUCATIONAL 
Bwonie’^’an nuctior\oe7,~Can- 
adlan champion Inalructors,' 
ClasBOS start Jan 12-23, 
1987, Jordan fii McLoan 
School c»( Auctlarioorlng Box 
94, Kilsfioly. Alberta TOB 
2P0. (403)846-2211, (403) 
842-5528,
Froo; 1986 guide to study- 
at-homo corrospondonco 
Diploma coursoB for prosti" 
glous careers; Accounting, 
Airconditioning, Bookketop- 
ing, Business, Coamelology, 
Electronics, Legal/Medical 
Secrolary, Psychology, Tra­
vel. Granion, (1A) 1055
West Georgia Street «2002, 
Vancr)uvor,_ i-BpO-^gB-TI 21,,
Lingerie (abrics bymail or­
der. Send $2.00 (or current 
samples of locos, antrons, 
non-strotchy fabrics suitable 
(or sowing lingorlo, Enns 
Entorprlsoc, Box 310, 5750 
Fraser, Vancouver, V5W 
2Z5. (604)•325-9126, , ;
Yukon 'goid washing sluice 
box, plastic with metal 
screen, I2"x16", 1 Vj, lbs. 
Faster more elflclent than 5 
gold pans. $16. Froo Infor* 
motion, write: Yukon Gold, 
Box 1249, Clovordalo. B.C,
V33 4Y5, __ '
Showb’f 8101137"Molded fibor- 
glass, 30",x30" only, while 
or almond. Moldod-in soap- 
dish, F'irio quality product. 
Factory inventory sale, 
$200. each. ABC Shower 
Stall Co. 590-4515,
Appliance service techni­
cians urgently required. Top 
salary paid, If qualified, Ex- 
cfillont Okanagan relocation 
opportunity, Solid company. 
Need number one person, 




Lillooot Roc Centro ricicds 
maintenance carotakor. Full- 
timo, must have ice making, 
swimming pool exporionco, 
preferably licenced, flexible 
hours, Send lull details, sal­
ary oxpocled to: Ken Flood, 
Box 1407, Lillooot. B.C,
; yoK ji VO__ __________
SefviM Advisor (of a QM 
Dealer, Knowledge ol MG 
warranty system would bo 
prftlori'od, but not 'ossontial. 
Excollent bono/lts, Send ro- 
sumo to; Service Manager, 
Deloy Kaupp, Buchanan 
Ponliac-Buick Ltd,, 45930 
Airport Rd., Chilllwrtch, V,'2P
__ _____ _______ .........
0|Tp7rtunirir.'8” fiir crimnTuni- 
cntion lochniclans in Can­
ada's north. Broad oxpor 
lonco In V.H.F, requirod
Singles Lino. Tho sensible 
allernalivG to singles bars 
and chance encounters, A 
singles lolophono club (or 
noleclivo, unaltachod adults 
of all areas. Singles Lino 
1-688-5683. _
. SERVIc'eS ,......
Major ICBC Personal 
Claims? Carey Linde, Lav 
yer, 14 years, 1650 Duran- 
loflu, Voncouver, Phono col­
lect 0-684-7708 for Froo 
How to Information; ICBC 
Claims and Awards, "Wo 
work only (or you - never 
(or ICBC, and you pay us 
only alter wo coliocl," A((ll- 
iated Otfices In Campbell 
River, Kamloops, Kelowna, 
Victoria, Nanaimo, Williams 
Lake, Nolsori^PrinceGoorflo.
BRASSWARfi AGENT'S SALES KIT
dixpobtil, MinlfituiMib to lutun piui/ns, 
oil ni»v/. Ono third oil lixt prlt:««. Brunt- 
wood nriy;6S'2.1869 51/51
MAN'S LARGE INDIAN SWEATER . Dai k 
biowtt with whitM iH’iqlw. slzr> 44-46, 
$I 10, 656-201)4, 51/51
6" CYClO/ytEN, 4,95; uKlor ond holly 
wriiolh 6,00, pIno conw wrnoth 16.50, 
ChrHlmoii orrangmonti-, olt, (’unlnt.ula 
lloworN, fl5l2 Wuul Stionnl) kd, 65/ 
9M2, , 49/52
CHRISTMAS RAKING! Wnlkmr, Pro
ttiifle, Splciii,, nxltofl',. hriiif.(.hri|i1 
rl»<an)iin Allor 4 ji at 5ii<.oaa 656, 
5(172,/ , 49/5'2
WURLITZER 3 KEVIlOARD ORGAN (ona 
bonrif I* xynthniuzor) naw $M>0d 00, 
tielMor IHKxJ. 0,8,0, i»*roll«nl tondi 
fion. 656-5671. 49/52
Wanicd; Exporloncod ros-- 
Uiurant manager, partner, 
ifjsson or franchise, Vr,»ry 
attractive now building. Ex­
cellent tocmioh. Compioioiy 
oquippad for 150 soating 
capacity. P.0, Box 714, Tor-
The Canadian EloctrolyaH 
College is now accepting 
roQlstralions (or January 5, 
500 hours includes uleciroly- 
HIS, thermolysis and blond.' 
Seven varieties ol epilators. 
Register now. #208, 7128 
King George Hwy. Newton
Plaza, Surrey. 597-1101,
raert,; B.C. VOG 408.
Excellent ladleawear busi- 
ncBs, good south Okanagan 
(oailion. 1905 not profit 
$41,000. Now (ashions, llx- 
tufi,;.;;, CcHiiia comfdclc 
$35,000, Box 497, Summer- 





f'o‘r'iato'’cir/hire one 19B6 
John Deere 044D loader. 
Available Immediately, 
riima.: /opm ator (nn-t)
397-2230, 100 MUe House, 
B.C,'' .......
For sale by owner, 3000' 
tonvenienotf aiore, busy 
649, Post Ofllce. volume 
over t/z million, Low rent, 
$89,000 plus Block: Karri- 
loops. Gram Robertson I- 
3'72.941405 (HI, 564-1433 (W),
Knhring nn-zzhnad, wrist, 
adaptor. ,366 rails, rollers. 
ItKe new, (■‘aott, litial orivefi. 
cprockela, Iron! idlers, 
twpm. Slick, cylinders, r^ulck 
Khtingo bufikols, ouardlng. 
Good, (fi04S-992-2256 CuiHS' 
nel.
Wlioleoalo anri retail, Free, 
Catalogues avallablo. Nor- 
burn Lighting Centro, 4600, 
East Hajillngs Siioot, Bur­
naby, B.C, V5C 2K5. Phone
1-299-Qfi66.........;.... ........... ,,.■'
Monlroai Mllliery Surpius; 
Workshl'fts $2,75, wprkpanis 
$3,50, workboots $18, For' 
r;at,«lo«ue, send 12 tiotum- 
buraed hr,si order). Military 
Burplurt, Box 24'J, bt. Turin- 
' thee, Qugbi'CJOS; 1X0.' ,
Save money on Nailonak
btisfiti viLwim'i;, .aul n'lim.i-
all (Mu-Li(e, Ssvifjs, QuetU, 
oic), For catalogue »ond Soil 
aildrertisnd sliimped envo- 
dijpo:- Golden Panlrv, Do* 
1640, SaliPuM Atm, U.C,
voE ;?ro.
d AITflENINOf”
10' x Iti' OreehhnuFwi $149 
1000W Metal Halide $195. 
Plus UlTziK/ gatriiutuiy piu- 
rtuclft. Great prices, Send 
$2.' (or infa-pack. :Western 
Water Ffirms, 1244 Seymour 
Sireal, Vancouver, H.C. 






Io Box "P 
Yu  Newri, 211 
Streel. WhltohorHo,
,YiA.j?E4,_____,_;___ __
Needed Imtnedi.ileiy, Weid- 
ora, cnrpontofH, cleciriclanp, 
plumbers, managomotu', 
mech., mach., drivers, opor- 
niora. entry level/degreed 
up to $32.60/hour. (308) 
302-3700 Tr,3n9 Conllnrjnr5.1 
Job Search, foe.
NC)TIC|s2irZ;ZZIIIIZ
vicuVii.il Provlnmar Nonnal 
.School Hrtunlon, Claw of , 
',■156. April 17 lOl'h .■'.t iLo 
lortiier P.N.R, site,. To rogls- 
ter, send $20, 1o; Gerry 
Mcnirjornery, LiuJysmith 
fiecondarv School, P,0.
L» I <i -V c. I iso, L u (-* y a M H; 11,. 
B G, VOR 2E0. Wine A 
cheesifl intUiilfKT;
PE'RsdNALs'i'....
D.'iles Galfiffl, For all ages 
and iinalificlunl 1 riuu-Soiids 
or rnernbofs anxious lo moot 
you,' (‘zestuge Acquamliinc- 
fi!i. Call, Toll Free 1 800- 
S't>3't»ti7.3. Hnursi 9 a.m, 10 7 
P;rri,__ ' ; ; .................
Injurrjd? FruHlratodV Call 
collect tor froo consultation 
0.736-8801. Major Personal 
Injury Claims. Jool A, Won* 
or. Lawyer oxporlonqod In 
Injury cases sinoo 1908, 
Contlngoricy loos avallablo. 
16,32 W, 7th, 't i;VEiricouver,
Mutual Funds, Ratos nogo* 
liable, RRSP's, Bluochips,
Gold Stocks,,, (fee broch- 
urcis-consullatlon, John Gor­
don/Lawrrjnco NIcol " 37 
years oxperloncrj. Richard­
son GreonshlolrJs. #500-1068 
West HantlngH, Vr«ricmiver,
V6E, 3X1, (604)082"1751,COl- :, *,
lecj,,.,,.............. ......
TRAVil"'”'""'........ .
ncUingh.m ' Wn'ihingtnrv 
Lodglr'ig; wlntet rales, doutv- 
lo nccuo.wcy $50, Canudian 
Funds. Oreok(ar.tl'Spat«- 
r;SPN, Coachmen hm-Patk 
(.luK! both .On Comhiti 
Way, Exit 252. (206)'7.33- 
82fi0.,' B.C,.{{10-4)224-6‘«6, ,
Skiots; LtUre Louise, Cwn- 
F.jvo.'ilc SKv Area hrjs 
Ski weeks from $99., I'nirtl 
weeks t»om $76. nnd Jahu- 
' rtry Specials frern ifVl, Rei- 
01 vaiions/inlormatioii 1-000* 
66M158, ■
nliHa ■nm IMHIK BRii
Piine BI6 THE REVIEW 9781-2nd Si., Sidney B.C. Wednesdny, December 17, 1986
471) COMING EVENTS lb REAL ESTATE nu REAL ESTATE REAL ESTATE
lU & ANNOUNCEMENTS U FOR SALE L\ FOR SALE L FOR SALE
SANCHA HALL Flea Market every Sun­
day. For tables and info. 656-4523.
____ _______ _ ^ 41/ft
THE FRiENDlTisT LITTLE CASH BINGO 
on the Saanich Peninsulo happens 
every Wednesday, I p.m. and 7 p.m. ot 
the Seniors Centre beside the library 
on Clorke Rd in Brentwood Bay. 46/53
anI^Iouncing lif¥tTme^ ra
representative now serving old or new 
Lifetime sets. Phone 383-5648 anytime. 
_____  ____________ _____ JS/5'2
sXW yOUrIJSd sfAMPS. lv
Square Dance Association collects all 
usedi stamps. Proceeds to Cancer 
Fund. Drop them off at The Review.
50/tf
ON THURSDAY, DECEMBER 25/86 com­
mencing at 10:30 a.m. the Sidney 
F’entecostal Church 10364 McDonald 
Park Rd. Sidney, B.C. V8L 3Z9 656-3712 
will be having their Christmas morning 
service. EV^RY^^ WELCO/\^E! 51/51
THE SIDNEY PENTECOSTAL CHOIR Will 
be presenting their Christmas music 
special on Sunday, December 21/86 
commencing at 6:00 p.m. at the 
church, 10364 McDonald Park Rd. 
Sidney. B.C. V8L 3Z9 656-3712. 51/^1
CHRISTMAS EVE^The” Sidney 
Pentecostal Church will be having a 
"FAMILY COMMUNION SERVICE" on 
Wednesday, December 24/86 com­
mencing at 6:00 p.m. at the church 
10364 McDonald Park Rd. Sidney, B.C. 
V8L3Z9 656-3712.   51/51
PANDORA'S CLOSET regi’ets that due
to several recent estate consignments 
the Closet remains full. No more con­
signments until late February. Sorry 
for any inconvenience. 656-6421, 9783 
3rd St. Sidney. 51/52
BSRTH
IJANNOUNCEMENTS
D'ANGELO PHOTOGRAPHY will 
photograph your new baby in hospital, 
at home or studio, no charge. Special 
packages available. Phone 656-3420 
for appt. and your complimentary 5x7.
33/tf
4 OBiTUARtES
LANNAN — On December 5, 1986 at 
the Saanich Peninsula Hospital. Mr. 
Albert G. (Nipper) Lannon. aged 84 
i years. Survived by cousin. Midge of 
■■ Port Angeles, Washington. Mr. Lannan 
; will be sadly missed by all close 
i friends in theSidney area. Mr. Lannan
■ is the lest of one of the oldest families 
■- on the Saanich Peninsula. Funeral ser- 
‘ vice wos at Sands Funeral Chapel of 
', Roses, 9838 Fourth St, Sidney, B.C. on 
; Thursday, December 11 at 10:00 a.m.
‘. Rev. Robert Sanson officiating. Inter- 
• ment at Holy Trinity Church Cemetery, 
i - . 51/51
■ MACLEOD: Passed away peacefully ot 
home on December 6 1986 Mr. C.
'■ Malcolm Macleod, Q.C., LLB. aged 83 
; years. Survived by his loving family,
; wife, Mary dt home; Daughters;
; Margot and husband Bill Winspear, 
^ Dallas, Texas: Sandy and husband Don 
; Sprague of Edmonton, Alberta. Sisters, 
Vivian ond husband .fed Johnson of 
Florida; Mrs. Isobel Smallman of 
Toronto, Ontario; One brother Donald 
; p.nd jj wi f e, ^, Mar gq ret: , Mac I eod • of 
' 'A'mKefsfr'NciVa Scotia'.’Grandchildren, 
Debbie and David Allen, Donold and 
Ellen Winspeor, Malcolm and Missy 
Winspear, Barbra and Andrew Meyer, 
Bob Winspear, Bob Sprague, Ken 
Sprague, Sherrill Sprague. Two Great 
grandchildren, Christopher and 
Douglas Allan. Memorial service was 
held in the Sands Chapel of Roses 9838 
Fourth St., Sidney, B.C. on Monday 
December 8 1986 at 1:30 p.m. Rev. 
Robert Forsythe officialed. In lieu of 
flowers donations may be made to the 
vC.M. Macleod Memorial Fund c/o 
University of Alberta, Development 
Office, 450 Athabnsco Hall, Edmonton, 
Alberto, T6G 2E0, 51/51
LEGAL
NOTICES
NOTICE TO CREDITORS 
AND OTHERS
NOTICE IS HERBY GIVEN to 
creditors and others having 
claims against the estate of 
DONALD McNAUGHTON 
WISHART, deceased, who died 
on August 2B, 1986, are hereby 
required to send them to the 
undersigned executrix at c/o 
SIgalet, Maguire & Cole, 2743 
— 30th Streel, Vernon, British 
Columbia, before the 12th day 
of January, 1987, alter which 
date the Executrix will 
distribute the said eotate 
among the parties entitled 
thereto, having regard Io thf 
claims of which ll has notico. 
June Marlon Wlshnrt 
BY; vRIgnlet, Maguire & Cole 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2743 •-•30th Street 











For Dopohdoblo FrIontMy ft 
Helpful Cenl Fr-.lnto ‘5orvlco
JACK WEEKS 
CALL ANY"ME 
■ . 47/-'729I •'
Y OWNEH Soonirhlan, 
dlfrn, houw. ? boHun fuH 
jod«(k, iinmatuloUf iniuJi*', (jikI yul, 
oti 3ui otiu vlftw
ipdidfo po»ilie»»io» |94,r»(XJ.
OUR NCWOM SCMObl wllh oyni. 'in ' 





2 Ranch style homes within 
walking distance to shopping, 
library & medical facilities. 
Fireplaces and landscaping
Also
4 bdrm cedar home on 1 acre 
with family rm. separate D.R., 
dble. garage and workshop. 
Excellent family home at 
$156,500.
Also
10 acre hobby farm with 5 
bdrm. home — 3 baths, 
elec/wood furnaces, Family 
room, view and much more. 
Central location—$210,000. 
For an up-to-date market 
evaluation of your present 
property at no obligation 
call me today at
656-1495 or 656-5584 












Immaculate hdrhe fully finish­
ed on 2 levels. Natural treed 
setting, serviced lot, vaulted 
ceilings, large deck, ap­
pliances & drapes incL in ask- 
3 ing price of $79,000.:. -/:=
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY
Brand new hairstylists, fully 
equipped with top-of-the line 
fixtures. Excellent Victoria 
location. Ideal for owner- 
operator. Only $24,900. T208.
CHARACTER
HOME
Delightfully unique 1925 far­
mhouse with ' room for the 
whole family plus your horse! 
On level sunny acre, X- 
fenced, hay barn & stall for 
horses. Updated plumbing, 
wiring & insul. All for only 
$109,900.1193.
PAM & BOB KING 
656-3257 
Slock Bros. Realty 
Sidney Office 656-5584
IHulinc lUtb,
/ ■ 'fiSl. 1912
InsLirnnco Agents 
AUTOPLAN
Mornbor • Victoria ML.S. 
056-1154
HMaMlwAi
If it’s News 






SAANSCH PENINSULA REALTY LTD
DRIFTWOOD CENTRE 656-0131
•PROPERTY MANAGEMENT -RENTALS -INSURANCE
MUITIPU LISTING SENt'ICE
■OFFICE HOURS — 
Mon.-Frl. 9 arn - 5 pm 
Saturday 9 am - 4 pm
SIDNEY SPIT
Attractive 3 b/r home close to Beach and all amenities.
Situated on a large, nicely treed and landscaped lot. $57,000. 
Mort. at 9%% may be assumed. Vendors can give quick 
possession. Asking $88,900.00 MLSff10300
SOMETHING SPECIAL
One owner home on Bowerbank, close to Marinas and all 
amenities. Large, beautifully Landscaped grounds. Separate 
garage, plus carport under sundeck. IMMACULATE inside & out. 
A MUST SEE MLS#10615'
FRAN LOVE 656-3188
DIAN PHILLIPS 656-0131
SUPER DEEP COVE 
RANCHER for $99,900
On attractively wooded .71 acres, 3 bdrs, FAMILY ROOM WITH 
WOOD STOVE, separate dining room, south facing home on 
municipal water, MLS 11233.
PAT COLLETT 656-0131
THIS NORTH SIDNEY CONDO IS 
APPEALING FOR MANY REASONS
—large Lr, Br, and balcony 
—low price of $36,000 
—attractive adult bldg.
—near sea. bus & parks 
—MLS#010071
PAT COLLETT & HEATHER WATT 
656-0131
IF YOU WANT TO BE CLOSER 
TO THE CITY THEN SEE:
— Large home with in-law suite on .96 acre. $129,000 
MLS#006172.
— Neat 2 bdr. bungalow on .57 acre $89,900. MLS#11168 
BOTH HAVE ELK LAKE VIEWS
PAT COLLETT 656-0131
ARE BETTER THAN ONE 
SO ARE TWO LISTINGS 
SERVICES 
EXPOSURE
GETS YOU THE BEST 
PRICE for your HOME 
CALL US NOW 
FOR DETAILS ON THE 
EXTRA SERVICES WE PROVIDE
PAM & BOB KING 656-3257
BLOCK BROS. REALTY Ltd. 656-5584
1 REAL ESTATE ^ TOO LATE
L u WANTED LL TO CUSSIFY
WANTED; Housekeeping room for 
bachelor in quiet Christian home in 
Sidney district. Non-smoker. Pay high 
rent. Apply to Box 150 The Review, 
9781-2nd St. Sidney BC V8L 4P8. 50/51
YOUNG RESPONSIBLE COUf^ ^v^an'- 
ting to rent 2-3 bdrm. house in Sidney 
area. Feb 1/87 work at airport. Call 








2428 Beacon Ave. (opposite 
Post Cffice) Approx. 1000 sq. 
ft. at $7.00 sq. ft. plus taxes. 
Phone 656-7141 days; 656- 
2358 evenings.
SIDNEY, furnished room to rent 9601 
7th St. at Ocean St. $185.00 per month, 
includes utilities, is across from pork.
^ .______   38/53
FURNISHED 1 BDRM. SUITE. All 
utilities, cable, TV, parking, maid ser­
vice. Entrance to Butchart Gardens. 
Maximum stay May $/87 $595.00 per 
month. 652-2234 or 652-1551. 43/tf
HATE CHRISTMAS SHOPPING? 1 have 5 
perfect stocking staffers for the lady 
on your Christmas list. 656-5393. 51/51 
SHORT ORDER COOK v.'anted - part 
time, possibly full time. Apply in per­
son Homestead Cafe, 10025 Galaran 
Rd., Sidney after 2 p.m. 51/51
FOR RENT unfurnished 1 bdrm. suite 
with private entrance. F/S, drapes, 
hedt and electricity included. Non- 
smokers preferred, $340 per mo. Call 
656-1616.
1971 TGORINO WAGON,' 75,000 
originol miles, $650. 652-0279. ^1/51
GALANTI ORGAN - model X310, dbl. 
keyboard, auto chord, rhythm section, 
with bench. Excellent condition, $500 
obo. 656-7035. 51/51
PANDORA'S CLOSET will be open two 
Mondays. Dec. 22 and 29. Closed 
Christmas Eve and Boxing Day. 9783 - 
3rd St. 656-6421. 51/51
THE DANISH LUTHERAN CHOIR from 
Vancouver will be at Grace Lutheran 
Church, 1273 Fort St. Sun., Dec. 21st. 4 
p.m. Danish Carol singing, ac­
companied by wind and string in- 
struments. Everyone welcome. 51 /51 
GORGEOUS ^DOLLHOUSE. Cindy
Superhome, 3 huge rooms, elevator, 
sundeck, doors, windows, balcony and 
reol lighting, $95.  51 /51
FREE: 5 hens, alive for meat. 656-4747. 
T. . : 51/51
FOR SALE: Boy's bike, 21" frame, as is, 
$75 obo; men's bike, 25" frome, as is, 
$100 obo; stereo in good working 
order with turntable, $60. 656-5906, 
Dovid, after6 p.m. 51/51
AUTO FOR SALE, *71 V.W. window von 
partially camperized, gas heater, mint 
condition, maintenance log available, 
$3,495.656-1425, 51/51
STEREO "mint CONDITION hdinTry
speakers with oak stands, Yamaha 
receiver, Toshiba turntable $450., onti- 
que screen, oak with cream moire taf­
feta. Perfect condition $175. 655-1714 
evenings. 50/50
INVEST IN LAND. '/ mlitt from the 
I'onoiuipq, I lul .S3I ncroti and I ln| 
,5,11 ottun $11,000 or 1,0(1 ncroi; anil 
,531 nti'os (wh 3Jots) ? wno $90,0(X), 
Ask for viewing 656 6011, 51 ,’5'2
212 REAL ESTATEFOR RENT
^ULTS ONLY ,





MahI tnAAt, Y V ,
jriwUHtui fiiiiini*,Hfiil to
Milu .*,v '....litlliM » , (li IHttl »*•
Vir imln fiO «iiM« oft
< I,vimMvttiitiihtfn
Mr, fi Mitt, llttoviiiB
LEVEL BASEMENT SUITE, 1 Lilim. I S 
Hvnrylhlnq inrlndhif Avoil Jnn 1 
$375, 6W. 50,. 5 j
FURNISHED BACHELOR SUITES with all 
utilities. Cable T.V., parking, maid ser­
vice. Brentwood Bay maximum slay 
May 1 /87. $350.00 single person $50.00 
per month extra person 652-1551 or 
652-2234. ___________ 43/0
APT. AVAILABLE for seniors. 
Reasonable rent. 656-3612 Norgardon 
Court.  .................. .......... ...........'46/53
ONE BEDROOM APT. W/W carpet, 
drapes, cable T.V,, hot water, S/F, 
clean quiet buiciling. Occupancy Jan.
I, 1907.656-1673, _ _ _ 50/51
CABIN AND DOCK space for ronl on 
small island. '/* mile to Canoe Covo. 
Fully serviced, Ideal for single marine 
oriented person. Reply inanno c/o Box 
1374, Ganges, B.C. VOS 1E0. 51/51
^DNEY IMMACULATE 3 bdnn^ strato 
duplex. Firoplaco, (ridge, stove. Avail. 
Immodialoly, $625. mon. 656-4891.
51/52
a OEDROOM HOME in oduh park (Suni- 
moigalo) all prlviloges $600. 
no90ti(iblo,j556-253(l. 51/51
THE LANDMARK botiuilor opt,, sound­
proof concrete bldg, Adult orlonlod, 
No pots. Ideal loi seniors, $335, 656-
5251_._'...... ............................................; 51/52
FOR RENT itow 3 bdrm. homo on 
Resthaven Dr, in Sidney, 1 and I'l 
bolhs, 5 oppl., F/P, corporl. 
References, No pels. $700. mon, Call 
collect (403) 846 2843 evenings. For ap 
polnimeni for viewing until Dec. 
19/06, 51/51
SIDNEY V/AREHOUSE 2560 sq, fl. 
v/orohou»o, washroom and ofllce. 
Roll-up loadlrtg door, good piirklnfi 
and highway OKposuto, 388-4811 of­
fice, 592-6161 homo, 51/tl
2500 $Q, FT, COMMERCIAL ol otTico 
space on ground floor, 1st St. Sidney 
will rent all or pari, 656-3032, 51 /53
ONE BEDROOM SUITE, private en 
Ironce, noor Iloyol Oak. No pels, rron 
smoker, suitable lor single peintstr 
$325, per aiotrlh, 727-6550. .51 / 51
-IAN 1 ■■ MAY 31 1 bdr, south lacing 
condo in adult bldg. $.350. per ttraitlh 
North Sidney, 656-0131. 5)/51
TWO BDRM. HOME close to downtown 
Sidney, $500.00, Phone 656-7141 days, 
656’235B evenings. 46; tf
COMMERCIAL RENTAL 2428 Henron 
Ave. (opposite post Ofllce) Appiox, 
lOftO ti(|, ll. ol $7,00 !.r|, It, plus ln*<»'i, 
Phrrne 656 7141 dayn; 656 '7.358 even 
Ings, 46 11
SIDNEY AREA, 2 bdtm,, oil npivL, 
dropt'S fiftd cai|tel. Jon, 1 $435, pet 
month 655'1776, 50'51
SIDE BY SIDE tlnplex 3 bedroom I'» 
bath, trnmarulfiie roniliilotr Irldgn nnd 
slovi,* IncludrrtI, ovriilnble Jon. 1 $500 
rntnillc ReleM-nrns i i--(|uii ed, 656 61(16 
n(*et6pm 51'5t
.SIDNEY. COZY FURNISHED one
bedroom diiplow Oulel street noor 
Reecon. Heel, rohle, nlllllies irnl ol 
425, month, Ho pets. Avadohle Jon 
1. (V 6'j6 4(145. 30.1 1X168 51 ‘M
nmm
CLASSIFIED ORDER FORM
The shortest distance between buyer and seller 
—Write your ad below - One word per space 
—Cost appears to right of last word 
—Mimimum charge $2.00 (20 words)
—Consecutive Insertions $1.35 (20 words)
|Z O ir Any single item selling for $15. or less can be placed 
H In Miscellaneous For Sale column free of charge for
week. Maximum 11 words. SORRY NO PHONE 
ORDERS.
MAIL OR DROP IN TO CLASSIFIED 
DEPARTMENT. THE REVIEW9781-2ND ST., SIDNEY.
Pleaserun my ad for ........ weeks undot the       .............
....      .....,...... Classification. I enclose  ................
Name._ __ _....___ ___ Address.. ............................ Phone...........
OR PHONE 656-1151-ADD $1.50 FOR CHARGE ACC.
Sorry no phono In FREE ADS accepted.
70 2.011
?t 7 IS ,7? "'7.,10 73 7.45 ■74 2.00
■!
Tib k 7.tl0 n....... 3 01 20
n 3.35 315
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1 shoLiid like to pay tribute to a very close friend and a fine 
putdoorsrnan. The late Dr. Des Crossley, Haro Park Terrace, 
Dean Park Estates, had a keen lifelong interest in conserva­
tion, the retention and improvement of fish and game 
habitat, ecology and outdoor recreation, the relation betwen 
healthy woodlands and their yield of freshwater. But it is in 
the field of sih'iculturc, and intelligent forest management 
that he showed the way and left his indelible records of 
achievements for future generations to follow.
Dr. Crossley pointed out that the transcontinental forest 
estate that we inherited from our forefather no longer exists 
in its original lavish form. This estate was of such magnitude 
that the only thought was to reduce it as rapidly as possible in 
order to promote agriculture. Reaping its largess was a way to 
speed up this process, but felling and burning was more often 
adopted. He noted that public sector control was promoted i 
with grants of timber to the private sector to harvest over 
short periods of time, but in general no attempt was made to 
equate this time interval to the life of the forest. Large in­
dustrial complexes, involving huge pulp and paper mills as 
well as very large sawmills, turning out a great variety of pro­
ducts, dominated the scene from Manitoba to the eastern 
seaboard, as well as the west coast of British Columbia.
Des thoroughly deplored the fact that hundreds of 
thousands of cubic metres of wood have been destroyed, 
thousands of acres of second growth timber laid waste, and 
age classes of timber vital to sustain an intelligent forest 
management program, have been callously annihilated. With 
very limited reforestation, the result an enormous backlog of 
inadequately regenerated land, currently estimated to ap­
proach 100 million acres across the nation, and increasing by 
about 500,000 acres annually! Dr. Crossley was convinced 
that our forests coAild be managed on sustained yield basis 
and hoped for an opportunity to demonstrate the feasability.
His opportunity came some 30 years ago when he was ap­
pointed chief forester for Northwest Pulp and Paper in Hin­
ton, Alberta. Here, Dr. Crossley master-minded a total 
system of forest management which became a model for the
continent. His carefully conceived and executed plan have 
stood the test of time. It is a major milestone, an innovative 
trail in the history of Canadian forest husbtindry. 'Lite level of 
forest management which Dr. Crossley initiated is unsurpass­
ed in any area of similar size in Canada.
Born in Lloydminster, Saskatchewan, in 1910 Desmond 
Ivan Crossley was educated at the Universities of Alberta, 
Toronto and Minnesota. He held a B.Se.F. with Honors from 
the University of Toronto, an M.Sc. from the University of 
Minnesota, and an Honarary Doctorate from the University 
of Toronto. He has been associated with a score of forestry 
institutions, won numerous awards of excellence, served as a 
consultant on many research bodies, and was a member of the 
Senate of the University of Alberta. Dr. Crossley was a 
distinguished Canadian, leaving a generous and rich legacy t6 
those who follow. He passed away very recently in Calgary, 
Alberta where he was visiting.
Dr. G. Voss, Cordova Bay, reports a rare adult grey, white 
and black Clark’s nutcracker; Ken and Un:i Dobson, l owner 
Park, a flock of red crossbills; C'hris Reid, many convasbticks 
at Esquimau Lagoon; Susan Roberts. Deep Cove Rd., a lost 
grey cockatecl. Western sandpipers, letist sandiiipers, bkick- 
bellied plover, pectoral sandpipers tind greater ycllowlegs 
have been feeding in the Martindale Flats in some mm-.bers.
JOHN DOWN - JOHN GOWAN 
from the Sidney Branch of McLEOD YOUNG 
WEIR wish ail the residents of Sidney all the 
very best for the Christmas Season. ^
389-2114. .
A New You for Christmas
Judge forces occused to be tils own lowyer
A Central Saanich man was 
forced to act as his own defense 
lawyer in a Sidney Provincial 
Court trial last week. Charged 
with assaulting his estranged 
wife, he wound up cross- 
examining her himself.
Arpad Kereszti, 21, was 
found guilty of assaulting his 
estranged wife Carolyn in 
Sidney Provincial Court 
Dec. I i.
Kereszti asked Judge Robert 
Metzger for an adjournment, 
saying he couldn’t get a lawyer
through the Law Centre for that 
date. He said the Law Centre 
advised him to ask for adjourn­
ment.
But Metzger said “I’m not 
satisfied that you’ve been 
diligent with respect to obtain­
ing counsel,’’ and ordered the 
trial proceed.
Forced to act as his own 
lawyer, Kerestzi limited his 
cross-examination to two ques­
tions of his wife, and several of 
the Central Saanich police of­
ficer who took the complaint.
EAC to eye permit
He declined to question the 
other Crown witness, his father- 
in-law.
Carolyn Kereszti testified that 
her husband had thrown her 
against a fence post .after she 
told him she wanted a divorce. 
“He just charged at me grabbed 
me and threw me into a four by 
four post.’’
She testified she suffered a 
bump on the head and a lacera­
tion on the elbow in the inci­
dent.
Her father, Ron Thom, who 
was present during the incident, 
also said Kereszti had thrown 
his daughter against the fence.
After Crown Counsel Derek
Lister finished his case, the 
judge asked Kereszti if he 
wanted to testify on his own 
behalf.
He said he was angry because 
he thought his father-in-law was 
doing most of the talking for his 
wife when the incident oc­
curred. “1 went up to Carolyn. 1 
said ‘You’re no good’. I grabb­
ed her and I threw her,’’ said 
Kereszti.
After finding.Kereszti guilty, 
Metzger said he would like to 
find out mprp^; about his 
backgrbuiid b'efore pa.ssing 
sentence.
Kerestzi will be .sentenced 
Jan. 8.
—---- ---------------------------------- ---------------------- -----------------------
North Sidney council decided 
to refer the plans for the first 
cluster development of Eagle 
Ridge Estates on Wain Road to 
an “informal environmental ad­
visory group’’ for its recom­
mendations at Monday night’s 
meeting.
The first plans for the 75- 
townhousc development were 
submitted to the district for a 
building permit providing they 
complied with the development 
permit bylaw controlling that 
area.
The Capital Regional District 
healtl) department approved a 
sewage disposal system for the 
first cluster of three townhouses 
Sept. 8.
Aid. l:ugenc Haiiiti, who 
moved to lefcr the plans, said 
the informal group could take 
an intelligent look at tlic 
development.
Aid. Linda Michuluk said the 
development on Wain Road had 
never been formally referred to 
the Environmental Advisory 
Cornmitiee.
Council voted to di.scuss the 
building permit application in a 
















.Sewering the south-east 
(luadrant and F)ecp Cove areas 
will be the number one priority 
for North Saanich council in the 
cottu'ng year, said Mttyor Lloytl 
Harrop in his inaugural ad­
dress.
He added that the public will 
have the chance to participate in 
the decision.
In a November meeting, 
council voicd to table adoption 
of a final solution to the sewer­
ing pending more inforttiation,
DRIVERS
NEEDED
* SEVEN ROUTES AVAILABLE * - MAY 
BE TAKEN AS ONE LARGE ROUTE






NEW YEAR’S EVE ,5-95
SPECIAL FOR 2............. ................... UO
A DELICIOUS SEA FOOD DINNER 
OF 2 LOBSTER, CRABS, PRAWNS 
THE MANAGEMENT a STAFF OF 
THE ODYSSIA WISH YOU A 
MERRY CHRISTMAS &
A HAPPY NEW YEAR
97a5-5th St. 
6S6-SS96




II your Businoss Phone Number Is now or has boon rocontiy chung* 
ed, plOBSO call us and we'll run H froo of charge for a period ol Ihroo 
mtJl'ilhs, This service limltod Io fho Review’s Trading area.
Cbrnp.inv Nflino
(ri'» Aqua Soal Roof a Chimney Service..,
(■VS) Boltina........... ....... ....... .......
tun Dl's Barber Shop.......... ..............








iicii Jan Nelson Oallory Inc,., 
(itu Oliver’s Pol Supplies....
(OH Peninsula(lallory......,
.1:,', rcnli'icula Pd Grooming 
to j) PIrjo tllsa 11....
(CU Sidney OoQ Grooming.. 
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CANADA GRADE BONELESS BEEF
STRIP LOIN 1









......... ........6.53 kg BEEF 87%Lean. ..5.4S kg
“THRIFTY” BULK
SAUSAGE 





. 33' lOOg 







HADDIE .. 88' 100g 
PREV. FROZEN SMOKED
BULK DAnTsH mackerel AND PICKLED HERRING 







FOR YOUR HOLIDAY ENTERTAINING: 
Smoked Eel, Pickled Herring, Pickled Mussels, Lox, BBQ 
Salmon, Lutefisk, Caviar and many more to choose from. 








HAM....... ....... 5.49kg*i Ii
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REGUUR OR ALL BEEF
1 J F-Ji j .gf * g S
WEINERS 1
CAESAR’S





QIMB FARfS R.EGI lAR
EGG NOG
SAN JUAN ' ^38! DAYSPRINi
fruit juices...  ......... ul l tofu
DAYSPRINQ GREEN LABEL CALCIUM
.454g
I ■- in-ir M '
©OC f CARNATION INSTANT8©^ HCOT CHOCOLATE
•RISTON I^OaEMADE STYLE
BREAD
l CLOVER LEAF SMOKED
os'"! OYSTERS
' »Sot* » !»■« • .STagfcsa!
...I34g
88 UNCLE BEN’S ^ . ^
STUFF ’N’ SUCH .170g 98' CARNATIONCOFFEE MATE
. -ol OCEAN SPRAY




g swee^ MIX. VUM-YURS’S 




248j IfcURei KENT JAR
OUIVES. GHERKINS. 
CHERRIES or ONIONS ...375 mL
.^mLIOgf .HEW! SfeCAIN FROZEN SUPERFASTPIZZAS ................... .....pkg






1 RIDGEWAYTEA BAGS ...144’S LINDSAY MEDIUM PITTEDOLIVES .398 iriL
..2^
GREEN GTANTNISix'S
rrfOLE KERMa COHN .......341 s?L
McCAlN FROZEN
PEAS. MIXED VEG- 
OT P£AS & CARROTS - , .,J kg



























, QUICK OR ONE Quiet iZSIg 






.. COCKTAIL MIXES...... .rauiL
4CIA! UPTON
I ONION SOUP MIX . . ... -pkg
7QCl MRS. SMITH’S FROZENl(y\ MINCEMEAT PIES
g ALIM’S ■ ^
I CANDY CANES 1*9% 98'
TUFFTS
NUTS ’N’ BOLTS ........... ....zag 1 Q3j KRAFT PHILADELPHIACREAM CHEESE
-
CAESAR'S ________
CAESAR COCK I AIL ...1.33
SCOTT ^










YAMS or SWEET 
POTATOES......
MUSHROOMS
I SAMPLINGS Thurs, Fri. & Sal. in all stores..................6.l\i kg
.1. --urr.T. ■ --.T TLH-rr-niiil I -n-l  ■■■ iii ■.■■■■■■ ill ■ W ll* ll  ̂Wll nil i
FRESH CALIFORNIA ^ F




be closed Christmas Day, ' <y 
Boxing Day and New Year’s \




(•^^7 f‘ 6:00 p.m. Christmas Eve and 





Sg Thrifty Food Stores will
5” POHED
MUMS
To give you time to get. 
those last minute Christmas 
treats, we will be open 8:00 
am to 10:00 pm Sunday,/ 
December 21sf.
VARIETY ITEMS THIS WEEK:
Gov’t Certified Organically Grown
Good Assortment of Christmas Nuts, Poinsettias, 
Mumsettias, Fresh Dates, Greek String Figsi
r.
-1%











From all the Staff at THRIFTY FOODS!
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